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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, a low energy theory approach is applied to the studies of Dark
Matter direct detection experiments and two-dimensional Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) spectra. We build a general framework of non-relativistic e↵ective field theory
of Dark Matter direct detection using non-relativistic operators. Any Dark Matter
particle theory can be translated into the coe cients of an e↵ective operator and
any e↵ective operator can be related to a most general description of the nuclear
response. Response functions are evaluated for common Dark Matter targets. Based
on the e↵ective field theory we perform an analysis of the experimental constraints
on the full parameter space of elastically scattering Dark Matter. We also formulate
an analytic approach to solving two-dimensional gauge theories. We find that in
theories with confinement, in a conformal operator basis, the decoupling of high
scaling-dimension operators from the low-energy spectrum occurs exponentially fast in
their scaling-dimension. Consequently the low-energy spectrum of a strongly coupled
system like QCD can be calculated using a truncated conformal basis, to an accuracy
parametrized exponentially by the cuto↵ dimension. We apply the conformal basis
approach in two models, a two-dimensional QCD with an adjoint fermion at large
N , and a two-dimensional QCD with a fundamental fermion at finite N . It is shown
that the low energy spectrum converges e ciently in both cases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Low Energy E↵ective Descriptions
The idea of e↵ective theory runs through the development of our understanding of
physical systems, even though its importance was not explicitly emphasized until
later last century. The diversity, and the interesting aspects of the physical world lie
exactly in the fact that physics at di↵erent length scales has di↵erent descriptions.
Scaling invariance is an approximate symmetry in some, but not all ranges of length
scale. New degrees of freedom appear as we probe a higher energy scale. Marginal
couplings that govern a long range of running through a logarithmic dependence on
energy also break scaling invariance. Theories which are successful at length scale
of, for example, mega-parsec, definitely possess di↵erent form from those describing
physics at nanometer. Whereas finding a theory of everything is a theoretical pursuit,
it is of phenomenological importance to have a relatively simple description, namely
an e↵ective field theory (EFT), that captures the essential physics at certain energy
scale of interest. The degrees of freedom beyond this scale can be averaged out.
In most cases we are interested in low energy e↵ective descriptions. From a top-
down, or Wilsonian point of view, in many systems, only a finite number of couplings
will remain relevant upon running from a high-energy theory toward a low-energy
one. All other interactions become irrelevant in the low energy description. EFT
focuses on the relevant operators and possibly marginal interactions. A bottom-up
approach, however, is more practical, since mostly we have not much information
about the new physics beyond some cuto↵ scale of the e↵ective field theory. We
simply start by writing down all relevant and marginal local interactions, requiring
1
2analyticity, perturbative unitarity, and the symmetries at the energy range concerned.
Any higher order e↵ect is parametrized by considering corrections coming from higher
dimensional operators suppressed by the energy scale where a new degree of freedom
must be taken into account.
For instance, chiral perturbation theory is a successful low energy description
of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). It is constructed based on the observation
that chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in QCD. At low energy, the lightest
mesons, the pseudo-Goldstone boson of the broken symmetry, are the only degrees
of freedom. Their interactions are described through a nonlinear Lagrangian of the
pseudo-Goldstone bosons, which transform under the SU(3)⇥SU(3) symmetry. The
theory is cut o↵ at the scale of 4⇡f , about a GeV, where f is the decay constant
of the mesons. Higher order e↵ect enters through operators suppressed by powers of
p2/(4⇡f)2,M2⇡/(4⇡f)
2, withM⇡ the mass of the mesons, and p the typical momentum
of the process.
We also believe that the Standard Model (SM) is an e↵ective field theory. Despite
the fact that, to date, we have found little evidence of any established theories beyond
the Standard Model, there are various theoretical and experimental reasons implying
that it is only an e↵ective field theory that describes the physics up to some energy
scale. Though it is unclear yet where this new energy scale is, as an EFT, the SM
has at minimum a cuto↵ given by the Planck scale, where gravity cannot be ignored.
Nevertheless it is a good description below a few TeV; we have not observed significant
deviation from the SM in collider physics.
One type of experimental study of Dark Matter (DM) is direct detection. An EFT
should play a better role in describing DM-SM interaction in these experiments. The
velocity of the DM particle is about 10 3, so the DM-SM interaction is non-relativistic
(NR). Assuming the DM mass is of order a few GeV, the typical transfer momentum
in the scattering of DM particle from the target nucleus in these experiments is of
order q ⇠ MeV. Therefore q is much smaller than the DM mass and the nucleon
3mass. If the cuto↵ energy ⇤UV is greater than a few MeV, expansion using local
DM-nucleon operators at increasing powers of q2/⇤2UV is expected to be a reliable
description. The direct detection experiments are essentially probing the NR limit of
the relativistic operators. It turns out that it is not a one-to-one mapping between
the relativistic operators and their NR counterparts. The latter is a smaller set of
operators. Consequently from a bottom-up point of view we can construct the theory
directly using Galilean and CP symmetries. DM-quark interactions are mapped
to DM-nucleon interactions, when we write down the relativistic operators. Then
through a coherent sum, DM-nucleon interactions lead to DM-nucleus interactions -
the nuclear responses. We will elaborate on the non-relativistic EFT on Dark Matter
direct detection experiments in the next section. Details of the construction of the
theory are presented in Chapter 2, followed by Chapter 3, the analyses on current
experiments using the EFT.
It should be mentioned that the application of EFT is not limited to systems
with a characteristic mass scale. An EFT can be constructed in some physics with
conformal invariance [1]. There is no mass scale in a conformal field theory (CFT).
However, as an analog to that a state in a Lorentz invariant system is labeled by
the mass M2 - the eigenvalue of P 2, an operator in a conformal invariant system is
labeled by its dimension   - the eigenvalue of the dilatation operator D. If there
exists a gap in the operator spectrum in a CFT,  gap, it plays a similar role as the
suppression mass scale in a standard perturbative EFT. The relation between the two
can be easily understood from the perspective of AdS/CFT duality, where the mass
of an AdS field dual to a CFT operator, is given by M2 =  (    d). Here d is the
space-time dimension. For such a CFT it is possible to find an AdS theory, with local
and unitary interactions, that describes the low-lying operators. The correspondence
also allows one to modify the dilation operator D perturbatively, calculated with
correction from non-renormalizable interactions in the AdS, suppressed by a mass
scale that corresponds to  gap.
4Although conformal invariance is not an exact symmetry over all energy ranges, it
is the symmetry in the UV limit of many strongly coupled theories, such as QCD. It is
then natural to break the CFT in the low-energy limit, and study the relation between
the low-energy eigenstates of a broken-CFT system, and the states generated by a
CFT operator, through the state-operator correspondence. Using tools in AdS/CFT,
it has been argued in [2] that in the presence of a gap in operator dimension, for
instance in a conformal invariant system broken by a single scale, the two point
function of two primary operators O1 and O2 (assumed to be the lowest spinless
operators) is given by
hO2(x)O1(0)i ⇠ f( 1, 2)e
 mr
rd 2
, (1.1)
where, r = |x|, m is the mass of the lightest particle created by the two operators,
and  1, 2 are the corresponding dimensions. If   =  2    1, an exponential
decoupling is found between the light state |O1(0)i, and the state generated by O2(x),
namely,
f 1( ) ⌘ f( 1, 2) ⇠ exp (   p2) , (1.2)
with   and p some parameters that vary in di↵erent models.
As a result, in these kinds of systems, high dimensional conformal primary opera-
tors decouple exponentially fast from the lowest-lying mass eigenstates in the broken
CFT. Conversely, to describe the low-lying mass spectrum, we can use the tower of
conformal primary operators as the basis, truncated by some cuto↵ dimension, know-
ing that the correction coming from higher dimensional operators is exponentially
suppressed.
In the same literature [2] an intuitive explanation for the decoupling is given by an
AdS/CFT picture. One calculates the equations of motion of states in the Poincare´
patch dual to operators of dimension  i:✓
 ij
✓
 @2z +
 2i
z2
◆
+ Vij(z)
◆
 (n)j (z) = m
2
n 
(n)
i (z). (1.3)
5The dimensionful scale that breaks the CFT can be generically represented by poten-
tials Vij(z) that diverge in the IR, for example, in a quadratic form of Vij(z) =Mijz↵.
Another factor that contributes to the potential in the equation of motion of AdS
comes from the operator dimension,  2i /z
2. Each eigenstate, thus, is localized at the
minimum of the potential  2i /z
2 + Vij(z), after a diagonalization of Mij. States dual
to di↵erent dimensional operators are therefore localized at di↵erent positions along
the z direction, and their overlap is exponentially suppressed.
But there are also CFT’s that do not have a gap in dimension. If similar expo-
nential decoupling between the high dimensional operators and the low-lying states
also happens in those systems breaking the CFT, we will have an e cient way to
describe the low-lying mass spectrum, since the lightest eigenstates will be largely
dominated by the lowest dimensional operators. We call the hypothesis e↵ective con-
formal dominance. It is found that in the two dimensional (2D) version of QCD,
where the UV CFT has no gap in operator dimension, there is actually such an ex-
ponential decoupling. We have chosen two models as our laboratories, 2D QCD with
an adjoint fermion at large N , where N is the number of colors, and 2D QCD with a
fundamental fermion at finite N , a finite N version of the ’t Hooft model. We have
worked in two dimensional systems as a first step to test the conjecture because of
their simplicity.
It should be emphasized that the low energy description of these strongly coupled
theories using e↵ective conformal dominance is not strictly an EFT. There is not a gap
in operator dimension to be compared with a conformal EFT. Instead, the conformal
basis approach describes an expansion of the low-lying eigenstates in a basis generated
by the primary operators, up to some truncating operator dimension. Because the
contribution from an operator of dimension   is suppressed by a factor of exp(  ),
it is equivalent to an expansion using an approximate parameter exp( 1).
The second part of this thesis is about the low energy description of the two
models of 2D QCD. An introduction of the models is given in Section 1.3.
61.2 E↵ective Field Theory of Dark Matter Direct Detection Experiments
1.2.1 Dark Matter Direct Detection
One of the most astonishing discoveries in the twentieth century is Dark Matter
(DM), which, as we now understand, accounts for one fourth of the composition of
the Universe. We now have ample evidence from, for example, the galaxy rotation
curves, the bullet clusters, strong and weak lensing of gravity, and etc, which demon-
strates its existence. Further properties about the DM are implied from cosmological
studies. The Cold Dark Matter model, for instance, is successful in describing the
observed universe structure, as obtained by measurement of the Cosmic Microwave
Background. Nevertheless it is intriguing that we have not seen any convincing DM
signal beyond astrophysics and cosmology. It is commonly believed that DM and
the SM particles interact weakly. If our estimate of the DM density and its velocity
distribution is correct, we could plausibly see the DM particle in our detectors.
Three di↵erent kinds of experiments therefore have been set up, including direct
detection experiments, indirect detection experiments, and collider physics. Indirect
detection experiments use satellites to observe the production of SM particles, mostly
gamma rays or electrons and positrons, from DM annihilation. In colliders, for in-
stance at the LHC, we try to produce the DM in SM particle collisions, and search
for possible missing energy. Direct detection experiments detect the DM particles
scattering from the SM particles.
The direct detection experiments are designed in a relatively clean background,
usually underground, to record target nuclei recoil. To achieve the requirement of
a high signal-background ratio, di↵erent techniques have been utilized, mostly at-
tempting to detect more than one kind of signal. The setup of major experiments
includes cryogenic solid state material, liquid noble gas, and overheated liquid cham-
bers. Among them, the CDMS, CoGent experiments use Germanium and Silicon to
detect phonon vibration and electron ionization signals. The XENON 10, XENON
7100, and LUX experiments use liquid Xenon to produce scintillation and ionization
signals. These relatively heavy targets are more sensitive to heavy DM particles
around O(100) GeV. The Fluorine nuclei in most of the liquid chambers, such as the
SIMPLE and PICASSO experiments, have better sensitivities in light DM particle,
and are particularly good in probing DM-SM spin-dependent interactions. Further,
scintillation crystal detectors, with NaI, are employed in the DAMA/LIBRA experi-
ment, which has been running under the current setup since 2003, and has observed
an annual modulation at more than a 9  significance [3].
Direct detection experiments are useful in studying DM-SM interaction if it is
mediated by the gauge bosons or the Higgs boson. By construction they probe the
interactions between DM particle, and quarks and gluons. From the null experiments,
the current constraint, imposed by the LUX experiment [4], has bounded cross section
in spin-independent DM-nucleon interactions below 10 45 cm2. This has excluded the
region of Z boson exchange and is close to the limit where it is mediated by the Higgs
boson.
However, the experimental outcome of direct detection is far from clear. In par-
ticular, the anomaly observed by DAMA is localized in two spots, the low DM mass
region around M  = 10 GeV probed mainly by the Sodium element, and the region
around 50 GeV probed by the Iodine. It has considerable tension with experiments
such as XENON, LUX or CDMS, in which the detection results are consistent with
background. Moreover, even the CoGeNT and most recently the CDMS-Si excess
events are to be interpreted as signs of light DM, the claimed regions from these
experiments in the conventional parameter space are not fully consistent with each
other. They are also ruled out in cross section by the null experiments.
Several hypotheses have been proposed in order to alleviate the tension. To name
a few, isospin-violating interactions [5] assume di↵erent coupling between the DM
sector and the proton and neutron. The ratio of the couplings fp/fn can be phe-
nomenologically tuned to a value that relaxes the most stringent constraint imposed
8by the XENON results. Form factor DM theory [6], on the other hand, parametrizes
the momentum dependence of the interaction into a function of transfer momentum
F (q2). This can suppress the low momentum contribution in the event rate, and thus
move the constraint regions of experiments those are sensitive to low DM mass. This
kind of form factor can arise in models with more than one gauge boson that couples
the DM and SM sectors.
1.2.2 The Non-relativistic E↵ective Field Theory
In standard Dark Matter direction detection studies, experimental constraints are
only calculated for two kinds of interactions - the spin-independent (SI) interaction
and the spin-dependent (SD) interaction. Whereas the former describes a coherent
sum of the DM-nucleon interaction in the target nuclei and usually has a larger cross-
section for heavy nuclei, the latter is better probed in nuclei with a larger net spin,
either for proton or neutron. In DM-SM interactions, if the mediator mass is much
greater than the transfer momentum q, typically of order MeV, we can then construct
an EFT to describe these interactions in experiments. This EFT serves as a general
framework of direct detection scattering. It is a model-independent description of
Dark Matter particle theories; any UV physics of DM particle can be parametrized
by the e↵ective operators in the low-energy theory. In this EFT, up to certain order
we only need to consider a finite number of non-renormalizable operators. These
operators become important if, for some reason, the leading operator vanishes. Con-
sequently we can do a model-independent scan of the finite dimensional parameter
space. This will help us to explore any region that could have been overlooked by
the standard SI and SD analyses, and can reconcile the tension between experiments.
This potentially provides a direction for model building if such regions exist. Based on
the motivation, we construct an e↵ective theory for DM direct detection experiments
in Chapter 2 and perform a model independent analysis with the EFT in Chapter 3.
Working in the non-relativistic limit, we can therefore directly construct a com-
9plete basis of NR operators to describe DM-nucleon interactions by requiring Galilean
symmetries and unitarity. There is a reduction of the number of independent NR op-
erators compared to the relativistic operators, even though one does not need to start
from the UV operators to produce the NR operators. Next, these DM-nucleon opera-
tors are mapped to DM-nucleus interactions, or nuclear responses. This step reduces
the number of essential responses needed for experiments. We calculated the form
factors for the common detector targets in major direct detection experiments: Xe,
Ge, Na, I and F. A search of the parameter space of elastic scattering spanned by
these operators is performed based on experimental data.
It is found that there are five independent nuclear responses at the next to leading
order in momentum or velocity. They include the standard SI interaction and the SD
interaction. The SD interaction, however, at the nuclear response level, is decomposed
into the longitudinal and transverse components. In addition, we found two nuclear
responses corresponding to new degrees of freedom in the parameter space - the
angular momentum of a nucleon (~L), and a response operator that describes the
nucleon spin-angular momentum coupling (~L · ~S). We discovered that, Sodium, used
as the target material of DAMA and some future experiments, is sensitive in probing
the newly found ~L · ~S interaction in the low DM mass regime. The five response
operators are divided into two subsets. Operators within each subset can interfere.
The SI operator mixed with the ~L · ~S operator, while the two components of the
SD operator can only interfere with the ~L operator. It is therefore possible that the
cancellation from interference loosens the constraint in some directions in the larger,
new parameter space.
In our analysis, we provide the current experimental limit for all the nuclear
response operators. We have not included the new LUX result; but given that it
uses also liquid Xenon as target material, its constraint can be easily estimated by
scaling the XENON 100 result. We show that, the previously conflicting constraint
coming from di↵erent direct detection experiments can be largely relaxed through
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the extension to the larger parameter space of elastic scattering. With a better
understanding of sensitivities of the target nuclei in di↵erent nuclear responses, we
also show that di↵erent direction in the parameter space has certain preferred probing
materials. This leads to the conclusion that experiments with di↵erent nuclear targets
are complementary in DM searches. As an interesting fact, we found that even the
various isotopes of a kind of target material are able to increase the detecting strength,
by probing along di↵erent directions in the parameter space.
1.3 E↵ective Conformal Dominance in the Low Energy Spectrum of QCD
1.3.1 Conformal Field Theory and E↵ective Conformal Dominance
The idea of solving some strongly coupled theories using the technique based on ef-
fective conformal dominance (ECD) is straightforward. The goal is to diagonalize
e ciently a Hamiltonian using a basis generated by conformal operators. In tra-
ditional methods in solving strong interactions like lattice calculation, the results
converge as a power law in 1/L, with L the size of the lattice. In contrast, because of
the occurrence of e↵ective decoupling in a confining system, the basis states generated
by conformal primary operators decrease exponentially in importance contributing to
a low-lying eigenstate. Hence the spectrum converges exponentially as one increases
the operator cuto↵ dimension.
Conformal field theory (CFT) studies physical systems that exhibit in addition to
the Poincare´ symmetries, scaling invariance and inversion. The CFT generators in
d dimension satisfy an SO(d, 2) algebra, including the Poincare´ algebra, the dilata-
tion operator D, and the special conformal transformation operator K. The special
conformal transformation operator K represents the following sequence: inversion,
translation and inversion again. It is introduced since inversion alone is not a con-
nected part of the group. Moreover the construction of K can be easily understood
in the radial quantization language, since it is exactly the Hermitian conjugate of the
translation generator P ; in radial quantization inversion is equivalent to Hermitian
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conjugate.
Similar to a representation in a theory where eigenstates are with respect to the
Hamiltonian H, in a CFT the eigenstates are with respect to the dilatation and they
are represented by operators. The commutator of the dilatation and a conformal
operator is given by
[D,O(0)] =  i OO(0). (1.4)
Thus, under a dilation x!  x a conformal operator scales like
O(x)! O0( x) =    OO(x). (1.5)
For instance, the spin-one conserved current has dimension d 1, since its product with
the spatial volume remains constant under scaling, whereas the energy-momentum
tensor has dimension d because energy red-shifts under scaling.
Since in the algebra,
[D,P ] =  iP, [D,K] = iK, (1.6)
P and K act respectively like the raising and lowering operators. We can therefore
define the primary operators, such that they are annihilated by the special conformal
transformation, [K,O(0)] = 0. The tower of the descendent operators can be obtained
by acting on a primary operator with P .
We formulate the operator basis in a UV conformal theory. When the CFT is
broken in the IR, the operators mix through a relevant coupling. The ECD conjecture
thus describes the evolution with R, the radius of the sphere where the CFT is defined.
If R < 1/⇤dyn, with 1/⇤dyn the confinement scale, the system is in the UV, and it is
mainly a CFT. As we enlarge R such that R > 1/⇤dyn, the curvature becomes flat
and it ends up with an IR Lorentz invariant QFT. This also can be explained by an
AdS argument. In the Poincare´ patch, if the size of the AdS space Rads is smaller
than the confinement scale, the space in the z direction is cut o↵ before it reaches
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to the IR potential. Hence the eigenstates in the bulk are still approximated by the
AdS solution. Once Rads is larger than 1/⇤dyn, we start to see the localization of the
bulk states, and as a result the mass spectrum discretizes.
The ECD hypothesis implies that as long as we have complete knowledge of the
conformal operator spectrum, the decoupling happens regardless of whether one starts
with a free conformal theory or not. But technically it is hard to construct states of
multi-particles, which can be related by a CFT-breaking Hamiltonian, through field
quantization. Fortunately systems with confinement have negative beta functions and
in the UV there are usually free CFT’s. One of these examples is QCD.
1.3.2 QCD and the Toy Models
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) describes the strong interactions via an SU(3)
gauge group. It is a very successful theory of hadrons, the part that makes up most
of the mass of the five percent visible matter. The strong interaction is mediated by
the gluons. Six flavors of quarks are in the fundamental representation.
The Lagrangian of QCD is
L = q¯i  i@µ µ ij + gsAaµ µT aij  mq ij  qj   14F aµ⌫Faµ⌫ , (1.7)
where, qi is the quark field with i the fundamental index, Aa is the gluon field,
F aµ⌫ = @µA
a
⌫ @⌫Aaµ+gfabcAbµAc⌫ , and fabc is the structure constant of the color SU(3).
At high energy, the perturbative regime, the quarks are approximately massless and
theory has a chiral symmetry SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R.
The beta function of the strong coupling constant gs is negative. At one loop,
 (g) ⌘ dg
d log µ
=   g
3
(4⇡)2
✓
11
3
N   2
3
Nf
◆
=   7g
3
(4⇡)2
, (1.8)
and
↵s(µ) ⌘ g
2(µ)
4⇡
=
↵s(E2)
1 + 7↵s(E
2)
4⇡ log (µ
2/E2)
. (1.9)
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Here E is some energy scale. Thus the theory is asymptotically free and in the IR it
becomes strongly interacting, with the Laudau pole around
⇤QCD = E exp
✓  2⇡
7↵s(E2)
◆
. (1.10)
Before we could reach ⇤QCD ⇠ 200 MeV, at about 1 GeV, chiral symmetry sponta-
neously breaks down. Quark-antiquark pairs develop non-zero vacuum energy values.
The (pseudo)-Goldstone bosons of the broken symmetry are identified as the mesons.
Perturbation QCD is not valid in the strongly coupled regime. To understand
the dynamics, one could use EFT techniques. As we mentioned in Section 1.1, the
chiral perturbation theory is a good description of low-energy baryon and hadron
interactions. But to calculate their mass spectrum and couplings, one usually needs
to refer to lattice theories. While the lattice QCD is well-established today and has
been triumphant in predicting the meson low mass spectrum and other physics, its
application is in many cases limited by lattice gauge theories, as well as the computing
expense.
QCD exhibits confinement. If e↵ective conformal dominance occurs in QCD, then
the conformal basis method might be applicable in understanding the low-energy
structure of QCD. However technical obstacles have to be settled before we can cal-
culate the four dimensional QCD spectrum. In the AdS argument of e↵ective decou-
pling the deformation of the CFT is assumed to be a dimensionful coupling added
to the Lagrangian, whereas in 4D QCD the only dimensionful scale, ⇤QCD, emerges
through dimensional transmutation. It is not obvious yet how one can implement the
logarithmic energy scale dependence into the mass spectrum. In contrast, the two
dimensional QCD theory is simpler; it has an explicit dimensionful gauge coupling.
So all mass eigenvalues will be proportional to this coupling. It is relatively easy to
obtain the set of quasi-primary operators of free fermions, given that we only need
to solve one non-trivial Killing equation. Also, in 2D light-cone coordinate, in the
chiral limit the left and right moving fermions do not interact. The quasi-primary
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operators are constructed by either the left or the right mover. It is then natural to
choose the 2D gauge theories as our toy models. Once we understand the e↵ective
decoupling in the eigenstates of their two dimensional cousins, we can proceed to
higher dimensional gauge theories.
In two dimension, the meson spectrum with its constituent quarks in the funda-
mental representation of SU(N) (at large N limit) was solved by ’t Hooft in the 70’s.
The Lagrangian is
L =  1
4
Tr(F 2) + i ¯ µDµ , (1.11)
with Dµ = (@µ   igAaµT a) . This is a model where the gauge boson has no propa-
gating degree of freedom, and the model is simple enough to be completely solved.
The Hamiltonian breaks conformal symmetry, since the gauge coupling of SU(N)
is dimensionful. It is asymptotically free and in the UV it becomes a free fermion
theory. In the ’t Hooft model it was found that the overlap between the states gen-
erated by high dimensional operators and the low-energy eigenstates is exponentially
suppressed.
This model at large N , however, is without particle number violation. The in-
teractions that create or annihilate quarks is 1/N suppressed; the theory is quantum
mechanics. To test the conformal basis method applied to strong dynamics, we work
in a laboratory that modifies the model, such that it describes a Majorana fermion in
the adjoint representation. In this case even at large N there can be particle number
violation, possibly providing more insight into solving real QCD. The spectrum of
this model has been numerically calculated by I. Klebanov and collaborators using
the Discrete Light-Cone Quantization method (DLCQ), where a diagonalization of
the Hamiltonian is performed in a large basis of states discretizing momentum [7].
We can thus apply our new method to solving the model and test its validity by
comparing the spectrum with previous results.
We use a basis of single-traced quasi-primary operators truncated up to a cer-
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tain dimension to diagonalize the masss matrix. This dimension turns out to be an
expansion parameter in our calculation. We show that, as expected from the ECD
hypothesis, operators decouple exponentially in dimension. Therefore, at the same
accuracy, the size of the new basis is significantly smaller compared to the DLCQ
method. Specifically, below the three-particle threshold, we are able to identify all
six single-particle states found in previous studies with a basis an order of magnitude
smaller. With the conformal basis, we can analytically write down the wavefunctions
for the lightest states, with an error exponentially suppressed by the cuto↵. The
spectrum also contains a continuum. Using the cuto↵ dimension as an expansion
parameter, the continuum is approximated by a free two-particle theory in the trun-
cated, discretized Hilbert space. A detailed solution of the model is presented in
Chapter 4.
As our second test, we generalize the conformal basis approach to 2D QCD at
finite N . Since there is no suppression in higher point functions, all interaction terms
in the Hamiltonian are kept and multi-trace operators are included in the operator
basis. In holography, for the AdS description using equations of motion to make
sense, there is a large N assumption. It is therefore surprising that we can still
observe similar decoupling in this model without the assumption. In particular, as
we parametrically dial the gauge group from large value of N (e.g. N = 1000) to
smaller ones (e.g. N = 3), we only see a mild change in the decoupling pattern. As a
result, we obtain the spectra at finite N with confidence. This shows the strength of
the conformal basis method applied to solving confining theories. In fact, in previous
studies of the model, the DLCD method had been applied, but could not discern the
single particle excitations from the continued spectrum. Standard lattice calculation,
on the other hand, had not been able to calculate the massive spectrum. We will
describe the application of the conformal basis approach to finite N 2D QCD model
in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
E↵ective Field Theory of Dark Matter Direct Detection
2.1 Introduction and Summary of the E↵ective Theory
The nature of dark matter is a fascinating mystery that continues to be unsolved. Di-
rect detection experiments o↵er the possibility of determining the precise interactions
of a dark matter (DM) particle with nuclei. The experiments use di↵erent targets,
potentially testing various types of interactions between the dark matter particle and
the nucleus. Previously, there have been attempts to exploit these di↵erences be-
tween targets, in order to reconcile potential signals seen at some experiments [8, 9]
with the absence of a signal at others. However, studies are typically performed in a
model-driven way, with the goal of putting constraints on a specific particle model.
Recently, [10] took a di↵erent approach, by considering the leading non-relativistic
operators coupling DM to nuclei, and placing bounds on their coe cients. This was
done in the context of elastic scattering. In this paper we would like to extend this
approach by going beyond the leading operators to include the full set of possible op-
erators in the non-relativistic theory, including momentum- and velocity-dependent
operators as well. The goal of this study is to identify all possible elastic DM-nucleus
response functions that may be exploited by experimentalists to characterize DM, and
to relate these responses to the underlying e↵ective theory operators that mediate the
DM-ordinary matter interaction.
Models with momentum-dependent interactions have received some attention lately,
as they have helped lessen the tension between apparently conflicting direct detec-
tion experiments [6, 11–14]. However, from a bottom-up point of view, their appeal is
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much more general. At the present moment, almost nothing is known about the non-
gravitational interactions of dark matter with the Standard Model, and in general,
assumptions about couplings are driven almost totally by appeals to minimalism or
specific models of the electroweak scale. Such principles are not necessarily a good
guide as to what we should expect for the nature of dark matter, and if the dark mat-
ter is instead as complicated as the Standard Model itself, then we may expect much
richer possibilities for its structure and interactions. In particular, if the dark matter
is composite, like most of the visible matter in the universe is, then one should expect
dark matter form factors related to their compositeness scale. From this perspective,
momentum-dependent interactions are a compelling and well-motivated possibility,
since they require only a small amount of structure in the dark matter sector. The
usual argument against such dependence is that it will be suppressed, since any
momentum-dependent terms will necessarily vanish in the limit of zero momentum
transfer at direct detection experiments. This however neglects the possibility that
the leading, momentum-independent interactions can easily be suppressed or forced
to vanish, leaving the momentum-dependent interactions as the dominant ones.
As a simple example of this kind of model, imagine that we have a gauge boson A0µ
that mixes kinetically with the photon Lkin = ✏Fµ⌫F 0µ⌫ [15–18]. Now, take the dark
matter   to be Majorana, so that a charge interaction with A0µ is forbidden, whereas
the anapole operator  ¯ µ 5 ig0A0µ is not, and can be generated when the A
0
µ gauge
symmetry is broken [19]. In such a case, the four-fermion operator that is generated
by integrating out A0µ is the interaction eg
0✏ ¯ µ 5 N¯ µN/m2A. In the non-relativistic
limit and at zero momentum transfer, this is equivalent to
eg0✏
mNm2A
( ¯~S  ) · (N¯$@N), (2.1)
which manifestly is suppressed by powers of momenta. Another, perhaps even more
mundane, example is for the dark matter to be a Dirac fermion that is a neutral com-
posite particle made up of constituents charged under theA0µ gauge force. The charged
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constituents will cause   to have a magnetic dipole moment of order their charge Q0
times the radius r of the bound object, i.e. LDM ⇠ g0Q0r ¯ µ⌫ F 0µ⌫ . Integrating
out the A0µ again generates a four-fermion operator with momentum-dependence,
eg0✏Q0r ¯ µ⌫q⌫ N¯ µN/m2A. This can be seen to vanish in the limit of zero momen-
tum, which occurs physically because at long wavelengths the interaction averages
over the charge of the constituents and sees only a neutral object. Some of the
earliest considerations of such scenarios are [20, 21].
Rather than inventing all such possible models one by one, it is more e cient
to pass directly to an e↵ective field theory description. Generally, such a descrip-
tion is the most natural and e cient tool to perform bottom-up, model-independent
analyses. In this case, the appropriate e↵ective field theory for direct detection ex-
periments involves a set of four-fermion operators for the interactions of dark matter
with a nucleon in the nucleus in the non-relativistic limit. The full set of such opera-
tors, being higher-order in the momentum, have also not been considered previously.
Interestingly, as we will see, some of these operators lead to novel nuclear responses,
and therefore new form-factors are needed to describe DM interactions with the nu-
cleus. In particular, direct detection should include not just spin-independent (SI)
and spin-dependent (SD) interactions, but also angular-momentum dependent (LD),
as well as spin and angular-momentum dependent (LSD) interactions. Under this
new framework, the various elements used for direct detection, couple with di↵erent
strengths, depending on their nuclear properties. It therefore becomes important to
check whether current direct detection experiments have a “blind spot” when com-
bined. Namely, whether there are any operators (or combinations of operators), which
render dark matter less visible to the currently available targets [22].
Before describing the possible nuclear responses, let us first provide a quick sum-
mary of the non-relativistic e↵ective theory of nucleon-DM interactions. Since we are
interested in elastic scattering direct detection, all e↵ective operators will be four-field
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operators, of the form
Lint =  O  NONN. (2.2)
The generalization to “inelastic dark matter” would involve allowing  1O  2, with
 1 and  2 having di↵erent masses; such a generalization should be straightforward
to include, but we will not consider it further here. Passing to momentum space,
we will take the incoming (outgoing) momentum of   to be p (p0) and of N to be
k (k0). The form of possible interactions is constrained by several symmetries. In
particular Galilean invariance imposes that the only combinations of momentum that
may appear are those made from the two invariants momentum transfer ~q = p0   p
and relative incoming velocity ~v = ~v ,in   ~vN,in. Interactions can contain the nucleon
spin ~SN and, if the dark matter carries intrinsic spin (for instance, if it is a fermion),
then ~S  as well. Because the interaction must be Hermitian, it is useful to work with
Hermitian quantities, the complete set of which is
i~q, ~v? ⌘ ~v + ~q
2µN
, ~S , ~SN , (2.3)
where the notation ~v? is introduced because, by energy conservation, ~v? · ~q = 0.
We will work up to second-order in the momentum exchanged between the dark
matter particle and the nucleus. Also, we will limit ourselves to operators which arise
due to exchange of particles of spin one or less (i.e. at most quadratic in either
 !
S or
 !v ). In any Lorentz-invariant local quantum field theory, CP-violation is equivalent
to T-violation, so let us first consider operators that respect time reversal symmetry.
These operators are
1,
 !
S   · !S N , v2, i( !S   ⇥ !q ) · !v , i !v · ( !S N ⇥ !q ), ( !S   · !q )( !S N · !q )(2.4)
 !v ? · !S  ,  !v ? · !S N , i !S   · ( !S N ⇥ !q ).
The operators in the first line of eq. (2.4) are parity conserving, while those of the
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second line are parity violating. In addition, there are T-violating operators:
i
 !
S N · !q , i !S   · !q , (2.5)
(i
 !
S N · !q )( !v ? · !S  ), (i !S   · !q )( !v ? · !S N).
In order to determine the interaction of DM particles with the nucleus, the above
operators need to be inserted between nuclear states. Experimentally, the relevant
question is thus what sort of nuclear responses these operators illicit when DM couples
to the nucleus. We find that there are six basic responses corresponding to single-
nucleon operators labeledMJ ;p,n, ⌃0J ;p,n, ⌃
00
J ;p,n,  J ;p,n,  ˜
0
J ;pn,  
00
J ;p,n in our discussion
in the Appendix A. Five of these responses (MJ ;p,n, ⌃0J ;p,n, ⌃
00
J ;p,n,  J ;p,n,  
00
J ;p,n)
arise in CP conserving interactions (due to the exchange of spin one or less), and
we therefore primarily focus on this smaller set. Although a certain CP-violating
interaction can be viable (see section 2.5), finding a UV-model which will result in the
response  ˜0J ;pn seems more challenging. In this paper we provide form factors in detail
for some commonly used elements, however, it is useful to have a heuristic description
for the responses. M is the standard spin-independent response. ⌃0, ⌃00 are the
transverse and longitudinal (with respect to the momentum transfer) components
of the nucleon spin (either p or n). They favor elements with unpaired nucleons.
A certain linear combination of them is the usual spin-dependent coupling.   at
zero-momentum transfer measures the net angular-momentum of a nucleon (either
p or n). This response can be an important contribution to the coupling of DM to
elements with unpaired nucleons, occupying an orbital shell with non-zero angular
momentum. Finally,  00, at zero-momentum transfer is related to (~L · ~S)n,p. It favors
elements with large, not fully occupied, spin-partner angular-momentum orbitals (i.e.
when orbitals j = ` ± 12 are not fully occupied). As all these responses view nuclei
di↵erently, a completely model independent treatment of the experiments requires
data to be considered for each response separately (up to interference e↵ects).
In this Chapter, it is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we describe in detail the
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e↵ective field theory, emphasizing the non-relativistic building blocks of operators
and their symmetry properties, and demonstrate that the operators in (2.4, 2.5)
describe the most general low-energy theory given our assumptions. In Appendix
A, we discuss the relevant nuclear physics, and in particular we thoroughly analyze
the possible nuclear response function in a partial wave basis, which is the standard
formalism for such physics. In section 2.3, we give an overview of the various new
nuclear responses, with an emphasis on their relative strength at di↵erent elements. In
section 2.4, we summarize these results in a format that can be easily read o↵ and used
in analyses of constraints from direct detection experiments. In particular, section
2.4 and Appendix B contain the approximate necessary nuclear matrix elements and
form factors at the most experimentally relevant elements. In section 2.5, we discuss
possible models leading to operators which have not been considered previously. We
conclude in section 2.6.
2.2 Non-relativistic E↵ective Theory
2.2.1 Preliminaries
Consider the following non-standard dark matter example [6]. Let dark matter be
a complex scalar particle   that is a bound state of two fermions  ¯1 2, and with
compositeness scale ⇤. To couple this to the Standard Model, introduce a new U(1)
gauge boson A0µ of mass mA that kinetically mixes with the photon, L   ✏F 0µ⌫F µ⌫ .
If the fermions have equal and opposite charge under the A0µ gauge field, then  
will be neutral. However, it will interact with A0µ through the lowest-dimensional
interaction that is not forbidden, which in this case is a charge radius coupling:
g0@µ @⌫ ⇤F 0µ⌫/⇤
2. Integrating out the A0µ generates, at leading order in momenta,
the following interaction:
g0e✏
m2A⇤
2
p[µp
0
⌫]q
µ ⇤ N¯ ⌫N, (2.6)
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where in this case the nucleon N is the proton, and the brackets [µ⌫] indicate the anti-
symmetric component. In the limit of small momentum transfer q, the ⌫ = 0, µ =
1, 2, 3 terms dominate, and one is left with the interaction
C
✓
q2
⇤2
◆ 
 +  N+N 
 
, C =
g0e✏m mN
m2A
. (2.7)
Here, N±, ± are non-relativistic fields involving only creation or annihilation fields,
i.e.
N (y) ⌘
Z
d3k
(2⇡)3
1p
2mN
e ik·ya†k, N
+(y) ⌘ (N (y))†, (2.8)
This example illustrates a few points that will be useful to keep in mind when we turn
to a systematic description of the full e↵ective field theory. First of all, the leading
interaction in this case is momentum-dependent, the leading standard interactions
having been eliminated by charge assignments. Second, it is just the first term in an
expansion in powers of q over the compositeness scale ⇤. In order for this expansion
to make sense, q must be less than ⇤ over the range of momentum transfers relevant
at direct detection experiments.
The minimum possible cut-o↵ ⇤UV on the e↵ective theory is dictated by the rele-
vant experiments, and must be at least as large as the experimentally probed region
of momentum transfer ~q between dark matter and atomic nuclei. Direct detection
experiments directly measure the recoil energy ER of atomic nuclei, and for a target
nucleus of mass mT this corresponds to a specific momentum transfer q =
p
2mTER.
Consequently, the momentum transfer of any event is known up to any uncertainty
in the recoil energy and possibly the identity of the atomic element. In general, then,
every experiment has a maximum momentum transfer that it is sensitive to. This
follows from the fact that larger momentum transfers require the dark matter to be
incident with greater velocity, at least vmin = q/2µT . The velocity distribution of
the dark matter halo is expected to fall o↵ exponentially at around v ⇠ 10 3, and
essentially shut o↵ completely at the escape velocity vesc ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10 3. Since the re-
duced mass µT is always less than the target mass mT , and typical target masses are
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mT ⇠ 100 GeV, momentum transfers will rarely if ever be larger than
qmax ⇠ 200MeV. (2.9)
So, in order for the e↵ective theory to be a reliable description of direct detection
experiments, one should have ⇤UV & few · qmax. Larger cut-o↵s are of course al-
lowed, though they will have correspondingly smaller cross-sections for dark matter
scattering with nuclei.
2.2.2 The E↵ective Theory
We will now explore the e↵ective theory in more detail, describing the essential in-
gredients and the full set of possible non-relativistic interactions. The kinetic action
is just the usual, non-relativistic form:
Lkin = 2m  +(y)
 
i
@
@t
 
~r2
2m 
!
  (y). (2.10)
By momentum-conservation, the momentum transfer q is both
q = p0   p = k   k0. (2.11)
There are several important symmetries that restrict the possible form of interactions.
The first of these is Galilean invariance, which is just a constant shift in all velocities.
Thus, all momenta must appear through Galilean invariant combinations. Between
p, k and q, there are therefore only two independent momenta that can arise in any
interaction. It is easy to see that the momentum transfer ~q is Galilean invariant, as
is the relative incoming velocity
~v ⌘ ~v ,in   ~vN,in, (2.12)
which is just the velocity of the incoming dark matter particle in the nucleon rest
frame. The final kinematic constraint is energy conservation. This is easiest to impose
by passing to the center-of-mass system, where the total kinetic energy is E = 12µNv
2
rel,
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with µN =
mNm 
mN+m 
the dark-matter-nucleon reduced mass and vrel = v   vN . For the
initial state energy, this is just Ein =
1
2µNv
2, whereas for the final state energy it is
Eout =
1
2µN(~v +
~q
µN
)2. Imposing Ein = Eout is therefore equivalent to
~v · ~q =   q
2
2µN
. (2.13)
The next major constraint is Hermiticity of the interaction. This is essentially equiv-
alent to crossing symmetry, because Hermitian conjugation exchanges incoming for
outgoing particles, i.e. (  )† =  +. Consequently, the momentum transfer ~q is ef-
fectively anti-Hermitian, and it will be more convenient to work with the Hermitian
operator i~q. Under exchange of incoming and outgoing particles, ~v does not have
definite parity: ~v
†! ~v ,out   ~vN,out = ~v + ~qµN . However, we can easily construct a
similar quantity that is Hermitian:
~v? ⌘ ~v + ~q
2µN
. (2.14)
The reason for this notation is that, by the energy-conservation condition above,
~v? · ~q = 0. Finally, we must include the particle spins. In the relativistic limit,
this is just the familiar fact that four-fermion operators can contain   matrices. In
the non-relativistic limit, we can write down the dark matter and nuclear spins ~S 
and ~SN as operators directly. Di↵erent possibilities for the spin of the dark matter
are thus treated in a unified way. If dark matter is a spin-1/2 particle, then these
spins operators are simply 12~ , where  
i are Pauli sigma matrices, acting on the  
and N spinors; for vector dark matter, they are spin-1 representations of the angular
momentum generators J i acting on the   vector; and for scalars, they simply do
not appear. These are invariant under Hermitian conjugation, so we have for our
complete set of Galilean, Hermitian invariants the following:
i~q, ~v?, ~S , ~SN . (2.15)
In addition to the above symmetries, there are strong constraints on violations of
CP symmetry. Since ultimately our non-relativistic theory must be embedded in
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a Lorentz invariant quantum field theory, this is equivalent to T symmetry. Spins
behave like angular momentum, and thus change sign under T. Also, velocities all
change direction under T, so ~v? and ~q change sign as well. Finally, although we will
not impose P as a symmetry, it will be helpful to classify all operators according
to whether they are even or odd under P. In this case, spins do not change sign,
whereas ~v? and ~q do. Thus, the complete set of Galilean invariants has the following
transformation table:
† T P
 !
S +1  1 +1
i !q +1 +1  1
 !v ? +1  1  1
Since we are interested in elastic scattering direct detection, all e↵ective operators
will be four-field operators, of the form
Lint =  +O   N+ONN  ⌘ O  +  N+N . (2.16)
Furthermore, the momentum-transfer-squared q2 is a completely invariant scalar
quantity that depends only on dark matter kinematic quantities, and thus if O is
an operator allowed by all symmetries of the theory, then q2nO is as well. It is
therefore natural to classify all such operators as a single one with a q2-dependent
coe cient, or form factor:
c0O + c2q2O + c4q4O + . . . ⌘ FO
✓
q2
⇤2
◆
O. (2.17)
Massless mediators can be incorporated by including a FO ⇠ q 2 term, though strictly
speaking this is not an e↵ective operator. A related point is that at the upper range
of momentum at experiments, the pion should be included in the e↵ective theory and
 - -⇡ couplings allowed. For instance, if the underlying DM model contains couplings
such as  ¯ µ 5 J
µ5
3 of DM to the axial current J
µ5
3 = iq¯ 
µ 5⌧3q, then the e↵ective
theory will couple  ’s to pions due to the overlap of Jµ5 with ⇡. Such interactions
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would contribute to dark matter-nucleon scattering through t-channel pion exchange
at tree-level, e↵ectively producing FO / 1q2+m2⇡ form factors in  - -N -N interactions.
So far, we have mainly discussed momentum scales. In addition, there is an energy
scale associated with the scattering process, of size !q ⇠ q2/2mT . 200 keV. This is
usually negligible, as the binding energy ! of nucleons is about 10 MeV per nucleon
for most elements, and inelastic transitions are kinematically suppressed. However,
for nuclei with small splittings ⇠ !q between the ground state and an excited state,
it could a↵ect direct detection rates.
We are now ready to present the possible non-relativistic interactions. The general
Lagrangian is
Lint =
X
N=n,p
X
i
c(N)i Oi +  N+N , (2.18)
with the following set of operators. Of the T-even operators, we have
1. P-even, S -independent
O1 = 1, O2 = (v?)2, O3 = i~SN · (~q ⇥ ~v?), (2.19)
2. P-even, S -dependent
O4 = ~S  · ~SN , O5 = i~S  · (~q ⇥ ~v?), O6 = (~S  · ~q)(~SN · ~q), (2.20)
3. P-odd, S -independent
O7 = ~SN · ~v?, (2.21)
4. P-odd, S -dependent
O8 = ~S  · ~v?, O9 = i~S  · (~SN ⇥ ~q) (2.22)
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In addition, we also have T-violating operators:
5. P-odd, S -independent:
O10 = i~SN · ~q, (2.23)
6. P-odd, S -dependent
O11 = i~S  · ~q. (2.24)
It is convenient to separate the operators as we have done above because each of
these six groups of operators will not interfere with each other. In addition, there are
four operators that are products of the ones above:
O10O5, O10O8, O11O3, and O11O7. (2.25)
With these, the above operators provide the most general e↵ective theory at the
dark matter-nucleon level that can arise from exchange of a spin-0 or spin-1. In
the completely general e↵ective theory for elastic scattering, one would relax this
condition and include arbitrary powers of ~v and ~S , which would allow products of
the operators we have written here and one additional operator O12 = ~S  · (~SN ⇥~v?).
For instance, O7O8 is a local operator that we have not written down above. However,
quadratic powers of ~SN and beyond (and ~S  as well, if   is spin-1/2) can always be
reduced to at most linear powers by using the multiplication table of sigma matrices.
In appendix B.3, we present the non-relativistic reduction of all relativistic operators
arising from a spin-0 or spin-1 exchange (or more precisely, with at most a single-index
field exchange at tree-level) in terms of the local interactions above. The product
operators in eq. (2.25) are seen to arise from a spin-1 particle coupling to fermion
bilinears of the form N¯
$
@µ 5N , which, for model-building concerns to be discussed
in section 2.5, we will not focus on further. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind
that the general e↵ective theory possible without any such restrictions contains these
operators.
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In order to obtain the size of scattering cross-sections relevant to experiments,
we need to evaluate matrix elements of the nucleon-level operators from the e↵ective
theory inside of a target nucleus. From the point of view of the e↵ective field theory we
have constructed, an atomic nucleus is a heavy, many-body bound state of nucleons.
For the purpose of computing nucleon matrix elements inside such a nucleus, it is
important to separate out ~v? into a term ~v?T that acts on the coherent center-of-mass
velocity of the atomic nucleus as a whole, and a term ~v?N that acts only on the relative
distances of the nucleons within the nucleus. We can write
~v? =
1
2
(~v ,in + ~v ,out   ~vN,in   ~vN,out) = ~v?T + ~v?N , (2.26)
where
~v?T =
1
2
(~v ,in + ~v ,out   ~vT,in   ~vT,out) = ~vT + ~q
2µT
(2.27)
acts only on the center of mass motion of the nucleus (here, ~vT = ~v ,in   ~vT,in is the
incoming dark matter velocity in the lab frame). Also, ~v?N is just
~v?N =  
1
2
(~vN,in + ~vN,out), (2.28)
but where the ~vN ’s act only on the separation distance between the nucleons. The
reason for this separation is that ~v?T and ~v
?
N behave qualitatively di↵erently, and have
parametrically di↵erent sizes. The former is determined by the kinematics of the
dark-matter-nucleus scattering process, and does not require any detailed knowledge
of the internal structure of the nucleus. Its approximate magnitude is given by
mTvT ⇠ q. (2.29)
Indeed, for elastic scattering, by kinematics, vT must be strictly greater than
q
2mT
,
and the event rate tends to be suppressed by the halo distribution if vT is significantly
greater. As stated above, the typical size for vT is ⇠ 10 3.
On the other hand, v?N depends on the internal distribution of nucleons in the
nucleons and thus is determined by
mN~v
?
N ⇠ q. (2.30)
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This will lead to a relative kinematic enhancement of mT/mN = A for ~v?N compared
to ~v?T . In many cases this is cancelled by the fact that ~v
?
T tends to sum coherently
over nucleons whereas ~v?N often does not, making the two terms comparable, but we
will see some important exceptions.
At low momentum-transfer, the internal structure of atomic nuclei can be sum-
marized in just a finite number of macroscopic quantities. In the case of the stan-
dard spin-independent interaction O1 or spin-dependent interaction O4, these are the
atomic number A and charge Z or nucleon spin expectation values hSni, hSpi, respec-
tively. However, there are many more possible macroscopic quantities that appear
associated with our full table of interactions than just these usual ones. Furthermore,
at finite momentum-transfer, there are multiple possible form factors associated with
the nuclear responses that are required for calculating event rates. Still, there are
fewer independent nuclear responses than the full set of operators in the e↵ective
theory, so that a small number of plots can roughly capture the full range of possible
models.
In order to obtain these nuclear responses, one needs detailed input from nu-
clear physics on the wavefunctions of nucleons inside the nucleus. We construct the
standard framework for the results of these computations, and provide a thorough dis-
cussion of possible nuclear responses in the appendix. We will also provide a mapping
of the operators in the e↵ective theory onto the nuclear response functions.
In section 2.3, we will discuss how these nuclear responses favor di↵erent elements.
The reader whose immediate goal is to use the resulting form factors in order to com-
pute specific experimental event rates will find the relevant results summarized in
section 2.4. A series of nuclear physics calculations of moderate complexity have
been carried out in order to illustrate the kinds of variations among nuclear target
responses one should expect, given the unknown nature of DM-nuclear interactions
and the range of e↵ective theory possibilities. While we would characterize our nu-
clear structure calculations as reasonable – based on the shell model, using realistic
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interactions that have been “vetted” in related electroweak studies, and employing
bases of reasonable size (ranging up to ⇠ 0.7M Slater determinants, after applications
of symmetries) – we also hope our results will motivate others to train even more so-
phisticated nuclear structure technology on this problem. For example, the relevant
isotopes of Ge span a region in neutron number where a sharp spherical-to-deformed
transition occurs, accompanied by fascinating quantum-mechanical level-crossing phe-
nomena and associated sharp changes in proton and neutron spectroscopic factors.
This paper will provide those specialists with tools necessary to tackle such problems
an important additional motivation for undertaking new work, its relevance to ongo-
ing experiments that address one of the most important open questions in particle
astrophysics, the nature of DM.
2.3 Comparing the Novel Responses For Di↵erent Elements of Interest
The most important lesson that the general EFT of dark matter-nucleon elastic scat-
tering has to teach us is exactly what are all the phenomenological properties that
distinguish nuclear recoil rates at di↵erent experiments. Specific models or e↵ective
operators for dark matter interactions will be proportional to some particular com-
bination of these properties, which can enhance or diminish the relative sensitivity
of di↵erent experiments. Coupling through atomic number A or charge Z in the
standard spin-dependent case or through the proton or neutron spin in the standard
spin-dependent case are by far the best-known examples. However, as we have seen
in the previous section there are other possible nuclear responses. In this section we
would like to explore the less familiar responses,   and  00.
2.3.1  p and  n
The   responses in the zero momentum transfer limit simply measure the nucleon
angular momentum content of the nucleus. Therefore, elements which have an un-
paired nucleon (either n or p), in a non s-shell orbital are favored. For the proton
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response, this includes 23Na and 127I. 19F, whose proton is approximately in the 2s1/2
orbital, is disfavored, however. Among odd-neutron nuclei of interest, 73Ge and 131Xe
exhibit the strongest response, with other isotopes less favored. In Fig. 2.1 at finite
momentum transfer, q, we provide a comparison of the strength of the response for
various elements (integrated over a representative range of q, and weighted by the
natural abundances of isotopes). As explained in section 2, the   response receives
a kinematic enhancement of A that is competitive with the coherent enhancement
factor associated with the center of mass of motion of the nucleus. Thus, the   re-
sponse contribution to operators such O5 and O8 can be important, and can become
dominant for elements with unpaired nucleons in large angular-momentum orbitals.
To illustrate this point we have included in Fig. 2.2 a comparison of the   response
to the standard SI response, M , as they occur for operator O8. Finally, we would also
like to point out, in case spectral data becomes available in future experiments, that
as a function of recoil energy (or momentum transfer), the   responses has di↵erent
behavior from either the more standard SI (M) or the SD (⌃0, ⌃00) responses. This
is shown in Fig. 2.3.
2.3.2  00p and  
00
n
The  00 responses at zero momentum transfer are sensitive to a product of the nucleon
spin and its angular momentum. The dominantly coherent part of this product, is the
scalar inner product (~L · ~S)N . For completely filled angular momentum orbitals, this
dot product vanishes. Namely, when all 2(`+1) states of the spin-aligned (j = `+ 12)
subshell and all 2` states of the spin-anti-aligned (j = `   12) subshell are occupied,
this dot product vanishes. In general, however, as the ` ± 12 orbitals have di↵erent
energies and so the highest occupied orbital for a given element will not be filled. Let
n±(`) be the approximate occupation numbers of the `± 12 orbitals. In terms of these,
the dot product is proportional to (`+1) n+(`)  ` n (`). Usually, the least energetic
orbital will be filled first, and so one expects a mismatch between n±(`) of order `
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(the strong spin-orbit nuclear force in nuclei moves the spin-aligned orbit lower in
energy). Consequently, h(~L · ~S)i ⇠ `2highest for most elements. The  00 responses tend
to favor heavier elements, as these have larger ` orbitals not fully occupied. Much
as in the case of the delta responses,  00 receives a kinematic enhancement of A, and
can be important. It is the dominant response for the operator O3. As we will see
in section 2.5, models which contain O3 can also typically contain q2mNO1. Due to
the `2highest enhancement, for heavier elements, the  
00 response can easily be of order
the M response in a large portion of the parameter space of such models. In Fig.
2.1 we show the  00 responses for the various elements. This response is particularly
interesting in the context of light DM, as the sodium coupling strength can be more
than ten times bigger than that of fluorine (see Fig.2.4).
2.4 Presentation of Results
Ultimately, we are interested in the prediction for the di↵erential scattering rate dRdER
(per unit time per unit recoil energy) with respect to nuclear recoil energy. This is
related to the di↵erential cross-section through
dR
dER
=
⌧
⇢ mT
µ2Tm v
d 
d cos ✓
 
, (2.31)
where ⇢  is the dark matter density, and h. . .i indicates average over the halo velocity
distribution.1 The di↵erential cross-section depends on the matrix-elements-squared
in the usual way,
d 
d cos ✓
=
1
2j  + 1
1
2j + 1
X
spins
1
32⇡
|M|2
(m  +mT )2
, (2.32)
where we have averaged over 2j +1 and 2j+1 initial dark matter and nuclear spins,
and summed over the final spins. The matrix-elements-squared in general contain
1This formula follows straightforwardly from the recoil energy in terms of the velocity and scat-
tering angle in the center-of-mass frame, ER =
µ2T
mT
v2(1  cos ✓), and the fact that the rate per unit
time is R = hn  vi. A canonical review of dark matter direct detection is [23].
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interference terms between the di↵erent operators, and this leads to a large number
of possible di↵erent form factors.
A general Lagrangian of the form
L =
12X
i=1
c(n)i O(n)i + c(p)i O(p)i , (2.33)
will therefore lead to a matrix-elements-squared that can be written
1
2j  + 1
1
2j + 1
X
spins
|M|2 ⌘ m
2
T
m2N
12X
i,j=1
X
N,N 0=p,n
c(N)i c
(N 0)
j F
(N,N 0)
ij (v
2, q2), (2.34)
where the form factors F (N,N
0)
ij (q
2) are defined as the coe cients of the ci’s in this
relation, and are defined to be symmetric in (i, N)$ (j,N 0). We give approximations
for them at the most relevant nuclei in Appendix B. We have factored out the generic
kinematic term
m2T
m2N
which arises due to the conventional relativistic normalization of
states. Because the operators fall into sectors that do not interfere with each other
due to symmetry and WIMP spin, only a few of the o↵-diagonal (i 6= j) form factors
Fij’s are non-zero. In summary, the master formula for the detector event rate
dRD
dER
(per unit time per unit detector mass per unit recoil energy) in terms of the form
factors F (N,N
0)
ij and operators coe cients c
(N)
i in the e↵ective theory is
dRD
dER
= NT
⇢ mT
32⇡m3 m
2
N
*
1
v
X
ij
X
N,N 0=p,n
c(N)i c
(N 0)
j F
(N,N 0)
ij (v
2, q2)
+
, (2.35)
where NT is the number of target nuclei per detector mass.
Finally, let us give the explicit connection between these general form factors and
the convention for the form factors in the standard spin-dependent case, which is our
O4. In the standard spin-dependent interaction, the usual convention is to write the
coe cients of the operators O(p)4 and O(n)4 in terms of isospin-respecting and isospin-
violating parameters a0 = an + ap, a1 = ap   an respectively, which are related to the
coe cients c(p)4 , c
(n)
4 in eq. (2.33) by
c(N)4 = (16
p
2/⇡)mNm GFaN , (N = n, p) (2.36)
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Figure 2.2: Size of integrated responses
R
vmin=
q
2µT
d3v f(v)v
R1
0 qdqF (q
2) for the coherent
vs. angular-momentum-dependent pieces indicated, with m  = 100 GeV.
where GF is Fermi’s constant and DM spin j  =
1
2 is assumed. It is also conventional
to define form factors S00, S11, S01:
S00 =
1
4⇡
X
spins
|h~Sn + ~Spi|2,
S11 =
1
4⇡
X
spins
|h~Sp   ~Sni|2,
S01 =
1
2⇡
X
spins
|h~Spi|2   |h~Sni|2,
Consequently, they are related to our F (N,N
0)
44 ’s with DM spin j  =
1
2 according to
F (p,p)44 =
⇡2
(2j + 1)
(S00 + S11 + S01), F
(n,n)
44 =
⇡2
(2j + 1)
(S00 + S11   S01),(2.37)
F (n,p)44 = F
(p,n)
44 =
⇡2
(2j + 1)
(S00   S11). (2.38)
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2.5 Models
One of the more interesting operators we have found is O3, as it leads to non-trivial
dependence on the nucleon angular momentum. Since this operator is somewhat
unusual, let us provide a sketch of a model where such an operator might arise. O3
can be obtained from the non-relativistic limit of (see appendix)
 ¯ µ N¯i µ⌫q
⌫N !
(2m )q
2 + 8mNm iv · (q ⇥ SN) = 2m q2O1   8mNm O3.
(2.39)
Our goal will then be to provide a model which generates this type of operator
and describe its parameter space. An example of a model of this type is one which
contains a new Dirac pair of colored fermions, U, U˜ andD, D˜, which also carry charges
±Qu and ±Qd under a new gauge boson, A0µ. We can imagine that there is some UV
sector which couples the left and right handed quarks of the SM (q and u˜,d˜) to our
new fermions. If this UV sector respects a new-particle parity symmetry, then upon
integrating the UV sector out we get a Lagrangian containing the terms:
L = 1
⇤21
[yu(Uu˜)(Uu˜)
† + yd(Dd˜)(Dd˜)†] (2.40)
+
1
⇤32
[y0u(q↵Hu˜ U˜
↵U  + c.c) + y0d(q↵H
†d˜ D˜↵D  + c.c)] + · · ·
Here ↵,   are two-component, left-handed, spin indices, and we assumed some struc-
ture in the UV theory which couples U ’s to the up sector and D’s to the down sector.
2
Upon integrating out the heavy fermions, and including the Higgs vev, v, the
induced coupling of quarks to the new gauge boson take the form
L = 1 gA0
(4⇡)2⇤21
F 0µ⌫@
⌫ [yuQuu¯R 
µuR + ydQdd¯R 
µdR] (2.41)
+ 2
gA0v
(4⇡)2⇤32
F 0µ⌫ [MuQuu¯ 
µ⌫u+MdQdd¯ 
µ⌫d],
2For example, the four-fermion terms above can arise from the exchange of scalar fields charged
under hyper-charge and A0.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the   form factor to the standard spin-dependent (F⌃0 +
F⌃00), and to the standard spin-independent (FM) ones, for protons in iodine and
fluorine. Ratios have been normalized to 1 at y = 0.
where i are numbers of order one, and theMi are of order the heavy fermion masses.
We assume that the dark matter is also charged under the new gauge boson, and so
after integrating the gauge boson out, there is an induced local interaction between
dark matter and nucleons of the form
L = g
2
A0Q 
(4⇡)2⇤21M
2
A0
 ¯ µ 
 
c1p @
2(p¯ µp) + c1n @
2(n¯ µn) + · · ·   (2.42)
+
g2A0Q Muv
(4⇡)2⇤32M
2
A0
 ¯ µ  @⌫ (c2p p¯ 
µ⌫p+ c2n n¯ 
µ⌫n) + · · · ,
where the various c’s depend on the parameters of the model and can be adjusted
separately, for example by changing the fermion masses and charges. Adjusting the
masses and charges (both of which are radiatively stable) one can reduce the part of
the interaction which couples to q2O1, and vary the coupling to protons and neutrons
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3 GeV (integrated against the velocity distribution) for di↵erent nuclear responses.
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through O3 independently. Note, that for the heavier elements the  00 response can
be of the same order as the M response (see Fig. 2.5 ). Therefore, in a significant
portion of parameter space of this model, the new LS-response can dominate the more
standard SI response for some elements.
Another interesting operator is the CP violating spin operator O10 = iq · SN as it
couples to only a portion of the nucleon spin (resulting in the response ⌃00). A model
generating such an operator is as follows. Consider a scalar   whose couplings violate
CP, but preserve CP in any given sector. After EW breaking, its couplings take the
form (schematically):
L = y   ¯ + yq iq¯ 5q. (2.43)
Upon integrating   out, we get the following Lagrangian
L = y yq
m2 
 ¯ iq¯ 5q + c
y2 y
2
q
(4⇡)2m2 
 ¯ q¯q + 
y3 y
3
q
(4⇡)4m2 
q¯q iq¯ 5q + · · · (2.44)
The first term will lead in the non-relativistic limit to O10 and can dominate the
interaction between   and quarks for small Yukawa couplings, while the last term
produces CP violating e↵ects in the SM. In particular, the last term can mediate direct
CP violating decays in the kaon system. Experimental constraints place a bound on
the mass and couplings of
m2 
y3 y
3
q
> (300 GeV)2. This still allows for significant rates at
direct detection experiments.
Finally, let us discuss some of the restrictions we made on the e↵ective theory.
Specifically, we have neglected operators that require contracting two indices from the
dark matter part of the operator with the nucleon part. In order for such interactions
to be generated by tree-level exchange of a mediator, the exchanged field would have
to be spin-2 or higher (or, at least a non-standard anti-symmetric Bµ⌫ spin-1 field).
Higher-spin fields are subject to strong theoretical constraints and typically arise as
composites fields with size comparable to their mass; this is the case for instance with
spin-2 resonances of QCD. There is nothing wrong with such particles, however they
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the  00 form factor to the standard spin-independent (FM)
form factor, with relative coe cients as given by the moment operator of the model
in section 2.5.
will usually be accompanied by spin-0 or spin-1 resonances as well, and it is unlikely
that the higher-spin exchanges will dominate the interactions. We have made one
additional truncation which is to neglect the product operators in eq. (2.25). This
is motivated by the fact that any spin-1 exchange leading to such operators would
necessarily couple to the dark matter sector as a CP-even field and to the nucleons as
a CP-odd field, or vice versa. In a theory where CP is broken, this is not necessarily
forbidden. However, it requires more work to see if such a framework can be UV-
completed, in particular in a manner where the spin-1 mediator couples dominantly
to a current in the UV in CP-violating way.
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2.6 Discussion and Future Directions
The exact nature of dark matter remains as yet unknown, and little can be said for
certain about its interactions with the Standard Model. Especially when comparing
the results from di↵erent experiments, it is therefore prudent to keep an open mind
about what form such interactions can take, and to avoid prejudices about underlying
models when possible. The most e cient tool for separating out assumptions about
UV physics and parametrizing the relevant low-energy possibilities is e↵ective field
theory, which we have applied here to the direct detection of dark matter. E↵ective
field theory has been considered in the context, the most thorough analysis proba-
bly being [10]; however, the full set of possible interactions, including all derivative
couplings and momentum-suppressed interactions, as well as the possibility of inter-
ference between di↵erent operators, has not previously been explored. Since direct
detection experiments are sensitive to interactions with finite momentum transfer, it
is entirely possible and well-motivated for momentum-independent operators to be
absent, and for momentum-dependent interactions to be responsible for the leading
source of direct detection scattering. It turns out that the full set of possibilities is
much richer than the standard cases, and can favor atomic nuclei in a qualitatively
di↵erent way.
We have systematically constructed the low-energy, non-relativistic e↵ective field
theory describing direct detection scattering. We have paid special attention to the
basic non-relativistic building blocks, that connect directly to relevant experimental
observables, and to their symmetry properties. This simplifies the identification of all
possible non-relativistic operators and makes their interpretation more physical, as
well as explaining patterns in the form of non-relativistic operators that arise when
taking the non-relativistic limit of standard four-fermion operators. It furthermore
eliminates the need for embedding the field operators in full representations of the
Lorentz group, and thus gives a unified description of all possible spins for the dark
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matter particle.
This e↵ective field theory is necessarily for interactions between dark matter and
nucleons. To make contact with experiment, one requires the matrix elements of these
operators between atomic nuclei. This marriage of an e↵ective theory treatment of
DM interactions with a treatment of the nuclear response shows that there are six
independent nuclear response functions characterizing DM elastic interactions with
nuclei, and that these response functions are associated with six single-particle oper-
ators having the requisite transformation properties under parity and time reversal.
The new response functions are associated with the nuclear convection current and
related spin-velocity currents that depend explicitly on nuclear compositeness. In ad-
dition, two interference terms arise, adding additional complexity. Such complexity is
helpful, providing more diagnostic handles for experimentalist to exploit, as they seek
to determine the nature of DM. Our e↵ective theory of DM interactions that include
CP preserving exchanges of spin-1 or less utilizes five of the six possible responses.
We have implemented this formalism by completing shell-model calculations of
moderate complexity for several of the critical targets - 19F, 23Na, 70,72,73,74,76Ge, 127I,
as well as 128,129,130,131,132,134,136Xe - using realistic e↵ective interactions. Operator
matrix elements were evaluated in a harmonic oscillator basis, a choice that allows
one to express the needed form factors as polynomials in the square of the three-
momentum transfer. The results show a wide range of sensitivities to underlying
e↵ective theory interactions, highly dependent on the choice of nuclear target. In
the next chapter, we will analyze experimental constraints on the full e↵ective theory
using these form factors, though as more accurate form factors for heavier elements
become available in the literature, such analyses should become increasingly reliable.
Aside from the improvement of nuclear form factors, the results here can be con-
tinued in several directions. Models with inelastically-scattering dark matter can be
well-motivated and lead to qualitatively interesting predictions, and it would be useful
to extend the e↵ective theory analysis to include such operators and any additional
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possible nuclear responses. Also, while some combinations of the operators here arise
easily from UV models, for others it is less obvious whether or not tuning is required.
It would be interesting to understand better if natural models for the full e↵ective
theory can be constructed or not.
Chapter 3
Dark Matter Direct Detection E↵ective Field Theory Analysis
3.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, extending the work of [10], we argued that with minor
assumptions, there are, in fact, several non-relativistic operators consistent with the
rules of QM, Galilean-invariance, and CP symmetry, which describe possible nucleon-
DM interactions. An important di↵erence with the standard paradigm is that we al-
lowed for momentum dependent interactions as well (to second order in the momen-
tum). Such interactions are well-motivated, and fully relativistic models for these
have been studied earlier as a way to reconcile the various experiments with each
other. For example, the DM particle could be composite (after all, most visible mat-
ter takes the form of atoms), and its interaction with nuclei could proceed through
dipole or charge-radius type operators sensitive to its size. The advantage of this
framework is that it is essentially model-independent and makes use only of the in-
gredients that DM experiments are probing. The operators we focus on also apply
for DM particles of any spin. Any high energy relativistic DM model can be trans-
lated into a particular linear combination of the EFT operators. On the other hand,
the non-relativistic operators form a general basis for the interactions most directly
probed by the experiments themselves. In many ways, these operators are analogous
to the precision electroweak observables, which were useful in parameterizing the re-
sults of precision experiments measuring the properties of the W and Z in a model
independent way. Thus, instead of thinking of target nuclei in terms of SI and SD
features alone, a more model independent analysis should be one which considers the
nuclear responses coming from the non-relativistic interactions.
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Interestingly, we found that some of the new momentum-dependent interactions
give rise to novel nuclear responses not considered in the DM literature. In particu-
lar, there are five di↵erent response functions which enter. They are: the standard SI
response, two types of spin-dependent responses, SD1 and SD2 (a particular combi-
nation of which is the usual SD), a response which for certain elements is significantly
dependent on the angular-momentum of unpaired nucleons within the nucleus (LD),
and a novel response which depends on a product of spin and angular momentum
(LSD). In addition, interference is possible between operators with similar quantum
numbers. In certain regions of parameter space, this interference could significantly
alter the strength with which DM couples to a particular target nucleus.
In this Chapter we will first present the non-relativistic operators and the five
nuclear responses they elicit. Our goal will then be to explore the parameter space of
these operators, given current experimental bounds. In particular, as various targets
will couple di↵erently to DM, our focus will be to determine which experiments need
to be combined in order to optimize sensitivity to a given DM scenario. It is important
to check whether there are potential “blind spots” with the targets currently being
used, In addition, it is useful to know which targets compliment each other the most,
yielding better sensitivity in the future.
It is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2 we review the list of the operators and
present our framework for analysis of the responses. In Sec. 3.3 we present the
current experimental constraints on the parameter space, emphasizing where there
are potential gaps in sensitivity. We also provide a qualitative description of the
various responses. Finally, in Sec. 3.4 we summarize our results and conclude.
3.2 Review of E↵ective Theory
3.2.1 List of E↵ective Operators
We restrict to operators that arise from the exchange of a spin-0 or spin-1 field.
E↵ectively, this means including at most two powers of the spins and/or velocity.
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This leaves us with the following T -even operators, classified according to symmetry
into di↵erent groups such that operators in di↵erent groups will not interfere with
each other:
1. P-even, S -independent
O1 = 1, O2 = (v?)2, O3 = i~SN · (~q ⇥ ~v?), (3.1)
2. P-even, S -dependent
O4 = ~S  · ~SN , O5 = i~S  · (~q ⇥ ~v?), O6 = (~S  · ~q)(~SN · ~q), (3.2)
3. P-odd, S -independent
O7 = ~SN · ~v?, (3.3)
4. P-odd, S -dependent
O8 = ~S  · ~v?, O9 = i~S  · (~SN ⇥ ~q) (3.4)
In addition, there are T -odd operators [24], but since these do not introduce any new
nuclear responses we will not analyze their constraints separately.
3.2.2 A Worked Example: Dark Magnetic Moment
As a practical example of the use of the e↵ective theory and the form factors described
in the previous section, we will now discuss in detail how to treat the case where dark
matter couples to the Standard Model through a dark magnetic moment. That is,
consider a dark sector that contains a massive gauge field A0µ that mixes kinetically
with the photon
L   ✏F 0µ⌫F µ⌫ , (3.5)
and furthermore, the leading interaction of the dark matter   with A0µ is through a
magnetic moment interaction. The standard way of writing the magnetic moment
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interaction non-relativistically is as a coupling between the   spin ~S  and the dark
magnetic field ~B0 = ~r⇥ ~A:
L   2m µDM
~S 
|S | ·
~B0. (3.6)
This interaction by itself is not frame-independent, and must combine with other
interactions to form a boost-invariant combination. When   is spin-12 , such a combi-
nation arises from the following Lorentz-invariant operator:
Lint = µDM ¯ µ⌫ F 0µ⌫ . (3.7)
Integrating out the massive A0µ, one obtains the interaction between   and Standard
Model matter:
L   ✏µDMe
2m2A
( ¯i µ↵q↵ )j
µ
EM, (3.8)
where jµEM is the electromagnetic current. Restricted to protons and neutrons, it can
be written
jµEM = p¯(k
0)
✓
(k + k0)µ
2mN
+
gp
2
i µ⌫q⌫
2mN
◆
p(k) + n¯(k0)
✓
gn
2
i µ⌫q⌫
2mN
◆
n(k), (3.9)
where gp = 5.59 and gn =  3.83 are the proton and neutron magnetic g-factors,
respectively. Since coupling through kinetic mixing with the photon is a particularly
compelling class of models, and this always leads to dark matter interactions through
the EM current. Continuing with the interaction eq. (3.8), we can take its non-
relativistic limit to obtain
Lint = ✏µDMe
m2A
h
(mNq
21+ 4mNm i~S  · (~q ⇥ ~v?)
+2gpm (q
2~S  · ~Sp   (~q · ~S )(q · ~Sp)))proton
+
⇣
2gnm (q
2~S  · ~Sn   (~q · ~S )(q · ~Sn))
⌘
neutron
i
. (3.10)
The first line are interactions with the proton, and the second are with the neutron.
Comparing with the definitions of the e↵ective theory operators in Sec. 3.2.1, we can
read o↵ the coe cients for this model:
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protons : c(p)1 = mNq
2GM , c
(p)
4 = 2gpm q
2GM ,
c(p)5 = 4mNm GM , c
(p)
6 =  2gpm GM ,
neutrons : c(n)4 = 2gnm q
2GM , c
(n)
6 =  2gnm GM , (3.11)
where
GM =
✏µDMe
m2A
. (3.12)
Summing over the coe cient, and using the formulae in App. B.2, we find thatX
ij
cicjFij(v
2, q2) = q4m2 GM

m2N
✓
1
m2 
+
4v2
q2
  1
µ2T
◆
F (p,p)M (q
2) + 4F (p,p)
 ˜
(q2)
 2
⇣
gnF
(n,p)
⌃0, ˜ (q
2) + gpF
(p,p)
⌃0, ˜ (q
2)
⌘
+
1
4
X
N,N 0=n,p
gNgN 0F
(N,N 0)
⌃0 (q
2)
#
. (3.13)
3.3 Constraints and Gaps
3.3.1 Qualitative Discussion of Responses and Gaps
We would like to first review the five responses of interest and provide a qualitative
picture of the sensitivities of the various elements to each one. Due to interference,
it will ultimately be useful to group the responses into sectors consisting of operators
that can interfere with each other. However, let us first start by describing the novel
responses individually.
Standard Spin Independent Response (SI)
The standard SI response, or Mp,n, is unchanged in our framework, and arises from
O1. A convenient measure for discussing the strength of various operators is just the
interaction itself squared and averaged (summed) over initial (final) states, which we
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will label (L2int)O. For O1, this is
(L2int)O1 ⇠ K2N , (3.14)
where KN is the coherence factor, defined as (A  Z), Z for N = n, p.
Spin Dependent Responses (SD1 and SD2)
Even in the case of spin-dependent interactions, there are in fact two di↵erent ways
that the nucleus can couple to spin. The first one, SD1 (or ⌃00p,n), is a projection of
spin in the direction parallel to the momentum transfer, ~q, as in the case of operator
O6. The second, SD2 (or ⌃0p,n), is a projection of the spin in a direction perpendicular
to the momentum transfer, as for operator O9. Qualitatively, both these responses
behave similarly to the standard SD response, favoring elements with unpaired nu-
cleons in the outer shell (p or n). Thus, O6 and O9 are roughly of the same relative
size for di↵erent elements, except that they di↵er in their momentum-dependence:
(L2int)O6 ⇠ q4S2N , (3.15)
(L2int)O9 ⇠ q2S2N . (3.16)
However, quantitatively, SD1 and SD2 are di↵erent from each other and from the
usual SD response (which arises from O4 = SN ·S  and is a linear combination of SD1
and SD2). In addition, as we will describe later, the SD2 response can interfere with
responses sensitive to the angular momentum content of the nucleus (LD), producing
important e↵ects, which can reduce the sensitivity of targets to DM in various regions
of parameter space.
Angular Momentum Dependent Response (LD)
Operators O5 and O8 contain the standard SI response Mp,n. However, for nuclei
which contain an unpaired nucleon with angular momentum, there can be an impor-
tant correction due to an angular-momentum-dependent response LD (or  p,n). This
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correction is of order one for elements with unpaired protons, such as 23Na and 127I,
and for the isotopes with unpaired neutrons such as 73Ge and 131Xe. For O5, the
approximate interaction strength is
(L2int)O5 ⇠
q4
m2N
(L2N +K
2
N
m2N
µ2T
). (3.17)
Note that for m  & mT , the ratio m
2
N
µ2T
is approximately 1/A2, so that both terms are
roughly comparable. Also, of qualitative importance, is the fact that the LD response
can interfere with SD2, reducing the sensitivity to DM in certain regions of parameter
space.
Angular Momentum and Spin Dependent Response (LSD)
The dominant response for operator O3 is one which is sensitive to a nuclear feature
that has not been considered previously, namely the product of spin and angular
momentum (~L · ~S)p,n:
(L2int)O3 ⇠
q4
m2N
((LN · SN)2 + S2N
m2N
µ2T
). (3.18)
Thus we will refer to it as the LSD response (or  00p,n). As above,
m2N
µ2T
tends to suppress
the second term, so the LSD response tends to dominate. To get a sense for this
response, recall that when all 2(`+1) states of the spin-aligned (j = `+ 12) subshell and
all 2` states of the spin-anti-aligned (j = `  12) subshell are occupied, this dot product
vanishes. However, the ` = j + 12 orbital and ` = j   12 have di↵erent energies, so one
will start to fill before the other. Taking n±(`) to be the occupation numbers of the
`± 12 orbitals, the expectation value hSN ·LNi is proportional to (`+1) n+(`) ` n (`).
Thus a mismatch between n±(`) of order ` produces h(~L · ~S)i ⇠ `2highest for most
elements. `2highest grows with the atomic number of the nucleus, and so this response
tends to favor heavier elements. Qualitatively, it is thus somewhat similar to the
standard SI response, although important di↵erences occur. For example, 19F is far
less responsive than 23Na, even though their SI properties are similar. An additional
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important qualitative aspect of the LSD response is that it can interfere readily with
the standard SI response, should the latter have non trivial momentum dependence
(as can be natural in UV relativistic models which generate O3 in the first place).
3.3.2 Constraints on Di↵erent Responses
Because the nuclear responses to the full set of e↵ective theory operators in eqs. (3.1)-
(3.4) depend only only a smaller set of 5 independent responses SI, SD1, SD2, LD,
and LSD (i.e. M,⌃00,⌃0,  ˜, and  00), we will begin by showing the constraints on a
representative e↵ective theory operator for each of these. These constraints will have
overlap with those considered in [10], for which operators involving SI, SD1 and SD2
were considered. Fig. 3.1 therefore shows constraints from individual experiments
on O1,O3,O5,O6, and O9. By consulting eqs. (B.7)-(B.11n), one can read o↵ that
these five e↵ective theory operators are sensitive to SI, {LSD and SD2}, {SI and
LD}, SD1, and SD2, respectively. Note that no operator is sensitive to LSD alone or
LD alone - these always appear with SD2 or SI, respectively. The following salient
features emerge, in agreement with our above qualitative discussion of the di↵erent
types of responses. First, the strongest constraints in most cases is from XENON100,
mainly due to its significant exposure and small background. The only exceptions are
O6 and O9 acting on protons, which are sensitive only to the relatively small proton
spin in xenon-129 and xenon-131. To separate out the e↵ect of the large exposure
vs. the intrinsic sensitivity of the isotopes to various operators, note the following
experimental approximate exposures after including acceptances and e ciencies:
e↵ective
exposure (kg d)
CDMS ⇠ 200
XENON100 ⇠ 2500
COUPP ⇠ 25
DAMA ⇠ 50/q
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In the case of DAMA, the sensitivity is determined not by total exposure but by the
amplitude of the irreducible modulating component that they observe, which depends
on the quenching factor q. Depending on whether the modulating component is due
to scattering o↵ of sodium or iodine, the appropriate quenching factor is qNa ⇠ 0.3 or
qI ⇠ 0.085, respectively. Similarly, COUPP sees 20 nuclear recoil events [25], which
are all treated as potential dark matter events, so we choose their e↵ective exposure
in the above table to be their total exposure divided by 20. To obtain an estimate
for the constraints, one can estimate the number of predicted events as
dN
dER
⇠ 5000keV 1
✓
exposure
kg · day
◆✓
100GeV
m 
◆3
L2int, (3.19)
For the high-energy analyses, the the e↵ective exposures above have all been defined
so that the constraint is roughly dNdER . 1.
In [24], various nuclear models were used to calculate the relevant nuclear form
factors; we can read o↵ from them the size of the interaction terms above:
S2n S
2
p L
2
n L
2
p (Sn · Ln)2 (Sp · Lp)2
F 8 · 10 5 0.2 0.04 0.05 0.6 0.1
Na 0.0004 0.06 0.1 0.8 5.5 3.3
Ge 0.02 5 · 10 6 1.1 0.003 35 100
I 0.004 0.07 0.4 2. 100 500
Xe 0.02 2 · 10 5 0.4 0.04 500 300
All isotopes have been averaged over according to their natural abundance. For com-
parison and to give a sense of the size of the uncertainties involved in the calculation
at small momentum transfer, the following table provides a summary of the quanti-
ties S2p , S
2
n, L
2
p, L
2
n in various treatments in the literature. Reference [26] present the
results from two nuclear models, both presented below. The di↵erences at fluorine
and sodium are negligible, whereas the di↵erences in the heavier elements - especially
with protons for germanium and xenon and with neutrons for iodine - can be quite
significant.
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S2n S
2
p L
2
n L
2
p
F [27] 8 ·10 5 0.2 0.04 0.05
Na [26] 0.0004 0.06 0.1 0.08
Ge [28] 0.02 9·10 6 1.0 0.02
I [26] i) 0.006 0.09 0.6 2.
ii) 0.004 0.1 0.4 2.
Xe [26] i) 0.04 0.0002 0.5 0.02
ii) 0.03 7 ·10 5 0.5 0.05
3.3.3 Interference Sectors
We will now turn to exploring the full parameter space of interactions, where multiple
interactions can contribute to scattering. As a result of interference between oper-
ators, when considering current experimental constraints, it is most useful to quote
these constraints in terms of a bound on the sum of coe cients squared (i.e.
P
i c
2
i )
for each interfering sector. In other words, we will be looking for flat directions within
each sector, trying to determine the size of the largest coe cients allowed in front of
interfering operators of identical dimension. We will restrict our analysis to the case
where the operator coe cients in the e↵ective theory are constants, independent of
the momentum-transfer. In principle, one could add additional q2 dependence to the
coe cients and parameterize the result as in [29]. But we do not treat this case here.
One class of cancellations, coming from the interference in isospin-dependent in-
teractions, has been considered in attempts to explain the current picture of direct
detections (see e.g. [5]). In a model-independent framework, isospin is simply added
to the parameter space of operators as a separate proton and neutron interaction co-
e cient, cp and cn, for each operator. However, there is additional interference that
occurs even between operators of the same isospin. In particular, the LD response
interferes with the SD2 response (but both have the wrong parity to interfere with
SD1). The interference occurs entirely due to the fact that nucleon-DM operators
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Figure 3.1: Constraints on representative operators of the five independent nuclear
responses, for each individual experiment.
containing the velocity operator ~v? are sensitive to the internal motion of nucleons
within nuclei. Roughly, one can think of this as due to the fact that for the relative
motion of a nucleon, N , around the nucleus, ~vN,rel ⇠ 1mN ~q ⇥ ~LN , where ~LN is the
angular momentum of that nucleon. Additionally, the SI response interferes with the
LSD response, because the expectation h(~L · ~S)i is non-zero for most nuclei.
In practice, the constraints of course depend not only on the intrinsic sensitivity
of the nucleus to the interaction but also on experimental setups such as exposures
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and e ciencies; a large exposure can compensate for a small intrinsic interaction
strength. Calculating the constraints on the full parameter space will address the
question of whether current experiments are complementary in probing the full range
of interactions. We will also discuss in this section the importance of having a diversity
of nuclear targets. An important consideration in understanding constraints in the full
parameter space is the dimensionality of interactions that an isotope can in principle
be sensitive to. This dimensionality is limited by the spin j of the nucleus, since the
maximum partial wave of a response that can contribute is 2j. Thus, if this number is
less than the dimension of the parameter space, we can always find a “flat” direction
along which the target is not sensitive due to interference. In general this direction
varies with ~q and will be “smeared out” after we integrate over recoil energy. For
light elements like F, however, since |~q| is small, the event rate is populated only at
low recoil energy, and thus the flat direction remains. This explains the fact that in
the interference sectors (Fig. 3.2) there is no constraint coming from SIMPLE. In this
case, another experiment that is sensitive in this direction will significantly improve
the overall constraint.
Similarly, we see the advantage of having many isotopes in the natural abundance
of an experiment. This is because the isotopes will di↵er in their sensitivity to the
various neutron interactions, with di↵erent sensitive directions. Generically, the flat
direction of one isotope will be more sensitively probed by another, and hence the
overall sensitivity for the element will be better than the individual isotopes. Thus,
the experimental constraint will be stronger than the constraint coming from each
individual isotopic fraction. Furthermore, isotopes with higher spin constrain more
directions in parameter space. For example, out of the seven Xe isotopes, only 129Xe
and 131Xe have non-zero spin and can lead to constraints in the {O8,O9} sector. The
former of these, 129Xe has spin 1/2, and consequently its form factors for SD1, SD2,
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and LD receive contributions only from their J = 1 partial waves. E.g. for SD2 (⌃0)
F (N,N
0)
⌃0 (q
2) =
4⇡
2j + 1
2j+1X
J=0
hj||⌃0(N)J ||ji(q2)hj||⌃0(N
0)
J ||ji(q2). (3.20)
The J = 0 partial wave vanishes for SD2, and since j = 1/2, the sum truncates at
J = 1. Consequently, viewed as a matrix F (N,N
0)
9,9 = C(j )
q2
16F
(N,N 0)
⌃0 manifestly has
rank 1 and is thus sensitive only to one linear combination of c(n)9 and c
(p)
9 .
131Xe, on
the other hand, has spin 3/2 and its F (N,N
0)
⌃0 is sensitive to two di↵erent directions.
Our evaluations of the nuclear responses of common materials utilized as nuclear
targets, F, Na, Ge, I and Xe, enable the calculations of expected event rates in this
extended parameter space of non-relativistic operators. Here we describe in more
details a scan of the four dimensional space parametrized by operator coe cients
c(N)i in the Lagrangian, for sectors {O1,O3} and {O8,O9}, as well as for a single
operator in each sector but allowing for isospin variations. Given that the targets
vary in sensitivity along di↵erent directions in the parameter space, we will show
the constraints imposed by various combinations of experiments XENON, CDMS,
SIMPLE and COUPP. That is, we will plot the intersection of the allowed regions of
these experiments. For the first two experiments we consider separately high-energy
and low-energy analyses [30–33].
SI and LSD Sector
Operators which are even under all symmetries, q
2
mN
O1 and O3 can interfere. First,
in Fig. 3.2 we show the constraints on this sector (i.e. on c2 ⌘ PN=p,n c21N + c23N).
The various curves indicate which experiments are included to obtain a particular
constraint. Because of its large exposure and sensitivity to SI and LSD responses,
the constraint is being driven mostly by XENON100, and the combined limit does
not change significantly when we subtract SIMPLE or COUPP. At low m  < 10
GeV, however, SIMPLE becomes constraining due to the kinematics in DM-F nu-
cleus collision. It pushes the constraint from XENON10 and CDMS (low threshold)
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Figure 3.2: Constraints on combinations of experiments for the two interference sec-
tors.
significantly. In order to gauge the importance of interference one can compare with
the O3 constraint in Fig. 3.1, where the constraint on c2 is more severe, going down to
1/(100GeV)2 for certain DM masses. Thus, interference e↵ects can lessen sensitivity
by an order of magnitude or more in the cross-section.
SD2 and LD Sector
Here there are two di↵erent sectors: operators q2O4, mNO5, and O6 are parity-even
and comprise one sector, whereas mNO8 and O9 are a similar, parity-odd sector. In
each case, the operators containing LD (which is always accompanied by the stan-
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Figure 3.3: A plot showing that for the {O8, O9} sector, XENON (green) , CDMS
(brown) and SIMPLE (gray), COUPP (purple) are sensitive in orthogonal directions.
dard SI coupling) are more heavily constrained than those containing SD interactions.
Thus, for example, O9 is less constrained than mNO8, and thus interference between
them does not significantly loosen the bound on c2 (except for a small region near
DM masses of 10GeV). As is the case with the standard SD case, experiments con-
taining elements with unpaired neutrons (such as XENON100 and CDMS) need to be
combined with those containing unpaired protons (such as SIMPLE and COUPP),
in order to guarantee greater sensitivity to DM. Indeed, we see an almost four orders
of magnitude improvement in the constraint when SIMPLE or COUPP are combined
with XENON or CDMS (Fig. 3.3).
Nevertheless, a comparison between single operator constraint (Fig. 3.1) and
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combined limits (Fig. 3.2) shows that the combined limit comes mostly from the SD
interaction. The FM piece in O8, albeit suppressed by DM velocity v2, is still strong
enough to impede O8-O9 cancellation. In this sector, interference has a minor e↵ect.
3.3.4 Flat Directions and DAMA
Several direct-detection nuclear recoil experiments have observed positive signals that
beyond their expected background source. While these signals could potentially dis-
appear with better background modeling, it is nevertheless interesting to try and
interpret the anomalies as signals of WIMP scattering. To date, these experiments
include DAMA [34] , CRESST [35], and CoGeNT [9]. Traditional analysis of spin-
independent and spin-dependent dark matter scattering yield a signal region which
is clearly incompatible with strong constraints coming from null experiments. Using
the e↵ective field theory approach to dark matter analysis, one can search through a
larger parameter space to see if there is a particular combination of operators which
may resolve the tension between DAMA and the null experiments. We have searched
this parameter space for regions which are compatible with the null experiments and
the annual modulation witnessed in the DAMA signal.
The DAMA detector uses NaI crystals, and the complementary kinematics of the
light and heavy atoms leads to multiple interpretations of the signal from the detector,
resulting either from sodium or iodine scattering. The traditional spin-independent
O1 interaction thus yields two mass ranges compatible with the DAMA modulation
signal. By including the full {O1, O3} parameter space, which includes nontrivial
interference between operators, these mass ranges are expanded to 8-13 GeV and
30-110 GeV. Similarly, for the {O8, O9} parameter space, the regions are from 8-17
GeV and from 25 GeV to and past the limit of our analysis, 500 GeV. These regions
are only useful if they increase the compatibility of DAMA with null experiments.
For the low mass ranges, the preferred region for DAMA is due to sodium scat-
tering. Sodium has nuclear spin 3/2. Because each sector has a definite parity, only
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Figure 3.4: The first two graphs are the low-energy experiment and high-energy
experiment constraints on {O1, O3} at m  = 9 GeV. The third graph is the {O8, O9}
sector at m  = 10 GeV, along which direction the DAMA constraint region (red) is
almost compatible with null experiments. Colors for the other experiments are as in
Fig. 3.3.
two of the orbitals can contribute to scattering within a given operator sector (Either
{O1, O3} or {O8, O9}). Thus there are two “flat directions” and two active directions
in each sector. This allows for a large region of compatibility with DAMA, and by
exploiting this freedom it is typically possible to fit DAMA with a single given null
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experiment.
In the {O1, O3} parameter space, the strong response of sodium under the  00
form factor for low ( < 10 GeV) dark matter helps to reconcile DAMA with the null
experiments. In the low-energy analysis, there is a 1 GeV window centered on 9 GeV
which is compatible with CDMS, SIMPLE, COUPP, and XENON-10. ( See Fig. 3.4.)
However, it is not possible to find a region which is compatible with the very strong
constraints coming from XENON-100.
In the {O8, O9} parameter space, it is again not possible to find a region that is
universally compatible. However, the strength of the constraints in this parameter
space is heavily dependent on the complementary sensitivities of XENON and SIM-
PLE. If one does not include either XENON or SIMPLE, it is possible to find regions
which are compatible with the three remaining null experiments. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.4.
3.4 Discussion
Although the results of direct detection searches are usually interpreted only in the
standard spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) scenarios, the full set of pos-
sible WIMP-nucleon interactions is much richer. Recently, in [24], extending previous
work by [10], we parameterized the full range of such interactions by constructing the
non-relativistic e↵ective field theory for dark matter direct detection. In this paper,
we have considered analyses of the experimental constraints on this parameter space
for elastically scattering WIMPs. The major qualitative point of these interactions
is that besides the SI and SD nuclear responses, there are angular-momentum (LD)
and angular-momentum-and-spin (LSD) nuclear responses, which can di↵er signif-
icantly in their relative strengths at various nuclei from the SI and SD responses.
Furthermore, the SD response is a particular combination of two di↵erent possible
spin-dependent responses, one (SD1) that couples to the longitudinal component of
nucleon spin, and a second (SD2) that couples to the transverse component, and these
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have form factors that di↵er in detail.
In section 2 of this paper, we have given a brief review of the e↵ective theory
itself and how event rates can be calculated for an arbitrary theory using the form
factors in [24] for the additional nuclear responses that appear. It is our hope that
this can serve as a useful guide to those wishing to perform an analysis themselves
of the constraints on the e↵ective theory or some subset of it. In the remainder of
the paper, we have analyzed the experimental limits on WIMP-nucleon cross-sections
that obtain when one considers general points in the e↵ective theory parameter space.
Our first set of results are the constraints on individual operators, shown in Fig. 3.1,
where we have chosen one representative operator for each of the possible responses.
We have also taken into account the importance of possible interference between dif-
ferent responses, which allows cancellations between di↵erent responses to occur that
suppress the dark matter signal at particular isotopes. Our results are presented as
the constraints on two di↵erent subsectors of the e↵ective theory. The first subsector
contains the SI, SD2, and LSD responses, while the second contains the SI, SD2, and
LD responses; together, these contain all non-vanishing interference terms between
di↵erent responses. These results are shown in Fig. 3.2. One relevant question this
enables us to address is to what extent the limits from combinations of experiments
improve upon the limits of individual experiments themselves, or in other words,
whether experiments can fill each other’s “gaps” in sensitivity. We find that in the
first subsector, the constraints from XENON100 are su ciently strong that not much
improvement is gained by combining them with additional experiments. However,
in the second subsector, we find that, mostly due to the smallness of the proton SD
response in xenon, significant improvement is made by combining XENON100 with
COUPP.
Finally, we have explored whether the anomaly at DAMA can be interpreted as
dark matter signal consistent with all other experiments at any point in parameter
space. We find that, within our analysis assumptions, we rule out any possible elas-
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tically scattering solution. However, certain highly tuned points in parameter space
are ruled out only by a factor of 2 in cross-section, suggesting that with di↵erent
analysis assumptions, in particular about the halo velocity distribution, a consistent
interpretation might be allowed.
Chapter 4
E↵ective Conformal Dominance in Two Dimensional QCD with a Majo-
rana Fermion
4.1 Introduction
In this Chpater we explore a new technique for solving a strongly coupled field theory.
The idea is based on intuition gained from holographic models of strong dynamics
where a CFT is broken in the IR by a single relevant operator. The resulting IR
states are thus characterized in terms of a single dynamical scale, ⇤s. The basic
observation, suggested by holography, is that high scaling-dimension operators (or
more precisely, operators in the CFT with a large conformal Casimir) do not have
much overlap with the lightest states of the energy spectrum [2]. In fact, under
generic conditions, the analysis of [2] implies that high scaling-dimension operators
can decouple exponentially fast from the lightest states. In other words, given a
primary operator of dimension  , O( x) =    O(x), the amplitude of that operator
to create the lightest state depends exponentially on its dimension: h⌦|O(0)| i ⇠
e c p . A simplistic bulk model further links the power p to the asymptotic behavior
of the density of states, predicting that for a QCD-like theory, p = 1. Having called
the low-dimension sector of a CFT, the e↵ective conformal sector, we will call this
conjectured phenomena e↵ective conformal dominance. An optimistic interpretation
of this dominance is that if one focuses on the lightest states of the theory, then a
bulk model which contains only fields dual to the e↵ective conformal operators might
be su cient. In particular, if the decoupling of operators occurs exponentially fast,
then such models might be useful even for broken CFTs which do not have a large
gap in the scaling-dimensions of operators, such as QCD. In this work we will find
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further evidence for this decoupling in a theory whose UV description is a trivial 2D
CFT, that of free fermions in the adjoint of SU(N). Such a CFT has no gap in
the scaling-dimension of operators, and in this sense is quite similar to 4D QCD in
the UV. However, when we couple the fermions to an SU(N) gauge field through a
relevant coupling, we find that the high-scaling dimension operators decouple from
the low energy spectrum of bound-states exponentially fast.1 In fact, we will use
this observation to propose a new way of solving this theory as an expansion in the
maximum scaling-dimension,  max, of the quasi-primary operators used to describe
these bound-states. One may think of this in the holographic language as including
only fields in the bulk whose bulk mass is smaller than a certain number. Although,
the motivation for this approach comes from holographic models, the method we will
describe is entirely field theoretic.
We chose QCD2 with an adjoint (massless) Majorana fermion (QCD2A) as a labo-
ratory for e↵ective conformal dominance due to its partial similarity to real QCD.2 As
mentioned, the UV of this theory is a very simple CFT, while its IR contains bound-
states of the adjoint quarks. We will study this theory in the limit of large number
of colors, N , where many very nice results have been found using numerical Discrete
Light-cone Quantization (DLCQ) techniques, including a detailed understanding of
the low energy spectrum [7, 38–40]. Our methods can also be applied away from the
large-N limit, however the resulting spectrum will be more di cult to interpret as
most bound-states will develop widths. Unlike the case of QCD2 with fundamental
fermions (i.e. the ’t Hooft model [41]), the large-N limit of the adjoint theory does
not reduce to quantum mechanics, and thus cannot be be solved analytically using
previous techniques. Indeed, at large-N , planar diagrams allow for adjoint-quark
changing processes and therefore generic eigenstates of the Hamiltonian will not be
states of definite particle number (however, as has been found numerically, the single-
1This decoupling was observed previously for 2D QCD with fundamental quarks (the ’t Hooft
model) in [36].
2For an interesting recent application of a related theory to condensed matter, see [37]
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particle states are largely states of definite particle number). In this sense this theory
is more like real QCD at large-N . Where this theory di↵ers from QCD4 is in the
behavior of the flux string at large-N . At large-N , QCD4 confines, whereas QCD2A
is in the screening phase (in the massless case) [42–44]. As a result, the spectrum
of adjoint QCD2A is quite di↵erent. In particular, the presence of a screening length
(which is of order the strong coupling scale), implies that long strings fall apart, and
hence the theory does not contain a Regge trajectory of single-particle states. In-
stead, single-particle states can be qualitatively described as tight bound states of
fermions with a definite particle number connected by “short” pieces of flux (of about
the screening length). With each additional fermion, one adds another “short” piece
of flux to the bound state, leading to the expectation that the mass of the bound
states grows linearly with particle number. This linear growth can be seen readily
in the single-particle spectrum (Fig. 4.1). Since there are very few single-particle
states at large-N , a natural question is, which states do the many remaining single-
trace fermonic operators create? As argued in [43, 44] and then verified numerically
in [39], single-trace operators can, surprisingly, create multi-particle states. The full
spectrum at large-N thus contains both single-particle states as well as multi-particle
thresholds.
Our goal in this work will be to reproduce the low-energy spectrum of large-N
QCD2A, previously obtained numerically via DLCQ. Our method is, very roughly, an
expansion up to order e  max for the low-lying states. For a given  max, we expect
the expansion to be ine↵ective for su ciently excited states. In practice, we will be
approximating the parton wavefunction of a given energy eigenstate,  (x1, x2, x3, ...),
which is not an eigenstate of particle number, in terms of a basis of states related to the
quasi-primary operators of the free quark theory. We will see that each quasi-primary
operator is described in terms of a particular polynomial in the parton variables, xi,
defined on the simplex spanned by these variables. Restricting  max is akin to placing
a bound on the degree of the polynomials used to approximate the parton wavefunc-
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Figure 4.1: The single particle spectrum of adjoint QCD2A.
tion. Hence, in this case, e↵ective conformal dominance is simply the observation
that the low-energy states can be very well approximated by low-degree polynomials.
The higher the energy of the state, the higher the degree of the polynomial needed
to describe it, and therefore the larger the overlap of the state with a high scaling-
dimension operator. Quasi-primary operators, being orthogonal to each other in the
CFT, naturally form a convenient orthogonal basis of polynomials on a simplex.
We will consider operators up to dimension,  max = 9.5. This is simply because,
to calculate the low-energy spectrum to a high degree of precision, we need to evaluate
certain multi-dimensional integrals. Analytic expressions for these integrals can be
written down in principle. However, much like with Feynman diagrams at high-order
in perturbation theory, this quickly becomes very tedious, as the integrals become
more complicated, and their number grows exponentially with  max. Instead, we will
evaluate these integrals numerically.3 These integrals become more time-consuming
3We would like to stress, that if less precision is required, then simple closed form expressions
can be provided for the masses of the lowest single-particle states (see sec. 4.4.1 for these).
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to evaluate numerically as  max increases, and we have not looked for a particularly
e cient method for performing this numerical calculation. At  max = 9.5 our basis
contains 810 states when all sectors are considered (as compared to the more than
6700 states typical in a DLCQ calculation). Still, we will see that though our basis
is much smaller, due to e↵ective conformal dominance, we readily converge to the
known results for the first six single-particle states. We also find evidence for two-
particle thresholds, both in the sectors of what would nominally be the bosonic and
the fermionic bound-states (i.e. ignoring the topological sector’s influence on the
quantum numbers of a state). Of course, with a finite basis of states, we do not see
a continuous spectrum near the first two-particle threshold. However, knowing the
masses of the single-particle states, we are able to properly model the approach to the
continuum at a given  max with our method, which we explain in detail in section
4.4.2. As we will show, we find evidence for the two-particle thresholds associated
with the two lightest fermions. However we do not, at our  max, yet find clear
evidence for any two-particle state containing bosons (in either sector). We have not
attempted to model the approach to the first three-particle threshold in our method,
and thus we cannot hope to clearly identify any states above this threshold.
The Chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 we briefly review QCD2A, and
its formulation in light-cone coordinates and in light-cone gauge. This section contains
the M2 operator, whose spectrum it will be our task to find. We then describe our
basis, built form conformal quasi-primary operators in section 4.3. Next, we present
the result of diagonalizing the M2 operator in our basis (truncated at  max = 9.5)
in section 4.4. We comment on both the single-particle spectrum, as well as on
the approach to the two-particle continuum. Finally, we conclude in section 4.5, and
make some comments on the possible lessons of this analysis for holographic modeling.
Some technical results are included in the appendices for the benefit of the reader.
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4.2 Review of QCD2A
Two-dimensional QCD with a massless, adjoint quark is most conveniently expressed
using light-cone coordinates, x± = (x0 ± x1)/p2, and in light-cone gauge A  = 0.
The action is given by
S =
Z
dx+dx Tr
✓
i @+ + i @  +
1
2g2
(@ A+)2 + 2A+  
◆
, (4.1)
where  and   are respectively the left-moving and right-moving fermion (analogous
to chiral fermions in 4 dimensions). The advantage of light-cone gauge, is that one
can choose x+ to be time, making   and A+ non-propagating degrees of freedom.
Integrating out these fields one finds that the momentum operators are
P+ =
Z
dx Tr (i @  ) ,
P  =
Z
dx Tr
✓
 2g2 2 1
@2 
 2
◆
.
(4.2)
The mass-squared operator is then given by M2 = 2P+P . This operator is
commonly written in a basis of Fock-space states, with k  -quarks of definite p+
momenta: |p1, p2, ..., pki.4 In this basis, it takes the following form at large-N [7]:
hp1, p2, ..., pk|2P+P | i = g
2N
⇡(x1 + x2)2
Z x1+x2
0
dy  k(y, x1 + x2   y, x3, ..., xk)
+
g2N
⇡
Z x1+x2
0
dy
(x1   y)2 [ k(x1, x2, x3, ..., xk)
   k(y, x1 + x2   y, x3, ..., xk)]
+
g2N
⇡
Z x1
0
dy
Z x1 y
0
dz  k+2(y, z, x1   y   z, x2, ..., xk)
⇥

1
(y + z)2
  1
(x1   y)2
 
+
g2N
⇡
 k 2(x1 + x2 + x3, x4, ..., xk)

1
(x1 + x2)2
  1
(x2 + x3)2
 
± cyclic permutations of (x1, x2, ..., xk) (4.3)
4Here and in the future we suppress the + label on the light-cone momenta unless there are
potential sources of confusion.
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where the parton variables xi = pi/
P
pj, and  k(x1, x2, ..., xk) = hp1, p2, ..., pk| i
is the component of the parton wavefunction with k quarks. The sign in the last
term is always positive for odd k and alternates with each cyclic permutation for
even k. Note, that unlike the case of the ’t Hooft model, there are parton-number
changing terms in the above operator. Such terms are more typical of relativistic
strongly-coupled field theories, and are present in real QCD at large-N .
In previous work the spectrum of the mass-squared operator was found by dis-
cretizing the light-cone momentum, and expressing this operator as a matrix in the
space of multi-parton states carrying a total of K units of light-cone momentum.
This is done by formally compactifying x . As the integer K is taken to be large,
the spectrum of the mass-squared matrix will asymptote to the desired continuum
physics. Our approach will be di↵erent in that we will always be working in the
continuum. Rather, we will express the mass-squared operator in terms of a basis
of states which is already naturally discrete even in the continuum theory - that of
gauge-singlet, quasi-primary operators of the free quark CFT. The resulting matrix
can then be diagonalized upon truncation of the infinite list of quasi-primary opera-
tors to those of scaling-dimension below  max. We view this as an analytic method,
as we are not modifying the mass-squared operator itself or the Hilbert space of the
theory (nor are we introducing some external parameter), but merely expressing the
operator of interest in a convenient basis intrinsic to the continuum theory itself. Of
course, for the purpose of computation, we truncate our basis, for, as we will show,
the contribution of high scaling-dimension operators to low-energy states is highly
suppressed. This truncation is similar to standard weak-coupling perturbation the-
ory, where, for example, the contribution of multi-particle asymptotic final states to
a process initiated by a two-particle collision is suppressed.5
5In our case, the perturbation theory is not in terms of a small coupling. Instead, it is more like
the case in the chiral-Lagrangian, where the perturbation is roughly in terms of 14⇡ to a power. Our
perturbation is roughly in terms of 1e to a power set by  max.
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4.3 Conformal Quasi-primary Operators
In order to obtain the spectrum of the theory we first need to choose an orthogonal
basis in order to calculate the mass matrix. Our results will be calculated truncating
the matrix by choosing only a finite set of the basis states. This approach will generate
reliable results for the lowest mass states as long as there is evidence that increasing
the number of basis states does not substantially alter the spectrum (although one
must define the precise meaning of this statement for multi-particle states).
The choice of basis is motivated by the conjecture of e↵ective conformal dom-
inance. We will therefore choose a basis obtained by acting on the vacuum with
operators that correspond to the gauge-singlet quasi-primary operators of the the-
ory in the conformal limit. This choice of basis gives us a natural parameter,  max,
with which to truncate the matrix. In other words, we include only states created by
quasi-primary operators with scaling-dimensions     max. In a CFT, the two-point
function of two quasi-primary operators must vanish unless these operators have ex-
actly the same scaling-dimension (as well as other quantum numbers). This further
simplifies the basis, as it leads to automatic orthogonality for most basis states.
We will be interested in states created by quasi-primary operators. In a conformal
field theory (CFT) such operators play a central role. In particular, all correlation
functions can be calculated using conformal symmetry once the correlation functions
of quasi-primary operators are known. Quasi-primary operators are defined as oper-
ators that transform covariantly under global conformal transformations. In terms of
the generators of conformal transformation K  this condition translates to
[K ,O ,s(x )] = i
 
(x )2@  + (   s) x 
 O ,s(x ), (4.4)
where   is the dimension of the operator and s its spin. At x = 0, the quasi-primary
operator, O ,s(0), is thus annihilated by K . Since we are working in the chiral
limit, where the fields  and   decouple, K+ commutes with operators constructed
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by  (x ). The descendants of the quasi-primary 6, are obtained by acting on the
quasi-primary with derivatives as (@+)n(@ )mO ,s(0).
Our theory is conformal in the UV, where g ! 0. Hence, we can ignore the gauge
fields, and write the generator K  in terms of the fermion fields
K  =  i R dx (x )2 ij@  ji. (4.5)
Since the left ( ) and right movers ( ) are decoupled, we only need to consider quasi-
primary operators built from  . They are the only dynamical fields in the theory,
since x+ was chosen as the time coordinate. In the conformal limit, we have @+ = 0
by the equation of motion, and therefore we can also neglect operators that have @+
acting on  . Thus, we focus on operators of the form
On+k/2 ⌘ 1Nk/2
X
P
si=n
cs1,s2,...,skTr
 
@s1   1@
s2   2...@
sk   k
 
, (4.6)
where we have suppressed the spin index, since here s =    , and substituted   with
the appropriate dimension. Note that the coe cient cs1,s2,...,sk has a cyclic symmetry,
cs2,s3,...,sk,s1 = ( 1)k 1cs1,s2,s3,...,sk , (4.7)
due to the fermi statistics combined with the trace over gauge indices.
The operators O defined by eq. (4.6) automatically satisfies the commutation
relation (4.4) between K+ and a quasi-primary operator. On the other hand, in order
to ensure that O is a quasi-primary, there are constrains on the coe cients cs1,s2,...,sk
from the commutation relation with K . For example, for operators involving two
fields, the lowest dimensional quasi-primary operator is given by Tr
⇣
 
 !
@  
⌘
, as can
be easily seen by using eq. (4.4).
Descendants of On+k/2 are of the form (@ )mOn+k/2. As we will ultimately be
interested only in finding bound-states which are eigenstates of P , once we know
6By descendants, here, we mean only in the sense of the global part of the conformal group, and
not the full Virasoro algebra.
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the amplitude with which On+k/2 creates the state, the amplitude with which any
of its descendants create this state is determined. Thus, the descendants do not
carry any new dynamical information which is not already captured by the quasi-
primaries. In sec. 4.3.1 we will see that quasi-primaries can be represented by the set
of Jacobi Polynomials in the parton variables, xi. These variables obey the constraintP
i xi = 1, and the Jacobi Polynomials are known to be a complete basis on a simplex.
This makes it clear that the quasi-primaries already form a complete basis, and the
descendants are not needed in addition.
4.3.1 Generating the Basis
The basis is obtained by acting with quasi-primary operators on the vacuum. It is
convenient to perform calculations at fixed x+ since this allows us to expand the field
 in terms of creation and annihilation operators,
 ij =
1
2
p
⇡
Z 1
0
dp+
⇣
bij(p
+)e ip
+x  + b†ji(p
+)eip
+x 
⌘
, (4.8)
with b and b† satisfying the anti-commutation relations
{bij(k+), b†kl(q+)} =  (k+   q+)
✓
 ik jl   1
N
 ij kl
◆
. (4.9)
These operators create (destroy) partons with a fixed momentum k+. Since bound
states are color singlets, we can restrict our analysis to states created by color singlet
combinations of b†ij. At leading order in N we need to consider only single trace
combinations of b†’s because the contribution of multi-trace operators is suppressed.
Therefore, in the large N limit, a complete set of color singlet states is given by
|p1, p2, ..., pki = 1
Nk/2
Tr
 
b†(p1)b†(p2)...b†(pk)
  |0i. (4.10)
The quasi-primary operators of the free fermion CFT naturally have a fixed num-
ber of fields, therefore the basis states have a well defined number of partons. In
addition, since the Hamiltonian conserves the number of partons of a given state
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modulo 2 (see Appendix D.2), the mass matrix is automatically block diagonal with
respect to bound states being fermions (odd number of partons) or bosons (even
number of partons).
The Hamiltonian also has a Z2 symmetry, which we denote by T-parity, under
which the fields transform as T ij =  ji. We can choose our quasi-primary operators
to have definite T-parity charge, i.e, TO = ( 1)TO. By doing this we further break
the mass matrix into four blocks, (bosonic or fermionic)⌦ (T even or odd).
As discussed in Appendix D.1, the wave-functions of the (Fourier transformed)
quasi-primary operators,
 
⇣X
pi   P
⌘
f(p1, p2, ..., pk) = hp1, p2, ..., pk|O˜n+k/2(P )|0i (4.11)
have a special form when expressed in term of angular variables defined by
pk = P cos
2 ✓1,
pk 1 = P sin2 ✓1 cos2 ✓2,
...
p2 = P sin
2 ✓1 sin
2 ✓2... cos
2 ✓k 1,
p1 = P sin
2 ✓1 sin
2 ✓2... sin
2 ✓k 1.
In these variables the wave-functions can be expressed as linear combinations of prod-
ucts of Jacobi Polynomials of the form 7
fn,l1,l2,...,lk 2 (P, ✓1, ✓2..., ✓k 1)
= P n sin2l1✓1 sin
2l2✓2... sin
2lk 2✓k 2
⇥ P (2l1+k 2,0)n l1 (cos 2✓1)P (2l2+k 3,0)l1 l2 (cos 2✓2) ...
⇥ P (2lk 2+1,0)lk 3 lk 2 (cos 2✓k 2)Plk 2 (cos 2✓k 1) , (4.12)
with n   l1   l2   ...   lk 2. All wave-functions can be generated by these “basis”
functions with the additional constraint that they lead to wavefunctions cyclic in the
7Recall that the Legendre Polynomial is a special case of Jacobi Polynomials Pl = P
(0,0)
l .
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 max 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
T-even 1 1 4 5 16 27 75 153
T-odd 0 1 2 6 12 31 66 165
Table 4.1: Number of states in the bosonic sector at each operator dimension
 max 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5
T-even 0 1 1 5 7 22 42 111 235
T-odd 1 1 3 4 11 18 51 99 257
Table 4.2: Number of states in the fermionic sector at each operator dimension
original momenta variables (up to a ( 1)k sign). This constraint comes from the
single trace requirement. This reproduces the previous result [36] that for operators
bilinear in the fields, the wave-function is given by Legendre Polynomials.
We also need to ensure that our basis is orthonormal. Operators with di↵erent
dimensions, di↵erent T-parity or di↵erent number of partons are automatically or-
thogonal. However given two operators of same dimension with equal T-parity and
number of partons, Oi and Oj, they must satisfy
h0|O˜†i (P )O˜j(P
0
)|0i = 1
k
 (P   P 0)
Z
P
i pi=P
Y
i
dpig(p1, p2, ..., pk)
⇤f(p1, p2, ..., pk)
=  ij (P   P 0). (4.13)
Here g and f are the corresponding wavefunctions defined in eq. (4.11). The factor
1/k takes care of the normalization of the color singlet state (4.10) at leading order
in 1/N .
The number of states in the basis of conformal quasi-primaries up to dimension 9
for the bosonic sector and 9.5 for the fermionic sector is listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Note that the dimension of the basis is almost an order of magnitude smaller than
that used for the DLCQ method.
The matrix element of the mass operator 2P+P  in the quasi-primary operator
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basis is defined as
M2i,j = hOi|2P+P |Oji. (4.14)
For example, there are 5 quasi-primary operators up to  max = 5 in the T-even sector
O1 ⇠ Tr ((@ )    @ ) ,
O2 ⇠ Tr
 
(@3 )   9(@2 )@  ± ...,
O3 ⇠ Tr ((@ )(@ )  )± ...,
O4 ⇠ Tr ((@ )     )± ...,
O5 ⇠ Tr
 
(@2 )       2(@ ) (@ )    ± ...,
(4.15)
where the ellipses refer to terms related to the first one by cyclic permutations. The
matrix elements are calculated by numerically integrating the wavefunctions (4.11),
obtained directly from the solutions given by eq. (4.12), against the parton basis
mass-squared operator of eq. (4.3). A more detailed explanation of the calculation
can be found in the Appendix D.2. In the case of the above 5 quasi-primary operators,
for example, the corresponding 5⇥ 5 dimensional mass matrix is0BBBBBBBB@
12. 3.05 4.83 0 0
3.05 51.3  7.38 0 0
4.83  7.38 44.3 0 0
0 0 0 56. 0
0 0 0 0 72.
1CCCCCCCCA
. (4.16)
The spectrum of the adjoint fermion model is then obtained from the diagonal-
ization of the mass matrix with a basis up to a maximum operator dimension  max.
4.4 Results
In this section we present the spectrum of the mass-squared operator in the conformal
quasi-primary basis. We diagonalize the mass-squared operator for a basis of up to
dimension 9 for the bosonic sector, and up to 9.5 for the fermonic sector. Since
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there is no mixing between T-even and odd states, the diagonalization is performed
separately for each sector. In total we found six single particle states, together with
states that match well to the expected manifestation of a continuous spectrum at finite
 max. This agrees with previous studies [7, 38–40]. Most of the single particle states
have clearly converged. That is, for these eigenstates we saw an exponential drop in
the contribution of high-dimension operators, with the combined weight carried by
operators of order  max being at or below 10 3. Specifically, the lowest states in each
sector converge at a rather small dimension when the basis contains only ⇠ 50 states
for all sectors combined. Therefore, di↵erent from DLCQ, we obtain the particle mass
without the need to linearly extrapolate. The mass spectrum of the single particle
states we find grows linearly with parton number.
As discovered previously [39], we also saw evidence for a continuous spectrum
starting with twice the mass of the lightest state |F1i. We will describe the way one
can identify a two-particle threshold with a truncated basis using our approach in
section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Single Particle States
We show in Fig. 4.2 the convergence of the mass with respect to 1/ max for the
eigenstates identified as single particle states. Here  max is equal to the dimension of
the highest quasi-primary operator used to generate a truncated Hilbert space. The
mass-squared, m2, is in units of g2N/⇡. States are counted as single particle states
if more than 0.9 of their weight is generated by operators with the same number of
partons. It is therefore straightforward to track these states as  max increases. It is
remarkable that the spectrum of the low-lying states, especially the ground states,
converge rapidly even at low dimension. We obtained a spectrum with the masses in
the bosonic sector being m2 = 10.7 (2), 25.4 (4), 46.2 (6)8 , and the fermionic sector
8The weight of this state generated by 6-parton operators is 0.84. Although it does not meet our
criteria for single-particle states at current resolution, our numerical results (see Fig. 4.2) suggest
that this state has not stabilized in  max compared to the lighter states. In addition to fitting
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Figure 4.2: The convergence of the spectrum of the low-lying single-particle-states.
Here  max is the dimension of the highest quasi-primary operator used to generate
a truncated Hilbert space. In the bosonic sector we calculated the spectrum up to
 max = 9, whereas in the fermionic sector the largest max is equal to 9.5. The second
plot demonstrates more clearly the degree of convergence of the single-particle states.
All states but the highest one appear to have a similar rate of convergence. The
asymptotic masses are taken to be the values at the highest  max calculated. The
spectrum appears to converge to the asymptotic values parametrically as e  max .
the linear mass prediction, the wave function of this state has qualitative features that are much
closer to single-particle states than to multi-particle states. Therefore we identify this state as a
single-particle state.
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Figure 4.3: The weight in dimension for the six single particle states. In the left and
the right column are the bosonic states and the fermionic states, respectively. The
color code for each state is the same as that in Fig. 4.2.
being m2 = 5.7 (3), 17.1 (5), 34.6 (7), with the numbers in the parentheses showing
the corresponding parton number. The dashed lines in the figure indicate the DLCQ
results [39], showing a good agreement between the two methods.
It is easy to see a linear relation between the single particle mass m and the par-
ton number, in either the bosonic or fermionic sector, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The
deviation of this linear fit is less than 0.05. This agrees with previous studies [7]. Let
us make two more comments about this spectrum. First, the bosonic spectrum starts
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with a heavier ground state than the fermionic sector because of fermion statistics.
The two-parton wavefunction is antisymmetric under a cyclic permutation of partons,
but this is not the case for a three-parton state. Consequently, the three-parton state
is to leading order a constant (zero degree polynomial), while the two-particle state
depends linearly on the parton variables to leading order. Integrating the approxi-
mate polynomial wavefunction against the M2 operator, then results in the lowest
antisymmetric two-parton state being heavier than the three-parton ground state (as
we show explicitly below). Second, regarding, the heaviest single-particle state that
we have observed, given the linearity of the spectrum, and the onset of decoupling
(which can be seen in Fig. 4.3), we conjecture that the mass of the six-parton state
(green line in Fig. 4.2) should settle at m2 = 46.2 within a 0.01 variation, despite the
fact that its mass does not start converging until at  max = 8.
In Fig. 4.3 we show the logarithmic plots of the weight at each dimension  
for the single particle states. By weight, we mean the sum of squared-amplitudes
of a state generated by all operators at dimension  ,
P
 h⌦|O | i2. In all sectors
the weight drops exponentially. Except for the seven-parton state, at dimension 9
(9.5) for bosons (fermions) all the single particle states have reached a point where
the variation of the weight at next dimension will be less than 10 3. We therefore
consider these states decoupled from higher dimension operators. Their mass will
not change by more than 10 3 when we enlarge the basis. In particular, the bosonic
T-even lightest state (a two-parton state) and the fermionic T-odd lightest state (a
three-parton state) converge so quickly that only a basis with a few states is needed
in each sector. The rapid decoupling of these states provides a consistency check on
the convergence of the mass as shown in Fig. 4.2.
It is also remarkable that the exponential decoupling rates of all decoupled sin-
gle particle states are similar. The weight at dimension   behaves parametrically
as exp( ↵ ). Excluding the not-yet-decoupled seven-parton state, all other single
particle states have ↵ ⇠ 2, varying from 1.5 to 2.3. In general the change of the
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slope due to a possible mismatch of the decoupling dimension, where the tail of the
exponential falling pattern starts, is only within order of O(0.1) and will not a↵ect
the number significantly..
Given the rapid decoupling in our basis, we can easily write down analytic formu-
lae for the ground state wavefunctions, since they are generated by very few operators.
The wavefunctions then enable a leading order calculation of the mass. For exam-
ple, at  max = 9, the lightest bosonic state has probability of more than 0.96 of
being a two-parton state, and is dominated by the lowest two-fermion operator. At
leading order its wavefunction can be parametrized by a single Legendre polynomial,
P2 p(x1, x2) ⌘ h✓|O1+1i =
p
6(1   2 sin2 ✓) = p6(x2   x1). Here xi is the ratio of
the momentum of the ith parton to the total momentum, pi/P . The numbers in the
square-roots account for the wavefunction normalization. Its mass, up to a ⇠ 15%
correction (compared to its asymptotic value m2 = 10.7g2N/⇡), can be obtained from
h2 - parton|M2|2 - partoni
=
g2N
⇡
Z 1
0
dx1dx2 (x1 + x2   1)
Z 1
0
dy
6 ((x2   x1)  (1  2y))2
2(x1   y)2
= 12⇥ g
2N
⇡
.
(4.17)
Note that this just corresponds to the first diagonal entry of the matrix in eq.(4.16).
One can include higher order corrections by diagonalizing the full 3⇥ 3 upper block
of this matrix, which includes the contribution of operators up to dimension 4. This
reduces the error in the mass to less than 2%. The corresponding parton wavefunction
would be given by a slightly more lengthy expression, containing both a 2-parton, and
a 4-parton component, but it is straightforward to write down.
As another example, the wavefunction of a three-parton ground state is with 0.99
weight captured by the operator O3/2 = Tr ( 1 2 3). Thus, its mass can be simply
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given by
h3 - parton|M2|3 - partoni
=
g2N
⇡
Z
dx1dx2dx3  (x1 + x2 + x3   1) (
p
6)2
1
(x1 + x2)2
Z x1+x2
0
dy
= 6⇥ g
2N
⇡
,
(4.18)
where
p
6 is a wavefunction normalization. The cyclic symmetry of the wavefunction
and the mass operator is also taken into account in this formula. This leading order
result di↵ers from the real mass m2 = 5.7g2N/⇡ by only 5%.
4.4.2 Multi-particle States and the Continuous Spectrum
How should we interpret the remaining states, not included in the discussion above?
These states are not approximate eigenstates of particle number. From earlier work,
these must be somehow related to the continuum, beginning at the first two-particle
threshold, m = 2mF1 , twice the mass of the ground state fermion. Thus, we must
understand how our truncated, finite, Hilbert space is trying to approximate a con-
tinuum.
In this work, we will only study the approach to the two-particle continuum, and
therefore our task will be to understand the spectrum below (3mF1)
2 = 51.5, the first
three-particle threshold. The M2 spectrum of a free two-particle state is given by
M22part(x) =
m21
x
+
m22
1  x. (4.19)
Here, mi are the masses of the individual particles, and x labels the momentum
fraction of one of these particles. How do we see such a spectrum at finite  max?
Let us assume that diagonalizing the full M2 operator, we have converged to this
spectrum, in some range of energies. In this case, the states we have found can be
modeled by free two-particle states of a particular M22part(x), with the masses m1
and m2 chosen from the spectrum of single-particle states obtained earlier, and we
are interested in plotting the spectrum as a function of  max. In the case where m1
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Figure 4.4: The convergence of the free two-particle spectrum, as a function of 1/nmax
to the continuum. In the truncated basis, nmax is the largest degree of Jacobi polyno-
mials P (a,b)n used, corresponding to quasi-primary operators below a certain maximum
dimension. The construction of the operator basis can be found in Appendix D.3.
The red, purple, green and blue lines plot the expected spectra of free two-particle
states F1 ⌦ F1, F1 ⌦ F2, F1 ⌦ B1 and B1 ⌦ B1, respectively.
and m2 correspond to single-particle states in the fermionic sector, the quasi-primary
operators which create the two-particle state, of two free particles are of the form
O2 part  ⇠
X
k
✓
n!
k!(n  k)!
◆2
@k 1@
n k 2. (4.20)
The general form of the quasi-primary operators, when one or two of the masses
correspond to state in the bosonic sector, is described in Appendix D.3. Here,  i are
are free fields which create particles of masses mi, and   = n + 1 for two fermions,
  = n+ 12 for a boson and a fermion and   = n for a two bosons. In terms of these
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Figure 4.5: The spectra of the multi-particle states in the four sectors with a given
T -parity and statistics. They are compared with the free two-particle spectra of
states F1 ⌦ F1 (red), F1 ⌦ F2 (purple), F1 ⌦ B1 (green) and B1 ⌦ B1 (blue). The
F1 ⌦ B1 spectrum is not included in the bosonic sectors because there is no obvious
counterpart of this state in the QCD2A spectrum.
operators, we can construct a basis of states, and calculate the M22part(x) matrix in
this basis:
[M22part] , 0 =
Z 1
0
dx ⇤ (x)
✓
m21
x
+
m22
1  x
◆
  0(x), (4.21)
where   (x) ⌘ hx, 1   x|O˜2 part  |0i, O˜2 part  defined as the Fourier transform of the
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quasi-primary operator, with x being the momentum fraction of one of the particles.9
As mentioned in section 4.3, if both masses are associated with single-particles states
in the fermionic sector,   (x) will simply be a Legendre polynomial of a degree
n related to   as above. Note, that if both particles are identical fermions then
only the antisymmetric states in the basis are allowed, in other words, only odd-
degree Legendre polynomials occur. In Fig. 4.4 we provide a plot of the result
of diagonalizing [M22part] , 0 for     max, as a function of  max. Di↵erent color
trajectories towards the continuum correspond to the the di↵erent two-particle states
expected below the first three-particle threshold, where we have put in the appropriate
masses mi obtained from the lowest three single-particle states (|F1i, |B1i, and |F2i)
into eq. (4.21). Note, that the trajectories associated with |F1i⌦ |F1i (the red-dashed
lines) are more sparse due to the fermionic statistics, as discussed.
Having understood the expected properties of the continuum spectrum for finite
 max, we can now compare this to our results from diagonalizing the full M2 as a
function of  max. The results are presented in Fig. 4.5 where we show separately
the four sectors with a given T-parity and nominal statistics. The agreement is
surprisingly good, especially in the bosonic sectors. As has been previously discussed
in [39, 42–44], the existence of a topological sector in this theory, allows for a state of
two-fermions (nominally bosonic) to also appear in the fermionic sector, for example.
The first two-particle threshold of m2 = 4m2F1 = 22.9 can be seen in all sectors. In
fact, we find it remarkable, that the lowest red-dashed trajectory seems to be matching
the full diagonalization even at quite small  max (especially in the bosonic sectors),
providing further evidence for e↵ective conformal dominance. Higher trajectories in
the bosonic sectors match also, but only once we go to higher  max. This is due
to the presence of the next two-fermion threshold at m2 = (2.4 + 4.1)2 = 42, which
9In practice the integral in eq. (4.21) has divergences as x ! 0 and x ! 1. We deal with these
divergences by integrating from ✏ to 1   ✏ and taking ✏ exponentially small. One can easily show
that this cuto↵ does not a↵ect the smallest eigenvalues of the matrix, which are the ones we use for
a comparison with the full theory calculation.
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complicates the mixing. Consequently higher  max is required to properly resolve the
spectrum. For  max = 9, in the bosonic sectors, all the states in the full theory match
to the spectrum of the “free two-particle model” to better than 5% accuracy once
both |F1i ⌦ |F1i and |F1i ⌦ |F2i thresholds are included. We view this as evidence
that we have correctly identified both thresholds using our method.
The matching in the fermonic sectors is poorer, but evidence for the thresholds
can be seen. This can be do to the larger influence of the topological sector. We do
not seem to be finding clear evidence for the existence of two-particle states, where
one or both particles are bosons, in any sector. It is possible, that for larger values
of  max the matching will improve and two-particle states which include bosons will
appear more clearly.
4.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter we have explored the phenomena of e↵ective conformal dominance.
This phenomena has been known for quite a while in the context of SUGRA back-
grounds dual to confining gauge theories. Indeed, in such backgrounds, all the lightest
bound-states are fluctuations of the SUGRA fields, above the background, with the
heavier states being described by stringy bulk modes [45–47]. The SUGRA fields, are,
of course, dual to the lowest dimension primary operators of the gauge theory, the
e↵ective conformal sector (typically the stress tensor and its SUSY partners). The
stringy modes, on the other hand, are dual to operators of high scaling-dimension,
which are decoupled from the low-energy spectrum. A natural question to ask is how
robust is this phenomena of e↵ective conformal dominance over the low-energy spec-
trum? In particular, does it hold only for theories where there is a hierarchy in the
scaling-dimension of operators, or is it more universal? Holographic models of strong
dynamics of the AdS/QCD type, or more recently of the AdS/CMT type, would be
on firmer ground if this dominance were more generic, especially if the ultimate goal
is to use them to understand physics quantitatively, and not just qualitatively. In
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this context the central question becomes, if we ignore all bulk fields above a certain
mass, or equivalently include only operators whose dimension,  , is bound by  max,
what error should we expect on physical observables, such as the spectrum?
In this Chapter, we attempted to answer the above questions in the context of a
QCD2A, a theory whose UV is a CFT without a hierarchy in the scaling-dimension of
operators. Nonetheless, we have found that e↵ective conformal dominance holds, with
high-scaling dimension operators decoupling exponentially fast, roughly as e  max ,
from the low-energy spectrum. This observation, has allowed us to suggest a new
technique for solving this theory. We compared our low-energy spectrum to numeri-
cal DLCQ results, and found very good agreement. We find this to be an encouraging
sign that e↵ective conformal dominance could be a useful guide in obtaining a quan-
titative understanding of other strongly interacting systems. It would be interesting
to test this phenomena in other strongly coupled theories both in 2D, and in higher
dimensions.
Chapter 5
Solving Two Dimensional QCD with a Fundamental Fermion at Finite N
5.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we continue investigating the conformal basis technique for solving a
gauge theory in 2D. Previously, we have shown that the conformal basis is an e cient
tool for finding the spectrum of lowest bound states in the context of 2D QCD with
an adjoint fermion at large N [48]. In fact, basis states which correspond to high
scaling-dimension operators were found to decouple exponentially quickly from the
low energy spectrum. This phenomena, which we have named e↵ective conformal
dominance, is motivated by holographic models of confinement [2]. The holographic
analysis, however, assumed a large N type theory, where bulk loops were neglected.
Thus, it was not clear whether this technique would be equally e cient for calculating
the spectrum of a theory with a small number for colors.
Hence, we set out to explore 2D QCD with a single fundamental fermion for
various values of colors (N=3, 6 and 1000). After briefly reviewing the model, we
present our results in Section 5.3 where we discuss the single particle states, as well
as the multi-particle states which include stable single-particle states and arbitrary
numbers of the decoupled massless scalar mode. We then conclude in Section 5.4.
5.2 The Model
The Lagrangian for the massless QCD in 1 + 1 dimensions is
L =  1
4
Tr(F 2) + i ¯ µDµ , (5.1)
where Dµ = (@µ   igAaµT a) , with T a the generators of SU(N) normalized such
that Tr(T aT b) =  ab. Using light-cone coordinates, x± = (x0 ± x1)/p2 and working
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in light-cone gauge A  = 0 we can simplify the Lagrangian to
L =  1
2
Tr
 
(@ A+)2
 
+ i †D+ + i †@  . (5.2)
The fields  and   are respectively the right and left movers, defined by (1 ±  3) ,
where  3 = i 0 1. The model has a chiral symmetry under which  ! e i↵ and
 ! ei↵ .
Choosing x+ as our time coordinate we see that A  and   are non-dynamical
fields and can be integrated out. The momenta operators in terms of the dynamical
field  are given by
P+ = 2i
Z
dx  †@  ,
P  =  g2
Z
dx  †T a 
1
@ 2 
 †T a .
(5.3)
Accordingly, the mass operator is given by
M2 = 2P+P . (5.4)
The spectrum of 2D QCD is solved through diagonalization of the mass matrix in a
basis generated by conformal quasi-primary operators, truncated at dimension  max.
These quasi-primary operators can be constructed from the fermion field  . The mass
matrix elements are given by
 (p  q)M2 1, 2 = hO˜ 1(q)|2P+P |O˜ 2(p)i, (5.5)
with the Fourier transform of a quasi-primary operator defined as
O˜ (p) =
Z
dx eipx
 O (x ). (5.6)
A detailed definition of the basis states is provided in the Appendix E.1.
In order to calculate the mass matrix we introduce the mode expansion at x+ = 0,
 j(x
 ) =
1
2
p
⇡
Z 1
0
dk+
⇣
e ik
+x bj(k
+) + eik
+x a†j(k
+)
⌘
, (5.7)
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where j is the SU(N) index in the fundamental representation. From the equal time
anti-commutation relations for  ,
{ †i (x ), j(y )} =
1
2
 ij (x
    y ), (5.8)
one finds that the non-zero anti-commutators of the creation/annihilation operators
are
{ai(p+), a†j(k+)} =  ij (p+   k+) ,
{bi(p+), b†j(k+)} =  ij (p+   k+) .
(5.9)
The model is also invariant under charge conjugation,  i !  †i . This discrete
symmetry breaks up the Hilbert space into two independent sectors which we denote
by C-even and C-odd.
5.3 Results
In this section we present the results of the finite N calculations. As the Hamiltonian
does not mix baryonic and mesonic operators, we will restrict ourselves to mesonic
states in this paper. We compare the spectra at di↵erent values of N . As expected
we are able to identify both single-particle-states (the hadrons) and multi-particle
states of hadrons in the spectra. In accordance with previous studies [41, 49–51] we
also identified a massless non-interacting state, |B0i, even at finite N .
In the large N limit, the interaction between the single-particle states is 1/N
suppressed [41, 52]. Therefore all mesons become stable in the infinite N limit and the
multi-particle states are identified with multiple non-interacting single-particle-states
which are created by the multi-bilinear operators in the  field (which we will refer to
as multi-trace operators). Thus, the multi-particle states can be approximated by the
eigenstates of a free e↵ective Hamiltonian of various mass mesons, in a Hilbert space of
non-interacting bosons truncated at the same operator dimension. At finite N due to
interactions between the bosons, we expect most mesons to acquire widths. However,
below the first multi-particle threshold, of two |B1i mesons, all multi-particle states
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consist of a stable massive boson and multiple massless |B0i particles. There can be
no interaction between the massless particle and any other states due to Coleman’s
theorem. We are thus able to match all states below the aforementioned threshold to
states in the free e↵ective Hamiltonian consisting of one massive hadron and multiple
non-interacting massless |B0i.
5.3.1 Single Particle States
We begin by investigating the single-particle states. In the large N limit these
hadronic states are the ones obtained by solving the ’t Hooft equation, which can
be obtained in our approach by neglecting sub-leading N correction and using only
the single trace operators to generate the basis. In order to identify the single particle
states we plot their mass square as a function of  max, the dimension of the highest
dimension operators included in our basis. The single particle states are identified as
the ones for which the mass becomes constant at higher  max. In Figure 5.1 we plot
the masses of all single particle states we identified as a function of  max for N = 3, 6
and 1000. The mass square is in units of g2/2⇡. At large N (N = 1000) our result
matches with that of [41]. One can see from the figure that all stable single particle
states obtained at finite N smoothly match to a corresponding large N state. Our
result for the mass of the lightest meson for N = 3 is in good agreement (within 10%
of) earlier numerical results obtained using discrete light-cone quantization [50].
In order to test if the single particle states satisfy the e↵ective conformal domi-
nance hypothesis, we calculate, for each state, the contribution from operators of a
given dimension  . For example, for a state given by the general expression
| i =
X
 
X
i
c ,iO , i|⌦i, (5.10)
where i labels the di↵erent independent operators of dimension  , we define the
weight of this state at dimension   as
w  =
X
i
|c ,i|2. (5.11)
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Figure 5.1: The spectra of the lowest mesonic states at large N (N = 1000) and
small N (N = 3 solid lines, N = 6 dashed lines), calculated up to  max = 9. The
unit of M2 is g2/2⇡. The lowest three states in all cases are decoupled from the high
dimensional operators. The ”Regge trajectory” of the spectrum at large N can be
seen in the first plot.
In Figure 5.2 we plot the weight at each dimension for all the single particle states
identified in our spectrum. We see that, at  max = 9, the lowest three single-particle-
states decouple exponentially fast from the high dimensional operators, as expected
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from the e↵ective conformal dominance hypothesis. Another interesting aspect of
Figure 5.2 is that the slope associated with this decoupling varies slowly with N .
These three states have masses below the threshold of 4M2B1 , so they are stable. The
mass of the next state, M2B4 , lies in the regime between 4M
2
B1 and (MB1 +MB2)
2.
Nevertheless, because it is in the C-odd sector, symmetry forbids its decay into two
|B1i particles and thus it is also stable. |B5i is the first unstable single-particle-state
that can decay to |B1i⌦ |B1i. However, given that MB5 is larger than MB4 , and even
the stable state |B4i is not completely decoupled from higher dimensional operators,
it is hard to explore the unstable state using the current truncated basis. It would be
interesting to investigate the appearance of a width with a larger basis in the future.
Because of e↵ective conformal dominance at finite N , the wave-functions of the
single-particles that have decoupled can be well approximated by the lowest operators.
For instance, at N = 3, the lightest state |B1i is at 98% created by the lowest two
operators in the C-even sector. Therefore, to this precision, the lightest meson is
given by a simple expression, which can be obtained from an analytic calculation,
|B1i = 0.81
⇣p
3(@ †    †@ )
⌘
|⌦i   0.57
✓
3p
2
( † )2
◆
|⌦i. (5.12)
Here the numbers in the parentheses account for the normalization of the operators.
The above expression contains all the information about the state |B1i. From it one
can, for example, easily obtain the probability of finding a quark with momentum
fraction x
P (x) = 1.96 (2x  1)2 + 1.95
✓
1
2
  x+ x
2
2
◆
. (5.13)
At large N this state is dominated by the stress-tensor operator, @ †    †@ ,
and it becomes the first massive mesonic state in the large N ’t Hooft model. At
finite N however, we see that the current squared operator ( † )2 makes comparable
contribution.
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Figure 5.2: Plots of the weight of states as a function of operator dimension  ,
showing the decoupling of the lowest five single-particle-states. The circles connected
by solid lines correspond to the N = 1000 case, the diamond points - dotted lines to
N = 6 and the square points - dashed lines to N = 3. We did not include points for
which the weight is smaller than 10 4.
5.3.2 Massless Sector
The spectrum of this model, at arbitrary N , includes a sector of massless non-
interacting states, as had been previously discovered in the limit of vanishing quark
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 max 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Masslesss C- even states (N = 1000) 0 1 1 3 3 6 7 12 14
Masslesss C- even states (N = 3) 0 1 1 3 3 6 7 12 14
Z2 even bosonic operators 0 1 1 3 3 6 7 12 14
Masslesss C- odd states (N = 1000) 1 1 2 2 4 5 8 10 16
Masslesss C- odd states (N = 3) 1 1 2 2 4 5 8 10 16
Z2 odd bosonic operators 1 1 2 2 4 5 8 10 16
Table 5.1: Numbers of massless states in the even and odd sectors of C-symmetry and
the numbers of bosonic quasi-primary operators with corresponding Z2 symmetry, at
each operator dimension.
mass by numerical methods [49–51]. In particular one can show that the state created
by the operator  † is an eigenstate of P  with zero eigenvalue and therefore corre-
sponds to a non-interacting massless state. Because all our states are right movers,
any multi-particle state made of an arbitrary number of non-interacting massless right
movers will also be massless.
This massless, non-interacting sector can be completely described by a theory of
a single free scalar field with a shift symmetry. The charge conjugation symmetry of
the original model is mapped to a Z2 symmetry of the scalar field,  !   . In order
to match the massless sector of the original theory to this free CFT we compare the
number of quasi-primary operators in the free theory of dimension less than  max
with the number of massless states obtained in the original model using the basis of
fermionic operators up to the same dimension cuto↵  max.
In Table 5.1 we list the number of massless states in the original theory as a
function of the dimension cuto↵  max, for di↵erent values of N , and for the C-even
and odd sectors. In the same table we also show the number of primary operators in
the free scalar CFT with dimensions less than  max, grouped by their charge under
the Z2 symmetry. For example, at  max = 4, the three Z2-even bosonic operators
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are (@ )2, (@ )P (1,1)2
⇣  
@   !@
⌘
(@ ) and (@ )4, with P (1,1)2 a Jacobi polynomial. The
number of massless states in the original theory is independent of N . It exactly
matches the number predicted by the free CFT at any given dimension. This is a
non-trivial check that the massless sector is completely described in terms of a free
CFT of a single scalar field with the identification  † ! @ . It shows that there
is only one non-interacting massless single-particle |B0i in the spectrum, all other
massless states are states with multiple |B0i particles.
5.3.3 Multi-particle States
The e↵ective conformal dominance hypothesis implies that, at certain cuto↵ dimen-
sion  max, the truncated approximation to all the states in the spectrum below a cer-
tain mass scale will converge exponentially. This is the case for the states identified
as single-particles. However, below the highest mass, M max , of the single-particle-
states that have already converged, we find additional mass eigenstates whose masses
do not asymptote to constant values as a function of the cuto↵  max. These states are
identified as multi-particle states and can be viewed as the attempt of the truncated
basis to reproduce the full continuum of the Hilbert space of gauge-singlet states.
The continuum spectrum represents states with multiple mesons, i.e. several of
the single-particle states studied in the earlier section. Similar to the case of the
massless sector, these multi-particle states can be described, at least in the limit
that their interaction is su ciently weak, by an e↵ective model of bosonic degrees of
freedom. For each meson in the single-particle state there is a bosonic field associated
to it in the model. By using the conformal basis approach to calculate the spectrum
in this e↵ective bosonic description we expect that, as  max increases the truncated
spectrum in the bosonic description will match the one in the full fermionic theory
for states with masses lower than M max , the mass of the heaviest meson that has
converged. The construction of the bosonic basis is described in the Appendix E.1.
As expected, the discreteness of our truncated basis can only approximate the
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continuum spectrum, even in the simpler case of a free theory. In Appendix E.2
we explore how one recovers the appropriate continuum density of states with the
conformal basis approach in the case of free bosons. The continuum density of states
is well approximated once  max becomes large. However, at the values of  max we
are working with in this paper, in order to understand the multi-particle states in
the truncated basis, it is more useful to compare the truncated 2D QCD spectrum
to the corresponding truncated free boson model. The matching of the full spectrum
to the expected free boson model is evidence that we have correctly reproduced the
continuum physics.
At large N , the interaction between the mesons is of order 1/N , and the spectrum
is that of a free Hamiltonian of multiple bosons. The mass matrix is given by
M2 = 2P+P  =
M21
x1
+
M22
x2
+ ...+
M2n
xn
(5.14)
where Mi are the masses of the mesons, which have been calculated in Section 5.3.1,
and the parton variables are defined as xi = P
 
i /P
  subjected to the constraint
x1 + x2 + ...+ xn = 1.
At finite N the free Hamiltonian eq. (5.14) is distorted by particles acquiring
widths. One therefore expects that it will not correctly model the spectrum. There
is an exception, however, for states containing the massless state |B0i, which has no
interactions with other massive states. The free Hamiltonian is thus exact for multi-
particle states with one stable meson and any number of massless |B0i particles.
In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 we show that, below the threshold of M2 = 4M2B1 in the
QCD model spectrum, all the eigenstates besides the single-particle-states can be
matched with the excitations |B1i⌦n1|B0i, |B2i⌦n2|B0i and |B3i⌦n3|B0i (ni > 1,
ni 2 Z). Because |B1i and |B3i are in the C-even sector, whereas |B0i and |B2i are
in the odd sector, multi-particle-states in the C-even sector should be those where n1
and n3 are odd integers and n2 is even. The opposite applies to multi-particle-states
in the C-odd sector. Here we demonstrate the matching in the cases of N = 1000
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and N = 3. The black dots are the 2D QCD model mass eigenvalues calculated at
a given  max. The colored dots, connected by the dashed lines which indicate their
trend, show the spectrum of the free Hamiltonian (5.14), using the bosonic basis
truncated at the same  max, with the right C-symmetry. At the highest  max = 9
we have reached in our calculation there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
black and colored dots. In fact for the low-lying states it is easy to see that the
variation of mass as a function of  max of the original state follows that of the non-
interacting spectrum. This indicates again the matching of the two spectra. Hence
we can identify all the eigenstates of the QCD model calculated using the truncated
fermionic basis.
One can also see from Figure 5.3 that at M2 around 45, which is the mass square
of the heaviest single-particle-state that has converged at  max = 9, the black dots
start to be significantly higher than the corresponding colored dots representing the
free Hamiltonian description of the same state. This suggests that at these masses
our full theory calculation errors have become large and the corresponding states have
not yet converged. The threshold at which we expected to observe states with two
|B1i is larger than M2 = 45, and likely beyond the regime of convergence at our
current  max.
5.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter we showed that the e↵ective conformal dominance hypothesis contin-
ues to be true in 2D QCD at finite N . As expected, at finite N , the decoupling with
respect to the cuto↵ dimension is slower than in the case of infinite N , but quali-
tatively we do not observe a significant change in the exponential suppression of the
high dimensional operator contribution to a light state. The conformal basis approach
remains reliable in computing the low energy spectrum. Both the single particle spec-
trum and the continuum in the model are identified with accuracy characterized by
e  max .
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Some properties of the conformal basis approach can be summarized as follows.
First, it provides a way to non-perturbatively define the 2D gauge theory. Second,
the basis is a discretization that naturally uses CFT discreteness without the need to
introduce additional ”external” deformations of the theory, which is di↵erent from lat-
tice gauge theories or DLCD methods. Third, it is an e↵ective method for computing
the low energy spectrum, where the light states can be understood analytically.
Future exploration of e↵ective conformal dominance includes a field theoretic ex-
planation of the decoupling behavior, as well as an extension of the method to other
strongly coupled systems, especially those in higher dimensions. It is particularly
interesting to decipher the dynamical transition of a system from a UV CFT to its IR
deformation where a mass gap appears, as the radius of the CFT grows from below to
beyond the confinement scale. During the transition the dilation operator becomes
the time translation operator that contains a relevant interaction. Understanding
how one can incorporate dimensional transmutation into the low energy description
is, on the other hand, crucial before one can generalize the conformal basis approach
into solving the real life QCD.
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Figure 5.3: Matching of the spectrum of multi-particle-states, |B1i ⌦ n1|B0i, |B2i ⌦
n2|B0i and |B3i ⌦ n3|B0i (ni > 1, ni 2 Z), with the non-interacting multi-meson
spectrum, at N = 1000. States are shown below the threshold of 4M2B1 ⇠ 45. The
black dots show the spectrum of the finite N ’t Hooft model, which is obtained from
a fermonic operator basis, whereas the colored dots indicate the mass eigenvalues
obtained from diagonalizing a free Hamiltonian using a bosonic basis. The charge-
conjugate C-even sector is shown in the first plot (blue: |B1i ⌦ n1|B0i, red: |B2i ⌦
n2|B0i, gray: |B3i ⌦ n3|B0i). The second plot is for the C-odd sector (green: |B1i ⌦
n1|B0i, orange: |B2i ⌦ n2|B0i, purple: |B3i ⌦ n3|B0i).
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Figure 5.4: Matching of the spectrum of multi-particle-states, |B1i ⌦ n1|B0i, |B2i ⌦
n2|B0i and |B3i ⌦ n3|B0i (ni > 1, ni 2 Z), with the non-interacting multi-meson
spectrum, at N=3. States are shown below the threshold of 4M2B1 ⇠ 60. The color
code is similar to that of the case of N = 1000 (Figure 5.3).
Appendix A
The Nuclear Responses
The non-relativistic e↵ective theory treatment of dark matter responses connects
naturally to the standard language of multipole expansions for nuclear electroweak
responses that we summarize here. Such expansions allow one to exploit nuclear selec-
tion rules based on rotational invariance, parity and time reversal. We specialize here
to the case of elastic dark matter interactions, as the energy transfers in dark-matter
scattering generally preclude inelastic excitations. (However, the extension of the
multipole formalism to inelastic dark matter interactions is straightforward and will
be presented elsewhere.) The good approximate parity and CP of the nuclear ground
state then impose important new selection rules on the possible elastic operators,
restricting the multi-polarities that contribute as well as their interference.
A.1 Nuclear Charges and Currents
The usual construction of coordinate-space nuclear charge and current densities in
electroweak interactions begins with a covariant interaction that is reduced to produce
the needed non-relativistic operators. The e↵ective theory approach significantly
simplifies this analysis, and also provides important guidance to those who might want
to follow a model-dependent analysis based on some specified covariant interaction.
Our starting point is the interaction
LEFT = a11 + a2~v? · ~v? + a3~SN · (~q ⇥ ~v?)
+ a4~S  · ~SN + ia5~S  · (~q ⇥ ~v?) + a6~S  · ~q~SN · ~q
+ a7~SN · ~v? + a8~S  · ~v? + ia9~S  · (~SN ⇥ ~q) + ia10~SN · ~q + ia11~S  · ~q (A.1)
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As we have discussed previously, the Hermitian velocity v? can be divided into a target
center-of-mass piece ~v?T and components ~v
?
N associated with the relative velocities
of target nucleons (and thus with the A-1 Jacobi momenta). In combination with
nuclear spins, these two velocities generate interactions that are separately invariant
under Galilean transformations. Before any models of nuclear charges and currents
are introduced, Eq. (A.1) shows that from the available nuclear degrees of freedom
- nuclear spins and relative momenta ~v?N – one can construct the nuclear “charges”
1, ~v?N · ~v?N , and ~SN · ~v?N that transform under parity and time-reversal as even-even,
even-even, and odd-even, and nuclear “currents” ~v?N , ~SN , and ~SN⇥~v?N that transform
as odd-odd, even-odd, and odd-even. Given our assumption of a nuclear ground
state with good parity and CP, this leads us to conclude that there must be six
independent nuclear response functions corresponding to the even multipoles of a
vector-like charge operator MJM , the odd multipoles of axial longitudinal L5JM , axial
transverse electric T el5JM , and vector magnetic T
mag
JM operators, and the even multipoles
of vector-like longitudinal LJM and transverse electric T elJM operators. To go further
– to provide explicit forms for these multipole operators – we must make nuclear
model assumptions. Our construction defines the spins and momenta SN and v?N as
the local operators associated with nucleons. This one-body definition is the most
common starting point for nuclear physics calculations.
We do an explicit example – the axial-charge operator O7 = ~SN · ~v? – to demon-
strate the procedure for separating v? into its v?T and v
?
N components and for con-
structing the associated nuclear operators. First, in the elementary-particle point
limit for a nucleus – where the nucleus is characterized only by its macroscopic quan-
tum numbers of charge, spin, and isospin – we have
O7 = ~v
?·~SN    !
point
~v?T ·~SN = ~v?T ·
1
2
AX
j=1
~ (j) where ~v?T ⌘
1
2
(~v ,in + ~v ,out   ~vT,in   ~vT,out) .
(A.2)
(A factor of one-half is introduced in relating the nuclear spin ~SN to nucleon Pauli
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spin operators.) The center-of-mass nuclear velocities ~vT,in and ~vT,out can be obtained
by averaging over the velocities of the nucleons,
~vT,in =
1
A
AX
j=1
~vN,in(j) and ~vT,out =
1
A
AX
j=1
~vN,out(j). (A.3)
The nuclear model-building assumption is that the underlying nuclear charge and
current operators are one-body and local, in this case the sum over the individual
(symmetrized and thus Hermitian) axial charge operators. This operator can be
explicitly separated into its center-of-mass (which contributes to ~v?T ) and intrinsic
components (the ~v?N contribution)
AX
j=1
~ (j) · ~p(j)
2mN
=
1
2
~vT ·
AX
j=1
~ (j) +
1
2AmN
AX
j>k=1
(~ (j)  ~ (k)) · (~p(j)  ~p(k))
⌘ 1
2
~vT ·
AX
j=1
~ (j) +
"
AX
j=1
~ (j) · ~p(j)
2mN
#
intrinsic
(A.4)
The first (target recoil) term is already identified in Eq. (A.2) while the second pro-
vides an explicit definition for the contribution associated with the A-1 relative Jacobi
three-momenta and thus with ~v?N . While in principle the first, explicitly Galilean in-
variant form for the intrinsic axial-charge operator – a two-body operator in relative
coordinates – could be used in calculations, in many cases the simpler one-body
form can be employed provided the center-of-mass motion of the nucleus is properly
treated. Thus the interpretation of the intrinsic subscript on the axial-charge opera-
tor above is an instruction that such steps should be taken, if this form of the operator
is employed. This is typically done by working in a translationally-separable (e.g.,
full shell) harmonic oscillator Slater determinant basis, then numerically forcing the
center-of-mass to reside in the 1s state: the limitations of this approach are discussed
in the appendix.
An advantage of the e↵ective theory treatment is that it immediately identifies
the translationally invariant recoil axial charge contribution to dark matter scattering
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proportional to ~v?T . For elastic scattering, this is the only contribution of the axial-
charge: matrix elements of the intrinsic operator vanish for even multipoles by parity
and for odd multipoles by time reversal. This result would be more di cult to obtain
in conventional treatments that begin with a covariant interaction. Such calculations
would need to extract the recoil term from the axial-charge operator (in contrast to
having it manifestly in the point-nucleus limit of the e↵ective operator), a task often
requiring the combining of charge and current contributions. For example, consider
the example of a V-A four-fermion contact operator between dark matter and a
nucleus,  ¯  µ    ¯N µ 5 N . Defining lVµ =  ¯  µ  , the charge and three-current
contributions to scattering are
lV0 ·
AX
j=1
 (j) · ~pf (j) + ~pi(j)
2mN
! ~vT,in + ~vT,out
2
·
AX
i=1
~ (i)
+
"
AX
j=1
 (j) · ~pf (j) + ~pi(j)
2mN
#
intrinsic
 ~lV ·  ¯N~  5 N
!  ~v ,in + ~v ,out
2
·
AX
i=1
~ (i), (A.5)
where we have inserted the spin operator as the non-relativistic limit of the axial three-
current operator. Indeed we get the right answer: summing the two terms yields a
contribution proportional to ~v?T as well as the intrinsic operator. But in contrast to
the e↵ective theory treatment –where the target contribution is immediate from the
point-nucleus limit and appears as one term – a certain degree of care is needed to
locate and regroup terms into Galilean invariants.
We can now handle the general case of Eq. (A.1), first arranging the various terms
as follows
LET = l0 1 + lA0 [ 2~v?N · ~SN ] +~l5 · [2~SN ] +~lM · [ ~v?N ] +~lE · [2i ~v?N ⇥ ~SN ]
= l01 + l
A
0
✓
~pi + ~pf
2mN
◆
· ~  +~l5 · ~  +~lM ·
✓
~pi + ~pf
2mN
◆
+~lE ·
✓
 i ~pi + ~pf
2mN
⇥ ~ 
◆
(A.6)
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where the coe cients of the charge (l0), axial charge (lA0 ), axial vector (~l5), vector
magnetic (~lM), and vector electric (~lE) densities, determined from Eq. (A.1), will be
given below. This expression follows Eq. (A.1) exactly apart from one simplification,
the elimination of the term proportional to ~v?N · ~v?N within O2. This interaction
transforms as a parity- and time-reversal-even charge of o(v/c)2 ⇠ 1%, and thus
will be overwhelmed by the o(v/c)0 coherent spin-independent response, if the latter
is present. Furthermore, from a model-building point of view, it is di cult to see
how one could generate the former while avoiding the latter, without significant fine-
tuning.
The charge and current operators can be transformed to coordinate space via the
substitution
~pi + ~pf
2mN
! 1
2mN
✓
 1
i
  r (~x  ~xi) +  (~x  ~xi)1
i
 !r
◆
(A.7)
Thus we determine the Hamiltonian density
HET (~x) =
AX
i=1
l0(i)  (~x  ~xi)
+
AX
i=1
lA0 (i)
1
2M

 1
i
  r i · ~ (i) (~x  ~xi) +  (~x  ~xi)~ (i) · 1
i
 !r i
 
+
AX
i=1
~l5(i) · ~ (i) (~x  ~xi)
+
AX
i=1
~lM(i) · 1
2M

 1
i
  r i (~x  ~xi) +  (~x  ~xi)1
i
 !r i
 
+
AX
i=1
~lE(i) · 1
2M
h  r i ⇥ ~ (i) (~x  ~xi) +  (~x  ~xi)~ (i)⇥ !r ii (A.8)
where the dark-matter amplitudes l0(i) and ~l(i) appear within the sum over nucleons
because we will allow the various couplings in Eq. (A.1) to have a nontrivial isospin
dependence, e.g., a1 ! (a01 + a11⌧3(i)) (so that a01 = a11 = a1/2 will correspond to
a coupling only to protons of strength a1 while a01 =  a11 = a1/2 will correspond a
similar coupling only to neutrons).
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The Hamiltonian for Eq. (A.8) has the familiar formZ
d~x e i~q·~x
h
l0hJiMi|⇢ˆ(~x)|JiMii  ~l · hJiMi|~ˆj(~x)|JiMii
i
(A.9)
where ~q is the three-momentum transferred from the nucleus to the scattered DM
particle. One substitutes Eq. (A.8) into Eq. (A.9) and uses the spherical harmonic
and vector spherical harmonic identities
ei~q·~xi =
1X
J=0
p
4⇡ [J ] iJjJ(qxi)YJ0(⌦xi)
eˆ e
i~q·~xi =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
1X
J=0
p
4⇡ [J ] iJ 1
~ri
q
jJ(qxi)YJ0(⌦xi), (  = 0)
1X
J 1
p
2⇡ [J ] iJ 2
"
 jJ(qxi)~Y
 
JJ1(⌦xi) +
~ri
q
⇥ jJ(qxi)~Y  JJ1(⌦xi)
#
,
(  = ±1)
(A.10)
to project out charge multipoles and longitudinal, transverse magnetic, and trans-
verse electric current multipoles, respectively. This defines the operators that gener-
ate the nuclear form factors describing the scattering of dark matter from nuclei. Here
[J ] ⌘ p2J + 1 and eˆ ,   = 1, 0, 1, are spherical unit vectors defined with respect
to a quantization z-axis along qˆ ⌘ ~q/q. As detailed in the appendix, the multipole
operators transform simply under parity and time reversal, allowing one to exploit
selection rules to simplify the diagonal nuclear matrix elements of interest, assum-
ing CP- and parity-violating components in nuclear ground-state wave functions are
negligible. Consequently, averaging over initial nuclear spins and summing over final,
one finds the general form of the dark-matter elastic scattering probability:
1
2Ji + 1
X
Mi,Mf
|hJiMf | H |JiMii|2 = 4⇡
2Ji + 1
" 1X
J=1,3,,...
|hJi|| ~l5 · qˆ ⌃00J(q) ||Jii|2
+
1X
J=0,2,...
⇢
|hJi|| l0 MJ(q) ||Jii|2 + |hJi|| ~lE · qˆ q
mN
 00(q) ||Jii|2
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+ 2Re

hJi|| ~lE · qˆ q
mN
 00(q) ||JiihJi|| l0 MJ(q) ||Jii⇤
  
+
q2
2m2N
1X
J=2,4,...
⇣
hJi|| ~lE  ˜0J(q) ||Jii · hJi|| ~lE  ˜0J(q) ||Jii⇤
  |hJi|| ~lE · qˆ  ˜0J(q) ||Jii|2
⌘
+
1X
J=1,3,...
n q2
2m2N
⇣
hJi|| ~lM  J(q) ||Jii · hJi|| ~lM  J(q) ||Jii⇤
  |hJi|| ~lM · qˆ  J(q) ||Jii|2
⌘
+
1
2
⇣
hJi|| ~l5 ⌃0J(q) ||Jii · hJi|| ~l5 ⌃0J(q) ||Jii⇤   |hJi|| ~l5 · qˆ ⌃0J(q) ||Jii|2
⌘
+ 2Re

iqˆ · hJi|| ~lM q
mN
 J(q) ||Jii ⇥ hJi|| ~l5 ⌃0J(q) ||Jii⇤
  o #
(A.11)
All nuclear matrix elements are intrinsic: contributions proportional to v?T reside
entirely in the dark-matter amplitudes l0, ~l5, ~lE, and ~lM , by virtue of the Galilean
invariant e↵ective theory. In Eq. (A.11) || denotes a nuclear matrix element reduced
in angular momentum. The expression is somewhat schematic in that
hJi|| l OJ(q) ||Jii ⌘ hJi||
AX
i=1
l(i) OJ(q~xi) ||Jii, (A.12)
The notation is a reminder that the dark matter amplitude in general cannot be
moved outside the nuclear matrix element because that amplitude may contain several
e↵ective theory couplings with di↵erent isospin dependences. (There are many cases
where this expression does factor, however, and we give the simpler form appropriate
for those cases below.)
Equation (A.11) shows that there are six distinct nuclear response functions gov-
erning dark-matter responses, corresponding to six single-particle operators. Each of
these operators is familiar from standard treatments of weak interactions [53, 54] or,
in the case of  ˜0 and  00, from extensions [55] that have been made to account for
currents of order 1/m2N . They are constructed from the Bessel spherical harmonics
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and vector spherical harmonics, MJM(q~x) ⌘ jJ(qx)YJM(⌦x) and ~MMJL ⌘ jL(qx)~YJLM ,
MJM(q~x)
 JM(q~x) ⌘ ~MMJJ(q~x) ·
1
q
~r
⌃0JM(q~x) ⌘  i
⇢
1
q
~r⇥ ~MMJJ(q~x)
 
· ~ 
= [J ] 1
n
 pJ ~MMJJ+1(q~x) +
p
J + 1 ~MMJJ 1(q~x)
o
· ~ 
⌃00JM(q~x) ⌘
⇢
1
q
~rMJM(q~x)
 
· ~ 
= [J ] 1
np
J + 1 ~MMJJ+1(q~x) +
p
J ~MMJJ 1(q~x)
o
· ~ 
 ˜0JM(q~x) ⌘
✓
1
q
~r⇥ ~MMJJ(q~x)
◆
·
✓
~  ⇥ 1
q
~r
◆
+
1
2
~MMJJ(q~x) · ~ 
 00JM(q~x) ⌘ i
✓
1
q
~rMJM(q~x)
◆
·
✓
~  ⇥ 1
q
~r
◆
(A.13)
The multipole operators have been defined to have a simple behavior under time
reversal, transforming with a ±1, as discussed in the appendix. Time reversal and
parity impose important constraints on allowed responses: for reasons noted previ-
ously, there is no elastic dark matter coupling to the intrinsic axial charge density
(though the axial charge contribution due to v?T remains and contributes through
the spin density). Those responses that do appear involve sums over either even
or odd multipoles, again because of the parity/time reversal constraints. The long-
wavelength limits of these operators, showing explicitly the character of the nuclear
response (charge or current; transverse magnetic, transverse electric, or longitudinal;
vector-like or axial-vector like) are given in Table A.1.
Table A.1 includes the standard spin-independent response governed by even mul-
tipoles of the (generalized in isospin) charge operator MJM , and two spin-dependent
responses that, though proportional in the long-wavelength limit, are characterized
by di↵erent nuclear form factors and couple to dark matter in distinct ways, with
⌃00JM being longitudinal and ⌃
0
JM transverse. The associated form factors involve
sums over all allowed odd multipoles. There is a third J = 1 response, a transverse
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magnetic response governed by odd multipoles of  JM . This and two other new re-
sponses are explicitly associated with nuclear substructure.  JM is generated by the
convection current (the nucleon velocity term), which in the long-wavelength limit
produces a coupling to the nuclear orbital angular momentum operator ~`(i). This
provides a third interaction – an interaction like the two spin-dependent ones – that
will transform under rotations as hJi| ~JM |Jii. The two other responses arising from
the constituent nature of the nucleus transform as longitudinal and electric projec-
tions of the density ⇠  (~x   ~xi)~ (i) ⇥ ~r. The first of these is quite interesting as
its long-wavelength limit produces a scalar proportional to the spin-orbit interaction
~ (i) · ~`(i) as well as a tensor contribution. The full form factor involves a sum over all
even multipoles of  00J . Because of the leading ~ (i) · ~`(i) contribution, this response
is present for all nuclei (that is, regardless of ground-state spin, like the usual spin-
independent charge coupling), but because of its form factor (leading-order behavior
is proportional to q/mN) and spin-orbit nature, its properties are quite di↵erent from
those of the usual spin-independent scalar operator M00.  0000 can be important in
heavy nuclei because ~ (i) · ~`(i) produces a coherent isoscalar contribution over closed
spin-orbit partner shells, e.g., the closed 1f7/2 shell for Ge isotopes and the closed
1g9/2 shell for Xe or I. The operator  00J transforms as the longitudinal projection of
a vector current (denoted LJM in Table A.1). Just as in the case of the nuclear spin
density, where two distinct spin-dependent form factors are generated, corresponding
to the axial-like longitudinal and transverse electric nuclear responses (denoted L5J
and T el5J in Table A.1), the density responsible for  
00
J also generates a transverse-
electric response (denoted T elJM) that consequently transform as a J = 2 operator in
the long-wavelength limit. From the specific form, [xi⌦ ( (i)⇥ 1ir)1]2M , one can see
that this operator is closely related to  0000 !  (i) · ~`(i) and is in fact proportional in
the long-wavelength limit to its tensor partner  002M . Thus the relationship of  
00
J to
 ˜0J – LJ and T
el
J operators – is analogous to that of ⌃
00
J to ⌃
0
J – L
5
J and T
el5
J operators –
except that the transverse nature of  ˜0JM excludes the possibility of a J=0 multipole.
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Response ⇥
h
4⇡
2Ji+1
i 1
Leading Response
Multipole Type
1X
J=0,2,...
|hJi||MJM ||Jii|2 M00(q~xi) MJM : Charge
1X
J=1,3,...
|hJi||⌃00JM ||Jii|2 ⌃001M(q~xi)
L5JM : Axial
Longitudinal
1X
J=1,3,...
|hJi||⌃0JM ||Jii|2 ⌃01M(q~xi)
T el5JM : Axial
Transverse Electric
1X
J=1,3,...
|hJi|| q
mN
 JM ||Jii|2 qmN 1M(q~xi)
TmagJM :
Transverse Magnetic
1X
J=0,2,...
|hJi|| q
mN
 00JM ||Jii|2 qmN 0000(q~xi)
LJM :
Longitudinal
q
mN
 002M(q~xi)
1X
J=2,4,...
|hJi|| q
mN
 ˜0JM ||Jii|2 qmN  ˜02M(q~xi)
T elJM :
Transverse Electric
Table A.1: The response dark-matter nuclear response functions, their leading order
behavior, and the response type. The notation ⌦ denotes a spherical tensor product,
while ⇥ is the conventional cross product.
We will see below that  ˜0JM is an exotic response, arising only for dark matter with
unusual couplings.
The three composite operators arise from the fact that there are interesting current
densities in the nucleus that can mediate dark matter interactions, but fail to have the
proper parity and time-reversal properties to contribute in the point-nucleus limit.
As momentum transfers in dark matter interactions are not small compared to the
inverse nuclear size, these new responses can be numerically quite important. More
important, we will see below that in many cases, these new responses can provide
the dominant coupling of dark matter to nuclei, depending of the e↵ective theory
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operator. The long-wavelength limits of these three new responses are determined by
operators that transform properly under parity and time reversal because a factor of
~q · ~xi has been convolved with the underlying bare nuclear densities. Consequently
these operators have a leading-order form-factor behavior proportional to q/mN and
an explicit dependence on ~xi, and thus on the nuclear size.
A.2 The E↵ective Theory Content
Thus we can proceed to the dark-matter physics, which is encoded in the amplitudes
l0, ~l5, ~lM and ~lE that are determined by our e↵ective theory through Eq. (A.1). We
find
l0 = (a
0
1 + a
1
1⌧3(i))  i(~q ⇥ ~S ) · ~v?T (a05 + a15⌧3(i)) + ~S  · ~v?T (a08 + a18⌧3(i))
+ i~q · ~S  (a011 + a111⌧3(i))
~l5 =
1
2
h
i~q ⇥ ~v?T (a03 + a13⌧3(i)) + ~S  (a04 + a14⌧3(i)) + ~S  · ~q ~q (a06 + a16⌧3(i))+
+ ~v?T (a
0
7 + a
1
7⌧3(i)) + i~q ⇥ ~S  (a09 + a19⌧3(i)) + i~q (a010 + a110⌧3(i))
i
~lM = i~q ⇥ ~S  (a05 + a5⌧3(i))  ~S  (a08 + a18)⌧3(i)
~lE =
1
2
~q (a03 + a
1
3⌧3(i)) (A.14)
We observe that there is no coupling to the T elJ nuclear density associated with
the tensor operator  ˜0J=2. O3 generates a nonzero ~lE, but it is longitudinal. None of
our eleven e↵ective theory operators generates a transverse component to ~lE. This
point relates to our decision to limit the e↵ective theory to interactions that could
arise from spin-0 or spin-1 exchanges. Indeed, we pointed out the existence of an
additional operator linear in dark-matter and nuclear spins
O12 = ~S  · (~SN ⇥ ~v?) (A.15)
that would need to be included if we were to relax conditions on the nature of the
exchange. With the inclusion of this term,
~lE ! 1
2
h
~q (a03 + a
1
3⌧3(i)) + i~S (a
0
12 + a
1
12⌧3(i))
i
(A.16)
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leading to a contribution to the sixth potential nuclear response, the tensor one,
governed by  ˜0. O12 would also produce a recoil contribution to the spin-dependent
response functions. Another example of a term that produces a contribution to  ˜0 is
the four-fermion tensor/axial tensor interaction
Ltensor =  ¯  µ⌫(a T   ia AT 5)    ¯N µ⌫(aNT   iaNAT 5) N (A.17)
Inspecting Eq. (A.14) one sees that there are several common situations in which
our general result for the scattering probability, Eq. (A.11), can be simplified by
factoring the dark-matter amplitudes from the nuclear matrix elements. If we are
interested in any one interaction Oi, then clearly its associated isospin dependence
can be written ai(1 + ↵i⌧3). The overall strength ai could be associated with the
dark-matter amplitudes in Eq. (A.14), while the isospin factor could be included
in the definition of the single-particle operators of Eq. (A.13). Alternatively, several
couplings might be nonzero, but all might share a common behavior in isospin, e.g., all
interactions coupling to protons. The overall couplings could again be incorporated
into Eq. (A.14), with the isospin dependence (1 + ⌧3(i))/2 absorbed into the single
particle operators. In such cases the scattering probability simplifies, taking the form
 ! 4⇡
2Ji + 1
" 1X
J=1,3,,...
~l5 · qˆ ~l⇤5 · qˆ |hJi|| ⌃00J(q) ||Jii|2
+
1X
J=0,2,...
⇢
l0 l0
⇤ |hJi|| MJ(q) ||Jii|2 +~lE · qˆ ~l⇤E · qˆ |hJi||
q
mN
 00J(q) ||Jii|2
+ 2Re

~lE · qˆ l⇤0 hJi||
q
mN
 00J(q) ||JiihJi|| MJ(q) ||Jii⇤
  
+
q2
2m2N
⇣
~lE ·~l⇤E  ~lE · qˆ ~l⇤E · qˆ
⌘ 1X
J=2,4,...
|hJi||  ˜0J(q) ||Jii|2
+
1X
J=1,3,...
n q2
2m2N
⇣
~lM ·~l⇤M  ~lM · qˆ ~l⇤M · qˆ
⌘
|hJi||  J(q) ||Jii|2
+
1
2
⇣
~l5 ·~l⇤5  ~l5 · qˆ ~l⇤5 · qˆ
⌘
|hJi|| ⌃0J(q) ||Jii|2
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+ 2Re

iqˆ ·
⇣
~lM ⇥~l⇤5
⌘
hJi|| q
mN
 J ||JiihJi|| ⌃0J(q) ||Jii⇤
  o #
(A.18)
As the multipole expansion is conventionally done in a coordinate system aligned
along ~q, another useful result is the expression for the Hamiltonian in a rotationally
invariant form, in the long wavelength limit. One finds
Hˆ =
AX
i=1
n
l0 1(i)  q
3M
~lE · qˆ ~ (i) · ~`(i) ~l5 · ~ (i)
 i q2M (~lM ⇥ qˆ) · ~`(i) + qM (~lE ⌦ qˆ)2 ·
h
~xi ⌦ [~ (i)⇥ 1i ~r(i)]1
i
2
o
(A.19)
The third and fifth terms, proportional to ~l5 and (~lE ⌦ qˆ)2, can each be divided into
longitudinal and transverse electric pieces, which would be associated with distinct
nuclear form factors once one goes beyond the long wavelength limit.
A.3 Response Function Evaluation
The various response functions described above were evaluated in the shell model
for several of the key isotopes now used in dark-matter detectors. Calculations were
performed for 19F, 23Na, 70,72,73,74,76Ge, 127I, and 128,129,130,131,132,134,136Xe. Response
functions were evaluated by summing over the contributing isotopes, weighted accord-
ing to their natural abundances. (For F, Na, and I, there is a single stable isotope.)
Consequently, while all isotopes take part in scalar or spin-independent responses,
only those with ground-state spins  1/2 (19F(1/2+), 23Na(3/2+), 73Ge(9/2+), 127I
(5/2+), 129Xe(1/2+), and 131Xe(3/2+)) contribute to J = 1 (or spin-dependent) re-
sponses, and only those with spins   1 (23Na, 73Ge, 127I, and 131Xe) contribute to
the J = 2 tensor response. By defining the nuclear responses per target atom for a
detector made up of unenriched isotopes, we take into account the reduced e ciency
of detectors for J = 1 and J = 2 responses due to noncontributing isotopes. The Ge
calculations include the five stable isotopes, while the Xe calculations summed over
the seven principal isotopes, ignoring the trace (. 0.1%) contributions from 124,126Xe.
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As our focus is a broad survey – to understand the degree to which targets can
vary in the relative sensitivity to dark matter, given the broad range of response
functions that may govern that sensitivity – the structure calculations we undertook
were limited to relatively small bases, and thus should be considered exploratory.
They were performed in m-scheme bases on which we placed a limit of no more than
0.65 million Slater determinants (after application of symmetries like time reversal
to reduce basis dimensions). The sd-shell calculations for 19F and 23Na are then
unrestricted. The interaction used was that of Brown and Wildenthal [56]. The
Ge isotopes were treated in the standard 1f5/22p1/22p3/21g9/2 model space above a
56Ni core. The basis truncation was based on limiting occupation of the 1g9/2 shell
to no more than two nucleons above the minimum occupation for all isotopes. An
interaction developed by the Madrid/Strasbourg group was used [57, 58]. These Ge
model spaces take into account some of the polarization e↵ects that accompany the
rather sharp spherical-to-deformed transition that occurs near neutron numbers 40-42
(72Ge, 74Ge), though we recognize the need for further expansion of the basis in follow-
up calculations. Some of the motivating physics for more ambitious calculations –
particularly the rather complex interactions among spherical and deformed 0+ bands
in the even isotopes – is discussed in [59].
The 127I and Xe isotopes were treated in the 3s1/22d3/22d5/21g7/21h11/2 model
space above a 100Sn core. The interaction used was one developed some time ago
by Baldridge and Vary [60] and employed in double beta decay studies in this mass
region. The interaction is based on a G-matrix from the Reid soft-core potential aug-
mented by phenomenological pairing and multipole forces. While the 134Xe and 136Xe
calculations were unrestricted, significant truncations became necessary for lighter
Xe isotopes where the neutron occupation of the 1h11/2 shell drops. The bases for
128,130,132Xe and 127I were limited by fixing the 1h11/2 occupation to the minimum
allowed nucleon number. Basis for the odd-neutron isotopes 131Xe and 129Xe were
further restricted by limiting valence protons to the energetically favored 2d5/2 and
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1g7/2 shells, and by requiring neutrons to fully occupying these same shells (a choice
that preserves good isospin). Less restrictive calculations can and should be done,
but are beyond the scope of the current survey.
From these wave functions the ground-state to ground-state one-body density
matrices can be generated
 J ;Ti;i (|↵|, | |) =
1
[J ][T ]
hJi;Tf ......
h
a†|↵| ⌦ a˜| |
i
J ;T
...
... Ji;Tii (A.20)
where a˜| |,mj ,mt ⌘ ( 1)j  mj+1/2 mta| |, mj , mt , |↵| denotes are nonmagnetic quantum
numbers, ⌦ denotes a spherical tensor product, and ...... indicates reduction in both
angular momentum and isospin. As we include all contributing multipoles, density
matrices are needed for 0  J  2Ji and for T = 0, 1. They provide the single-
particle amplitudes needed for evaluating many-body matrix elements of any one-
body operator,
hJi;Ti ......
AX
i=1
OˆJ(i)
...
... Ji;Tii =
X
|↵|,| |
 J ;T=0i;i (|↵|, | |) h|↵|
...
...OˆJ
...
... | |i
=
p
2
X
|↵|,| |
 J ;T=0i;i (|↵|, | |) h|↵| ||OˆJ || | |i
hJi;Ti ......
AX
i=1
OˆJ(i)⌧(i)
...
... Ji;Tii =
X
|↵|,| |
 J ;T=1i;i (|↵|, | |) h|↵|
...
...OˆJ⌧
...
... | |i
=
p
6
X
|↵|,| |
 J ;T=1i,i (|↵|, | |) h|↵| ||OˆJ || | |i
(A.21)
where h|↵| ||OˆJ || | |i is a single-particle space/spin matrix elements reduced in angular
momentum. By adopting a harmonic oscillator single-particle basis, these matrix
elements can be evaluated analytically, yielding forms ⇠ e yp(y) where p(y) is a
polynomial in y = (qb/2)2, b is the oscillator parameter and q the magnitude of the
three-momentum transfer. Consequently analytic expressions for nuclear form factors
can be provided, so that response functions can be easily evaluated for changing
experimental conditions, such as di↵erent WIMP masses, or for other choices of b.
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Our numerical results were generated with the choices b=1.833, 1.835, 2.108, 2.282,
and 2.292 fm for 19F, 23Na, the Ge isotopes, 127I, and the Xe isotopes, respectively.
Harmonic oscillator matrix elements for four of the operators arising in dark-matter
elastic scattering, MJM(q~x),  JM(q~x), ⌃0JM(q~x), and ⌃
00
JM(q~x) can be evaluated from
a publicly available Mathematica script [61] (as these operators also arise in standard
treatments of weak interactions). A generalization of this script that includes the two
additional operators  ˜0JM(q~x) and  
00
JM(q~x) is available from the authors.
Appendix B
Nuclear Matrix Elements, Form Factors and the Non-relativistic Matching
B.1 Partial Wave Decomposition of Operators
To make connection with results in nuclear physics, in Appendix A we decomposed
e↵ective theory interactions into partial waves. Such a decomposition allows one
to package the matrix elements-squared into reduced matrix elements through the
Wigner-Eckart theorem. In this appendix, we will review some of the details of these
computations. In section B.2, we will give the form factors for the general e↵ective
theory in terms of a smaller set of independent form factors.
We will begin with a few examples, starting with O1 = 1. Expanding eiq·x in
partial waves, the corresponding DM-nucleus scattering matrix element takes the
form
Mrr0,ss0 = mT
mN
 ss0
1X
J=0
p
4⇡( i)J [J ]hr|
Z
d3xjJ(qx)YJ0(qˆ · xˆ)⇢ˆp(x)|r0i, (B.1)
where [J ] ⌘ p2J + 1. The expansion of eiq·x in this way is what leads to the intro-
duction of the operator MJM(q ~Xi) ⌘ jJ(qXi)YJM(qˆ · Xˆi):
hr|MJM(q ~Xi)|r0i =
Z
d3xi 
⇤
i (xi) i(xi)jJ(qxi)YJM(qˆ · xˆi), (B.2)
where  i(xi) is just the harmonic oscillator wavefunction for the nucleon correspond-
ing to i. Rotational invariance has been used in order to pick a fiducial direction for
~q, so that MJM depends only on q~x.
Consider for the next simple example the T-violating operator O10 = i~SN · ~q. The
decomposition into partial waves takes the form
eiq·xO10 ⇠=  1
2
~  · ~rxeiq·x ⇠=  1
2
1X
J=0
p
4⇡(i)J [J ]~  · ~rxMJM(q~x), (B.3)
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where we have integrated by parts. More generally, in the partial wave analysis, one
treats vectors like ~SN by decomposing ~A =
P
 =0,±1A ~e 
†, and using the identities
in eq. (A.10). Then, an arbitrary operator of the form ~`· ~SN with ~` a constant vector
can be decomposed as
~` · ~SNeiq·x ⇠= 1
2
X
J
⇣p
4⇡(i)J [J ]
⌘
⇥
 
`0i⌃
00
J0(q~x) 
X
 =±1
` p
2
( ⌃J (q~x) + i⌃
0
J (q~x))
!
(B.4)
where ⌃JM(q~x) ⌘ ~MJJM(q~x) · ~ . ⌃JM has the wrong parity to contribute to elastic
scattering, so we may discard it in the following. Consequently, O4 decomposes as
eiq·xO4 ⇠= 1
2
~S  ·
X
J
⇣p
4⇡(i)J [J ]
⌘ 
~e0i⌃
00
J0(q~x) 
X
 =±1
~e ⇤ p
2
( ⌃J  + i⌃
0
J )
!
.
(B.5)
Such manipulations can be performed for all the operators in the e↵ective theory,
for which one obtains the following matching:
O1 = 1
P
J cJMJ0
O3 = i~SN · (~q ⇥ ~v)
P
J cJ
⇣
q2
2mN
 00J0   (i~q ⇥ ~v?T ) ·
⇣P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (i⌃
0
J )
⌘⌘
O4 = ~S  · ~SN 12 ~S  ·
P
J cJ
⇣
~e0i⌃00J0  
P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (i⌃
0
J )
⌘
O5 = i~S  · (~q ⇥ ~v) (~S  ⇥ i~q) ·
P
J cJ
⇣
~v?TMJ0(q~x)  iqmN
P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (  J )
⌘
O6 = (~S  · ~q)(~SN · ~q) (~q · ~S ) ~q2 ·
P
J cJ
⇣
~e0i⌃00J0  
P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (i⌃
0
J )
⌘
O7 = ~SN · ~v?
P
J cJ
⇣
 12~v?T ·
P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (i⌃
0
J )
⌘
O8 = ~S  · ~v? ~S  ·
P
J cJ
⇣
~v?TMJ0   iqmN
P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (  J 
⌘
O9 = i~S  · (~SN ⇥ ~q)  12(i~q ⇥ ~S ) ·
P
J cJ
⇣P
 =±1 2
  12~e ⇤  (i⌃
0
J )
⌘
O10 = i~SN · ~q  12
P
J cJq⌃
00
J0
O11 = i~S  · ~q (i~S  · ~q)
P
J cJMJ0
Here, cJ ⌘
p
4⇡(i)J [J ], and in all cases, the scattering amplitude Mrr0,ss0 is given by
mT
mN
times the matrix element hs, r| . . . |s0, r0i of the nuclear response function in the
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table above. Our convention for the reduced matrix elements hj||TJ ||j0i is
hj0m0|TJM |jmi = ( )j0 m0
0@ j0 J j
 m0 M m
1A hj0||TJ ||ji. (B.6)
For elastic scattering, ⌃J , ⌦˜J0 and  ˜0J  do not contribute due to their parity, and all
form factors can be written in terms of a small set:
F (N,N
0)
X (q
2) ⌘ 1
2j + 1
2j+1X
J=0
hj||X(N)J ||jihj||X(N
0)
J ||ji, (B.7)
for X =M,⌃0,⌃00, , 00, are required for the diagonal matrix elements. Additionally,
F (N,N
0)
X,Y (q
2) ⌘ 1
2j + 1
2j+1X
J=0
hj||X(N)J ||jihj||Y (N
0)
J ||ji, (B.8)
for (X, Y ) = (M, 00) and (⌃0, ) appear when there is interference between di↵erent
responses. If one prefers a basis of isoscalar c(0) = c(n) + c(p) and isovector c(1) =
c(p)   c(n) couplings, rather than the basis of neutron (N = n) and proton (N = p)
couplings we have chosen here, then one can use an isoscalar-isovector form of the
general event rate formula eq. (2.35),
dR
dER
= NT
⇢ mT
32⇡m3 m
2
N
*
1
v
X
ij
X
a,b=0,1
c(a)i c
(b)
j F
ab
ij (v
2, q2)
+
, (B.9)
with
F 00X,Y =
1
4
⇣
F (n,n)X,Y + F
(p,p)
X,Y + F
(p,n)
X,Y + F
(n,p)
X,Y
⌘
,
F 11X,Y =
1
4
⇣
F (n,n)X,Y + F
(p,p)
X,Y   F (p,n)X,Y   F (n,p)X,Y
⌘
,
F 01X,Y =
1
4
⇣
 F (n,n)X,Y + F (p,p)X,Y   F (p,n)X,Y + F (n,p)X,Y
⌘
,
F 10X,Y =
1
4
⇣
 F (n,n)X,Y + F (p,p)X,Y + F (p,n)X,Y   F (n,p)X,Y
⌘
. (B.10)
B.2 Form Factors for the General E↵ective Theory
The full set of form factors necessary for a general model can be written in terms of
the basic independent ones defined in eq. (B.7) and (B.8) as follows:
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F (N,N
0)
1,1 = 4⇡F
(N,N 0)
M , (B.11a)
F (N,N
0)
3,3 = 4⇡
✓
q4
4m2N
F (N,N
0)
 00 + q
2
✓
v2   q
2
4µ2T
◆
F (N,N
0)
⌃0
◆
, (B.11b)
F (N,N
0)
4,4 =
1
16
4⇡
⇣
F (N,N
0)
⌃00 + F
(N,N 0)
⌃0
⌘
, (B.11c)
F (N,N
0)
5,5 =
1
4
4⇡
✓
q2
✓
v2   q
2
4µ2T
◆
F (N,N
0)
M +
q4
m2N
F (N,N
0)
 ˜
◆
, (B.11d)
F (N,N
0)
6,6 =
q4
16
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃00 , (B.11e)
F (N,N
0)
7,7 =
1
8
✓
v2   q
2
4µ2T
◆
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃0 , (B.11f)
F (N,N
0)
8,8 =
1
4
4⇡
✓✓
v2   q
2
4µ2T
◆
F (N,N
0)
M +
q2
m2N
F (N,N
0)
 ˜
◆
, (B.11g)
F (N,N
0)
9,9 =
q2
16
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃0 , (B.11h)
F (N,N
0)
10,10 =
q2
4
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃00 , (B.11i)
F (N,N
0)
11,11 =
q2
4
4⇡F (N,N
0)
M , (B.11j)
F (N,N
0)
1,3 =
q2
2mN
4⇡F (N,N
0)
M, 00 , (B.11k)
F (N,N
0)
4,5 =  
q2
8mN
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃0, ˜ , (B.11l)
F (N,N
0)
4,6 =
q2
16
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃00 , (B.11m)
F (N,N
0)
8,9 =
q2
8mN
4⇡F (N,N
0)
⌃0, ˜ . (B.11n)
All other interference terms can be seen to vanish. We have not included O2 here
since it does not appear at leading order from any relativistic interaction without
cancellations.
B.3 Non-relativistic Matching
Let us reduce the full set of relativistic operators into non-relativistic form. For this
purpose, we will label the incoming(outgoing) momentum of the dark matter   to
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 ¯ N¯N 4m mN1 1N 4m mNO1
i ¯ N¯ 5N  4m iq · SN  4m O10
i ¯ 5 N¯N 4mN iq · S  4mNO11
i ¯ 5 N¯ 5N  4q · S q · SN  4O6
Pµ ¯ KµN¯N (4m mN )21 1N (4m mN )2O1
Pµ ¯ N¯i µ↵q↵N (4m2 )q
2   16mNm2 iv? · (q ⇥ SN ) 4m2 q2O1 + 16mNm2 O3
Pµ ¯ N¯ µ 5N 16mNm2 v
? · SN 16mNm2 O7
iPµ ¯ KµN¯ 5N  16m2 mN iq · SN  16m2 mNO10
 ¯i µ⌫q⌫ KµN¯N  (2mN )2q2 + 4m2Nm iv? · (q ⇥ S )  4m2Nq2O1   4m2Nm O5
 ¯i µ⌫q⌫ N¯i µ↵q↵N 16m mN (q ⇥ S ) · (q ⇥ SN ) 16mNm (q2O4  O6)
 ¯i µ⌫q⌫ N¯ µ 5N  16mNm iSN · (q ⇥ S )  16mNm O9
i ¯i µ⌫q⌫ KµN¯ 5N 4mN (q2   4m iv? · (q ⇥ S ))iq · SN 4mNO10(q2 + 4m O5)
 ¯ µ 5 KµN¯N 16m2Nm v
? · S  16m2Nm O8
 ¯ µ 5 N¯i µ↵q↵N  16m mN iS  · (q ⇥ SN ) 16m mNO9
 ¯ µ 5 N¯ µ 5N  16mNm S  · SN  16mNm O4
i ¯ µ 5 KµN¯ 5N  16m mNv? · S iq · SN  16m mNO10O8
iPµ ¯ 5 KµN¯N 16m2Nm iq · S  16m2Nm O11
Pµ ¯ 5 N¯i µ↵q↵N (4m )(q · S )(q2   4mN iv? · (q ⇥ SN )) 4m O11(q2 + 4mNO3)
iPµ ¯ 5 N¯ µ 5N  16m mN (iq · S )v? · SN  16m mNO11O7
Pµ ¯ 5 KµN¯ 5N  16mNm q · S q · SN  16mNm O6
Table B.1: Non-relativistic matching of operators.
be pµ(p0µ), and the incoming (outgoing) momentum of the nucleon N to be kµ(k0µ).
The momentum transfer q is defined to be qµ = p0µ   pµ = k0µ   kµ. We will also
define P µ = pµ + p0µ and Kµ = kµ + k0µ. The velocity ~v = ~v ,in   ~vN,in = ~pm   
~k
mN
=
  ~q2µN +
~P
2m 
  ~K2mN is defined so that it is a kinematic invariant (µN is the reduced
dark-matter-nucleon mass). Since there are 2 scalar operators ( ¯  and  ¯ 5 ) and
4 vector operators (P µ ¯ , P µ ¯ 5 ,  ¯i µ⌫q⌫ , and  ¯ µ 5 ), there are 22 + 42 = 20
possible combinations of operators shown in Table B.1.
Many combinations have not been included since they are equivalent by the equa-
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tions of motion, and the above terms tend to give simpler non-relativistic pieces. The
most commonly used such combination is the vector interaction  µ, which can be
written in terms of the above by using the Gordon identity:
N¯ µN =
1
2mN
N¯ (Kµ   i µ⌫q⌫)N. (B.12)
Note that every non-relativistic operator occurs in the above table, except for O2,
which appear if there are cancellations in the leading pieces, for instance through the
linear combination (4mNm  ¯ N¯N   P µ ¯ KµN¯N).
Appendix C
Experiments and Analysis
In this chapter we will briefly describe each direct detection experiment included in
our analysis. To perform a conservative analysis we tag all reported events as WIMP
scatterings, except where background analysis is specifically mentioned. To calculate
the allowed or excluded regions, either  2 statistics or maximum gap methods [62]
are used based on the characteristics of the data in each experiment.
C.1 DAMA
In our calculations, the DAMA signal is taken from [34]. For sodium scattering events
in NaI, we take a quenching factor of QNa = 0.3, while for iodine, QI = 0.085. No
channeling e↵ect is considered in this calculation. The total degree of freedom of
the dataset we use is 17. The 90% C.L. exclusion is therefore the contour with a
 2 = 24.7.
C.2 CDMS II
The CDMS II analysis used germanium detectors searching for WIMP interactions.
In the data taken between July 2007 and September 2008, with an exposure of 612
kg·days, two candidates events at recoil energies of 12.3 keV and 15.5 keV were
observed [63]. To calculate the 90% C.L. exclusion, we use the pmax, or maximum
gap method [62], namely setting the upper limit of the probability of seeing no events
between the energies of the observed events and thresholds.
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C.3 CDMS Low Energy Threshold Analysis
The CDMS collaboration reanalyzed their data taken between October 2006 and
September 2008 to achieve a lower recoil energy threshold [30]. The search took
place within the energy region between 2 keV and 10 keV. Events in this region were
previously rejected because of the high electron recoil background. In their analysis,
the nuclear recoils were discriminated from electron induced events based on the fact
that electrons cause more ionization than nuclear recoils of the same energy. Events
were identified as coming from a nuclear recoil based on their ionization energy and
recoil energy, with cuts being determined by calibration with 252Cf sources.
We take the data as well as the nuclear-recoil acceptance e ciencies provided in
the same analysis, and combine the events in the eight detectors together. These
400+ events are then divided exponentially with respect to the recoil energy into 20
bins. This method of binning is chosen as the measured event rate falls quickly with
energy. A  2 statistics is employed with a 90% constraint at  2 = 28.4. In order to
account for the unknown background conservatively, only bins where the predicted
event rate was greater than the observed rate were counted. Thus, in bins where the
predicted rate is lower than the observation, the di↵erence is posited to be due to
background.
C.4 XENON10 Low Energy Threshold Analysis
The XENON10 collaboration also performed a low energy study of their XENON10
data, down to the nuclear recoil energy of about 1 keVnr (nuclear recoil energy) [32].
The experiment utilized liquid xenon as the target, which, containing an unpaired
neutron, is more sensitive to neutron induced scatterings. The detectors recorded
scintillation signal (S1) and ionization signal (S2). The ratio of the two signals (S2/S1)
acted as the criteria of background rejection, since electron and nuclear events have
di↵erent values. However, the energy threshold of the scintillation e ciency Leff
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for XENON 10 was about 5 keV. To achieve lower threshold, they required only
observations of the ionization signal and calibrated the events using the ionization
yield Qy, the ratio of S2 and recoil energy.
We extract the data from Figure 2 of their analysis, and the ionization yield
from Figure 1. Because of systematic uncertainties, we approximate conservatively,
as suggested, Qy = 4 electrons/keVr below Enr around 30 keVr, such that the newly
adopted Qy is a continuous function. Beyond the analysis threshold there are five bins
of data, containing 41 events, among which, the four events with lowest S2 values are
reported exactly. Since the S2 values for the events in the latter bins are unknown,
we presume them distributed evenly in each bin so as to employ the  2 method.
The resolution of the experiment is taken into account as described in [64], which
presumes that the S2 signal follows a Poisson distribution. It is then convolved with
the expected event rate from 1.4 keV, the cuto↵ in Qy, to 60 keV, where the event
rate becomes negligible.
C.5 XENON100
The XENON 100 data acquired for 13 months during 2011 and 2012, with 224.6 days
⇥ 34 kg exposure, exert by far the strongest constraint on the SI scattering cross
section in the WIMP parameter space [33]. Two events at 7.1 keVnr and 7.8 keVnr
were detected, with background expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.
As for the scintillation e ciency Leff , the parameter relating the nuclear recoil to
electron equivalent energy and thus the photoelectrons, we directly use the data from
the interpolation on measurements cited in this study. For nuclear recoil energies
below 3 keVnr, there are no measurements of Leff , and so we adopt the logarithmical
extrapolation down to zero at 1 keVnr. Since the threshold energy in this experiment
is 6.6 keVnr, the analysis will be relatively insensitive to the particular extrapolation
used even after poisson fluctuations of the electron signal are taken into account.
Also, the resolution is  PMT = 0.5 photoelectrons [65], or translated to recoil energy,
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1.4 keV. Thus the extrapolation of the scintillation e ciency under 3 keV has limited
e↵ect on the expected signal events. The uncertainty in Leff is neglected in our
analysis.
The formulae of computing the expected events after considerations of statistics
and resolutions is given in [65]. We again impose the 90% C.L. exclusion of our
expected event rate on the XENON100 results with the maximum gap method.
C.6 SIMPLE 2011
The SIMPLE experiment applies superheated liquid C2ClF5 droplets in bubble chamber-
like detectors, which is particularly sensitive to spin-dependent scattering due to the
fluorine content. The first stage of the phase II SIMPLE dark matter search reported
a 14.1 kg·d measurement in 2010 [66], where 14 events were observed. In 2011 the
final results of the phase II experiment were presented [67], which re-evaluated the
data from the first stage, identified 5 out of the previous 14 events as background,
and reduced the expected rate to 0.289 evts/kgd at 90% C.L.. This imposed an even
stronger constraint on the cross sections than the newer result. A refined e ciency is
provided in the same study, which is included in our calculations. We integrate over
the expected event rate starting from the threshold energy of 8 keVnr to reach this
value as the 90% exclusion in the parameter space.
C.7 COUPP 2012 Results
The COUPP experiment is also sensitive to spin-dependent scattering because of its
CF3I targets. The experiment reported results of the running from September 2010
to August 2011 with e↵ective exposure of 437.4kg-days [25]. Twenty single nuclear
recoil event candidates were recorded. In our analysis, the e ciencies of the nuclear
targets are taken from [68]. The observed events are presumed to follow the Poisson
statistics, which are compared with the expected event numbers to set a 90% exclusion
limit.
Appendix D
2D QCD with a Majorana Fermion
D.1 The Quasi-primary Operators
In this appendix we describe in detail the construction of the conformal quasi-primary
operators of multi-parton states. The Hamiltonian, which breaks the CFT with a sin-
gle scale, is more easily diagonalized using the basis of these quasi-primary operators.
We consider a single trace operator of adjoint fermions at a given dimension
On+k/2 ⌘ 1Nk/2
X
P
si=n
cs1,s2,...,skTr
 
@s1µ1 1@
s2
µ2 2...@
sk
µk
 k
 
, (D.1)
which, acting on the vacuum, creates a conformally symmetric k-fermion state. Note
that at m = 0, because of the equation of motion @+ = 0, all the derivatives acting
on the right moving state  are with respect to the “space-like” coordinate x . Due
to the chiral symmetry of the Hamiltonian, there is no mixing between the left and
right moving states   and  . In fact, it has been shown that [39, 42] even for the
massive bound states of these fermions, the massive sector of   only enters through
the current J¯ab =  ac cb, which is related to the right moving current J by current
conservation. Thus it is su cient to consider in the quasi-primary operators only the
right moving ones. The quasi-primary operator satisfies the commutation relation
[K ,On+k/2(x )] = i
 
(x )2@  + x (2n+ k)
 On+k/2(x ). (D.2)
Here K  is the generator of the special conformal transformation along x . We will
assume the superscript of x  implicit hereafter when there is no ambiguity.
The special conformal transformation generator K that leaves the free fermion
Lagrangian invariant is given by
K =  i
Z
dxx2 ij@ ji. (D.3)
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Thus the commutator of K with a single trace operator in (D.1) is1
[K,Tr (@s1 1@
s2 2...@
sk k)]
= i
 
x (k + 2 (s1 + s2 + ...+ sk)) + x
2@
 
Tr (@s1 1@
s2 2...@
sk k)
+ i
X
i
s2iTr
 
@s1 1@
s2 2...@
si 1 i...@sk k
  (D.4)
In order to ensure On+k/2 in (D.1) is a quasi-primary operator we have to choose a
set of cs1,s2,...,sk such that the second term in the equation above vanishes.
To proceed, we consider the k-fermion state in the momentum space using the
mode expansion
 ij =
1
2
p
⇡
Z 1
0
dp+
⇣
bij(p
+)e ip
+x  + b†ji(p
+)eip
+x 
⌘
(D.5)
The coe cients and the derivatives of a quasi-primary operator acting on the vacuum
can then be simplified into a homogeneous polynomial of fermion momenta, that is
On+k/2|0i
=
Z ✓Y dpi
2
p
⇡
◆ 0@ XP
si=n
incs1,s2,...,skp
s1
1 p
s2
2 ...p
sk
k
1A
ei(p1+p2+...+pk)x
N [k/2]
Tr
⇣
b†1(p1)...b
†
k(pk)
⌘
|0i. (D.6)
If we define the amplitude f(p1, p2, ..., pk) ⌘
⇣
1
2
p
⇡
⌘kP
in cs1,s2,...,skp
s1
1 p
s2
2 ...p
sk
k , then
the homogeneity of f requires thatX
i
pi
@
@pi
f = nf (D.7)
whereas the vanishing of the second term in (D.4) impliesX
i
@
@pi
✓
pi
@
@pi
f
◆
= 0. (D.8)
1Where we impose the anti-commutation relations at equal x+:
{ ij(x ),  kl(y )} = 12 (x    y )
 
 il jk   1N  ij kl
 
.
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When we diagonalize the Hamiltonian with these quasi-primary operators the total
momentum P of a state is fixed,
P
pi = P . That means the function f(p1, p2, ..., pk)
is defined on a simplex. This, together with eq. (D.7), suggests that we can rewrite
the function f(p1, p2, ..., pk) in terms of a set of angular variables defined by
pk = P cos
2 ✓1,
pk 1 = P sin2 ✓1 cos2 ✓2,
...
p2 = P sin
2 ✓1 sin
2 ✓2... cos
2 ✓k 1,
p1 = P sin
2 ✓1 sin
2 ✓2... sin
2 ✓k 1.
(D.9)
It is so arranged because it simplifies the structure of the Hamiltonian, as we will see
in the next section. In the new variables eq. (D.8) becomes
4P 2
@2f
@P 2
+ 4kP
@f
@P
+
@2f
@✓21
+
2 (k   2 + (k   1) cos 2✓1)
sin 2✓1
@f
@✓1
+
1
sin2 ✓1
✓
@2f
@✓22
+
2 (k   3 + (k   2) cos 2✓2)
sin 2✓2
@f
@✓2
+
1
sin2 ✓2
✓
@2f
@✓23
+
2 (k   4 + (k   3) cos 2✓3)
sin 2✓3
@f
@✓3
+ ...
+
1
sin2 ✓k 2
✓
@2f
@✓2k 1
+
2 cos 2✓k 1
sin 2✓k 1
@f
@✓k 1
◆◆◆
...
◆
= 0
(D.10)
The first two terms reduce to 4n(n+ k  1)f given that f is a homogeneous function
of order n. The variables of this equation can be separated and the solution is
a product of the well-known hypergeometric functions 2F1(a, b; a + b, sin
2 ✓i), with
a and b integers to be determined. Hence it is also equal to a product of Jacobi
polynomials of the form P (a+b 1,0) a (cos 2✓i). In general, the solution can be written as
linear combinations of
fn,l1,l2,...,lk 2 (P, ✓1, ✓2..., ✓k 1)
= P n(sin ✓1)
2l1 (sin ✓2)2l2 ...(sin ✓k 2)2lk 2
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⇥P (2l1+k 2,0)n l1 (cos 2✓1)P (2l2+k 3,0)l1 l2 (cos 2✓2) ...
⇥P (2lk 2+1,0)lk 3 lk 2 (cos 2✓k 2)Plk 2 (cos 2✓k 1) ,
(D.11)
where Plk 2 (cos 2✓k 1) is a Legendre polynomial, a special case of the Jacobi polyno-
mial. The indices li’s are integers that satisfy n > l1 > l2 > l3... > lk 2 > 0. They
parametrize the numbers of derivatives @’s acting on each of the k fermion operators
 i. Because of the orthogonality of the Jacobi polynomials, and the fact that (D.11)
is a solution to eq. (D.10), fn,l1,l2,...,lk 2 are normalized up to a constant, and those
with di↵erent indices are orthogonal.
Since the fermion operators in On+k/2 are traced, the function f in (D.6) has a
well defined transformation property under a cyclic permutation of the momenta pi,
f(p1, p2, ..., pk) = ( 1)k 1f(p2, p3, ..., pk, p1). (D.12)
Therefore by writing f as a linear combination of fn,l1,l2,...,lk 2 given in (D.11) with
fixed n, there are additional constraints on the coe cients. These constraints can
be read from the set of equations of ✓i’s enforcing equality under the exchange of
variables
sin2 ✓1 ! 1  sin2 ✓1 sin2 ✓2... sin2 ✓k 1
sin2 ✓2 ! sin
2 ✓1
 
1  sin2 ✓2... sin2 ✓k 1
 
1  sin2 ✓1 sin2 ✓2... sin2 ✓k 1
sin2 ✓3 ! sin
2 ✓2
 
1  sin2 ✓3... sin2 ✓k 1
 
1  sin2 ✓1 sin2 ✓3... sin2 ✓k 1
...
sin2 ✓k 1 ! sin
2 ✓k 2
 
1  sin2 ✓k 1
 
1  sin2 ✓k 2 sin2 ✓k 1 .
(D.13)
Although the cyclic transformation of the momenta in the angular variables ✓i is not
as simple as that in the original momenta variables pi, we will soon see an advantage
of using these angular variables in parametrizing the Hamiltonian. The cancellation
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of the divergence becomes manifest, and a separation of the variables expedites the
numerical calculation.
We also implement the T-parity symmetry on the quasi-primary operators, a
symmetry of  ij !  ji. In terms of the free fermion states,
|p1, p2, ..., pki = N k/2Tr(b†(p1)b†(p2)...b†(pk))|0i,
this corresponds to
T|p1, p2, ..., pki = ( 1) |pk, pk 1, ..., p1i, (D.14)
where   = k/2 for even k and   = (k   1)/2 for odd k. In the angular variables the
transformation (p1, p2, ..., pk 1, pk)! (pk, pk 1, ..., p2, p1) reads
sin2 ✓i !
1 Qk ij=1 sin2 ✓j
1 Qk i+1j=1 sin2 ✓j . (D.15)
It is straightforward to identify a quasi-primary operator through its momentum
space amplitude f . For example, an operator (T-odd) with 4 partons and of dimension
4 has
hp1, p2, p3, p4|O2+4/2|0i ⇠  1 + 2 sin2 ✓1 + 4 sin2 ✓1 sin2 ✓2   6 sin4 ✓1 sin2 ✓2
 4 sin2 ✓1 sin2 ✓2 sin2 ✓3 + 6 sin4 ✓1 sin4 ✓2 sin2 ✓3,
(D.16)
where we have used h✓1, ✓2, ✓3| to denote hp1, p2, ..., pk| to make the dependance on the
✓’s more explicit. It can be easily translated into
O2+4/2 ⇠ Tr
✓
@2 1 2 3 4    1@2 2 3 4 +  1 2@2 3 4    1 2 3@2 4
  4@ 1 2@ 3 4 + 4 1@ 2 3@ 4
◆ (D.17)
by using eq. (D.9). As another example, the quasi-primary operator in our basis for
T-even with 3 partons and dimension 4.5 is
O3+3/2 ⇠ Tr
✓
@2 1@ 2 3   @ 1@2 2 3   @2 1 2@ 3
+  1@
2 2@ 3 + @ 1 2@
2 3    1@ 2@2 3
◆
.
(D.18)
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D.2 The Mass Matrix in the Angular Variables
In this appendix we describe the calculation of the mass matrix elements in terms of
the angular variables defined in eq. (D.9). The action for the model using light-cone
coordinates, x± = (x0 ± x1)/p2, and choosing light-cone gauge A  = 0, is
S =
Z
dx+dx Tr
✓
i @+ + i @  +
1
2g2
(@ A+)2 + 2A+  
◆
, (D.19)
where  and   are respectively the left-mover and right-mover fermion (analogous to
chiral fermions in 4 dimensions). It is convenient to choose x+ as the time component,
since with this choice   and A+ are not propagating degrees of freedom. Integrating
out this non-propagating fields one finds that the momentum operators are
P+ =
Z
dx Tr (i @  ) ,
P  =
Z
dx Tr
✓
 2g2 2 1
@2 
 2
◆
.
(D.20)
The mass matrix is given by (M2)ij = hOi|2P+P |Oji. In order to compute this
matrix it is convenient to first write the matrix element
hp1, p2, ..., pk|2P+P | i = g
2N
⇡(x1 + x2)2
Z x1+x2
0
dy k(y, x1 + x2   y, x3, ..., xk)
+
g2N
⇡
Z x1+x2
0
dy
(x1   y)2 [ k(x1, x2, x3, ..., xk)
   k(y, x1 + x2   y, x3, ..., xk)]
+
g2N
⇡
Z x1
0
dy
Z x1 y
0
dz k+2(y, z, x1   y   z, x2, ..., xk)
⇥

1
(y + z)2
  1
(x1   y)2
 
+
g2N
⇡
 k 2(x1 + x2 + x3, x4, ..., xk)

1
(x1 + x2)2
  1
(x2 + x3)2
 
± cyclic permutations of (x1, x2, ..., xk) (D.21)
where xi = pi/
P
pj and  k(x1, x2, ..., xk) = hp1, p2, ..., pk| i. The sign in the last
term is always positive for odd k and alternates with each cyclic permutation for
even k.
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Introducing a complete set of gauge-singlet statesX
k
k 1|p1, p2, ..., pkihp1, p2, ..., pk|,
using the cyclic properties of the wave-functions and changing to the angular variables
of eq. (D.9), one can show that
[M2]i,j
g2N/⇡
=
Z k 1Y
m=1
sin2(k m 1) ✓md sin2 ✓m
Z
d sin2  
✓
 ⇤k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1) k(✓1, ..., ✓k 2, )
sin2 ✓1 sin
2 ✓2.... sin
2 ✓k 2
+
1
2
( k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1)   k(✓1, ..., ✓k 2, ))⇤ ( k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1)   k(✓1, ..., ✓k 2, ))
sin2 ✓1... sin
2 ✓k 2(sin2 ✓k 1   sin2  )2
◆
+
Z
d sin2  1d sin
2  2  
⇤
k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1)
 
 k+2(✓1, ..., ✓k 1, 1, 2)   ˜k+2
sin2  1
!
+
✓
 ⇤k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1)   ˜⇤k
sin4 ✓1... sin
4 ✓k 2
◆
 k 2(✓1, ..., ✓k 3)
 
. (D.22)
All the angles are integrated from 0 to ⇡/2. Here  k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1) = hp1, ..., pk|Oji and
 k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1) = hp1, ..., pk|Oii, and we have defined
 ˜k(✓1, ..., ✓k 1) =  k(✓1, ..., ✓k 3, ✓˜k 2, ✓˜k 1),
sin2 ✓˜k 2 = 1  sin2 ✓k 2 sin2 ✓k 1 ,
sin2 ✓˜k 1 =
1  sin2 ✓k 2
1  sin2 ✓k 2 sin2 ✓k 1 ,
(D.23)
with  ˜ defined by replacing the last two angles of   in the same way as above. The
transformation ✓ ! ✓˜ leads to an exchange of the parton momenta p1 $ p3.
Note that the first two terms on the right hand side of (D.22) become products
of k  1 one-variable integrals. This significantly reduces the di culties in numerical
computation, which otherwise would be a k-dimensional integral evaluated on a sim-
plex. In addition, all the potential divergences from the first two terms now explicitly
cancel.
In order to see that there is no divergence in the last two terms, further inspection
is required. Focusing on the last term, the cancelation of divergences can be made
explicit by adding an extra term that vanishes upon integrating out all variables. This
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is achieved by replacing  k 2 in the last term by  k 2    k 2
  
p1=p2=0
, to explicitly
cancel the divergence at p1 + p2 = 0. In terms of the original momentum variables
(p1, ..., pk), one can easily show that the contribution from the  k 2
  
p1=p2=0
term
vanishes by using the cyclicity of the wave-function, and thus does not contribute to
the final result. Here there is a subtlety, that when we set p1 = p2 = 0, we have
to replace the total momentum P in (D.11) by the sum of the remaining momentaPk
i=3 pi and relate the new angles ✓
0
i(i = 1, 2, ..., k   3), associated with the variables
(p3, p4, ..., pk), to the original angles ✓i(i = 1, 2, ..., k   1). Again it is not hard to
work out the transformation. Once all the divergences are explicitly canceled we are
left with multi-dimensional polynomials to integrate instead of ratios of polynomials.
Thus by writing the mass matrix in the angular variables, we are able to expedite
the calculation and avoid issues with the convergence of numerical integration near
singularities.
On the other hand, we currently lack an optimized strategy for performing the al-
gebraic manipulations required to construct  k 2
  
p1=p2=0
and for explicitly canceling
the 1/ sin2✓k 2 pole. The addition of the  k 2
  
p1=p2=0
term also spoils the factoriz-
ability of the integrals and forces us to deal with multi-dimensional integrals over the
angles. This constitutes one of the main bottle-necks for extending our computations
to larger  max.
D.3 Quasi-primary Operators in the E↵ective Two Free-particle Models
In this appendix we present the general case for the quasi-primary operators of two
free particles, where the particles can be two fermions, a boson and a fermion or 2
bosons. The general form of quasi-primary operators bilinear in the fields can be
written in terms of Jacobi Polynomials (see, e.g., [69])
O n =
8>>><>>>:
 1(x)P
(0,0)
n
⇣  
@   !@
⌘
 2(x) , for 2 fermions,
@ (x)P (1,0)n
⇣  
@   !@
⌘
 (x) , for a boson and a fermion
@ 1(x)P
(1,1)
n
⇣  
@   !@
⌘
@ 2(x) , for 2 bosons.
(D.24)
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Here the dimension of the operator is   = n + d1 + d2, where di = 1/2 for fermions
and di = 1 for bosons.
The expansion of the boson field in terms of creation and annihilation operators
is given by
 (x ) =
1p
2⇡
Z 1
0
dp+p
2p+
⇣
a(p+)e ip
+x  + a†(p+)eip
+x 
⌘
. (D.25)
It contains an extra factor of
p
p+ compared to the fermion operator in eq. (D.5).
Hence the wave-function of a state created by bosons has extra factors of square root of
momenta, compared to the fermion case, in addition to the di↵erence in polynomials
discussed in the previous paragraph.
The e↵ect of a topological sector is simply accounted for, by adding to the operator
dimension   an extra factor of 1/2 or  1/2, which is the dimensional di↵erence
between a bosonic single-particle state and a fermionic single-particle state. For
example, the two-fermion threshold of the state F1 ⌦ F1 appears in the fermionic
sector. In order to match the QCD2A spectrum with the free F1 ⌦ F1 spectrum
generated by two fermion operators, we subtract 1/2 from the operator dimension  ,
assuming, from the point of view of operator dimension, that the topological sector
converts one of the fermions into a boson.
Appendix E
2D QCD at Finite N
E.1 The Quasi-primary Operator Basis
In this appendix we explain briefly the construction of the single-traced and multi-
traced quasi-primary operators in the 2D QCD model. These are composite operators
of the fermionic fields. We also construct the quasi-primary operators of the bosonic
fields which are used in the description of the continuum spectrum in terms of multiple
free massive particles as described in the text. These primary operators are obtained
from solving the Killing equations. A similar and detailed description of the solutions
can be found in [48].
We are interested in quasi-primary operator of the 2D QCD model with 2k
fermions, at dimension n+ k/2, that can be written as
O(x ) = 1
Nk
X
P
si=n
cs1,s2,...,s2k
⇣
@s1 †i1@
s2 i1
⌘
...
⇣
@s2k 1 †ik@
s2k ik
⌘
, (E.1)
with i’s the SU(N) color indices. Since in the conformal limit, @+ = 0, by the
equations of motion, one needs to consider only derivatives with respect to the “space-
like” coordinate x .1 Furthermore, in the massless limit the right moving state  
decouples from the left moving one  , therefore to calculate the spectrum one needs
to consider only composite operators of the  field.
For testing the decoupling of operators at finite N , we restrict our basis to the
mesonic states that contain color-contracted pairs of  † fields. The operators given
in eq. (E.1) form a complete basis of the primary operators that are neutral under
1Hereafter, we will drop the superscript   when there is no ambiguity.
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the chiral transformation  ! ei↵ . Any chiral-charged operator of the form
✏i1,i2,...iN@s1 i1@
s2 i2 ...@
sN iN
⇣
@r1 †j1@
r2 j1
⌘
...
⇣
@r2l 1 †jl@
r2l jl
⌘
cannot interfere through the Hamitonian with the mesonic states because they have
di↵erent charges under chiral symmetry. In addition, one can prove that any chiral-
neutral “baryon” operator
✏i1,i2,...iN@s1 †i1@
s2 †i2 ...@
sN †iN ✏
j1,j2,...jN@r1 j1@
r2 j2 ...@
rN jN ,
can be written as a combination of meson operators and therefore is already included
in eq. (E.1).
The coe cients cs1,s2,...,s2n are solved by imposing the Killing equation
[K ,On+k/2(x )] = i
 
(x )2@  + x (2n+ k)
 On+k/2(x ). (E.2)
A generic solution to the equation is given in [48].
The 2D QCDmodel Hamiltonian has charge conjugation symmetry:  † $  . This
divides the Hibert space generated by the operators into an even and an odd sector
under the symmetry. Another symmetry of the quasi-primary operator is the permu-
tation of the pairs of the color contracted fermion-anti-fermion fields @s2i 1 †@s2i .
This implies that the coe cient cs1,s2,...,s2n is invariant under the exchange of indices
s2i 1 $ s2j 1 and s2i $ s2j. The two symmetries impose further constraint on the
coe cient cs1,s2,...,s2n .
An operator of dimension   is normalized such that
lim
x !1
 
x 
 2  hO (x )O (0)i = ( 1)   (2   1) . (E.3)
The factor ( 1)  on the right hand side is coming from having the operators on the
same time slice of x+. A state associated with O  is defined through the Fourier
transform O˜ (p) =
R
dx eipx O (x ),
|O˜ (p)i = 1
p  1/2
O˜ (p)|0i. (E.4)
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The state, labeled by the Casimir and momenta, is thus normalized as
hO˜ (q)|O˜ (p)i =  (p  q). (E.5)
To evaluate the inner product eq. (E.5), given that the quasi-primary operators
are composite operators, we insert the identity with a complete set of momentum
eigenstates, i.e.,
1 =
X
k
Z kY
i=1
dpidp
0
i|p1, p01, ..., pk, p0kih ^p1, p01, ..., pk, p0k|. (E.6)
Here the momentum eigenstate kets are defined by
|p1, p01, ..., pk, p0ki =
1
Nk
a†i1(p1)b
†
i1(p
0
1)...a
†
ik
(pk)b
†
ik
(p0k)|0i, (E.7)
with a† and b† the creation operators for quarks and anti-quarks and where repeated
color indices in are contracted. The bra h ^p1, p01, ..., pk, p0k| is not the Hermitian conju-
gate of |p1, p01, ..., pk, p0ki as usual but it contains also all the subleading terms in 1/N ,
such that for any momentum eigenstate |q1, q01, ..., qN , q0Ni,
X
k
Z kY
i=1
dpidp
0
i|p1, p01, ..., pk, p0kih ^p1, p01, ..., pk, p0k|q1, q01, ..., qN , q0Ni
= |q1, q01, ..., qN , q0Ni.
(E.8)
As an example, for a state with two pairs of quark and anti-quark,
h ^p1, p01, p2, p02| =
N2
2(N2   1)hp1, p
0
1, p2, p
0
2|+
N
2(N2   1)hp2, p
0
1, p1, p
0
2|. (E.9)
Consequently
hO˜ (q)|O˜ (p)i
=
X
k
Z kY
i=1
dpidp
0
ihO˜ (q)|p1, p01, ..., pk, p0kih ^p1, p01, ..., pk, p0k|O˜ (p)i
⌘
Z NY
i=1
dpidp
0
i (p 
X
pi) (q  
X
pi)f˜(p1, p
0
1, ..., pN , p
0
N)f
⇤(p1, p01, ..., pN , p
0
N).
(E.10)
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The function f(p1, p01, ..., pN , p
0
N), generically a polynomial of the momenta pi and
p0i, is defined for the operator O  as f(p1, p01, ..., pN , p0N) ⌘ hp1, p01, ..., pN , p0N |O˜ (p)i.
Similar definition applies to f˜ . The normalization of a state, eq. (E.5) , thus translates
into the condition of the polynomial functions, thatZ NY
i=1
dpidp
0
if˜(p1, p
0
1, ..., pN , p
0
N)f
⇤(p1, p01, ..., pN , p
0
N) = 1. (E.11)
Here the integral is on the simplex
P
pi +
P
p0i = p.
The quasi-primaries with di↵erent operator dimension are orthogonal. We need
to orthogonalize only the operators with the same dimension, by a Gram-Schmidt
procedure, to obtain an orthonormal basis.
The quasi-primary operators of lowest dimension in our basis are
O(1) ⇠  † ,
O(2) ⇠ (@ †)    †@ ,
O(3) ⇠ ( † )2,
O(4) ⇠ (@ †)  †    †(@ ) † +  † (@ †)    †  †(@ ).
(E.12)
Here O(1) and O(4) are odd under charge conjugation whereas O(2) and O(3) are even.
One subtlety at finite N is that compared to largeN some operators are identically
zero because of fermion statistics, and thus not included in the basis. For example,
for N = 3 the quasi-primary operator ( † )4 is not included in the basis.
In order to model the multi-particle states of the single-particles, we use the
bosonic quasi-primary operators
OB(x ) =
X
P
si=n
bs1,s2,...,sk@
s1(@ 1)@
s2(@ 2)@
s3(@ 3)...@
sk(@ k). (E.13)
Each bosonic field  i corresponds to the excitation of a single-particle state. The @ 
operator, a singlet of SU(N), is itself a quasi-primary operator of a 1+1 dimensional
e↵ective bosonic free field theory.
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The bosonic composite operator OB also satisfies the Killing equation
[K ,OB(x )] = i
 
(x )2@  + x (n+ k)
 OB(x ). (E.14)
If some of the single-particle-states @ i1 , @ i2 , ..., @ ip are identical, the operator is
symmetric under the exchange of these particles and consequently the coe cients
bs1,s2,...,sk are symmetric on the corresponding indices si1 , si2 , ..., sip . In practice we
write the bosonic operators @  in momentum space using mode-expansion. The
Killing equation then becomes a di↵erential equation on polynomials of the momenta
p1, p2, ..., pk of the   fields involving the coe cients bs1,s2,...,sk . The solutions to this
di↵erential equation for the bosonic quasi-primary operators are products of Jacobi
polynomials P (a,1)m , with m and a integers that label di↵erent solutions, and the argu-
ments of the Jacobi polynomials being linear combinations of the momenta pi. This
is similar to the calculation of the fermionic operators and the readers are referred
to [48] for details. Examples of the lowest dimensional bosonic operators are
O(1)B ⇠ @ 1@ 2,
O(2)B ⇠ @2 1@ 2   @ 1@2 2,
O(3)B ⇠ @ 1@ 2@ 3.
(E.15)
At large N , where the interaction between the single-particle-states is suppressed,
the spectrum of non-interacting multi-particles calculated using the basis of the
bosonic quasi-primary operators is expected to match with the ’t Hooft model multi-
particle spectrum, as expected from e↵ective conformal dominance. At finite N ,
interactions between the mesons are important and there are corrections to the en-
ergy proportional to powers of 1/N times the mass of the bound-states. Therefore
at finite N the free boson approximation to the continuum is no longer valid. Nev-
ertheless, for multi-particle-states made of only the decoupled massless state, |B0i,
plus a single massive single-particle meson, there are no interactions between the
single-particles. This is the case described in Section 5.3.2. Multi-particle-states of
this kind are expected to be well identified by the free spectrum, even at finite N .
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Figure E.1: Density of states of the two-body state of |B1i and |B0i at a high cuto↵
dimension  max = 200. The histogram shows the counting of states with bin width
 M2 = 5. It matches with the expected density of states of the two-body continuous
spectrum (red line).
E.2 The Density of States
The continuum spectrum can be recovered using the conformal basis approach at
large cuto↵ dimension  max. Because of the discreteness of the basis at a certain
 max we can only obtain a subset of the multi-particle states. But as one increases
 max the discrete states start to converge and mimic the behavior of the continuum,
as is illustrated in the following example of the bosonic quasi-primary operator basis.
In Figure E.1 we show the density of states at  max = 200 for the bosonic two-
body states that contain |B1i and |B0i. The discrete spectrum is calculated using
the bosonic quasi-primary operators for the non-interacting two-body mass matrix
M2(x) =
M2B1
x
, (E.16)
since |B0i is massless. The parton variable x is integrated from 0 to 1. The counting
of states, binned with respect to M2, is compared with the expected density of states
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of the continuum. The latter is given by
⇢(M2) =
Z
M2  M2B1
. (E.17)
Here Z is a normalization determined by a fit to the distribution of counting. The
fluctuation in each bin count compared to the expected density of states is within
20%.
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